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PREFACE.

IN laying before his many kind readers the second

instalment of Letters on the Seven Sacraments,

the author wishes to remind them once again that

these volumes on Christian Doctrine in no way
pretend to form a complete Manual of Theology.

Although they may, and unless Dame Rumour

say far more than her prayers actually do, prove
of use to busy priests by supplying ready materials

for instruction to their people, yet their main

purpose is to popularize theology for the laity, and

particularly for lay or non-priestly instructors.

In the present volume it has, of course, been

necessary to deal with that increasingly momentous
Sacrament Holy Matrimony. The author has

been fully conscious of the delicacy of this part of

his subject, but not less alive, also, to the slender

instruction concerning it so often to be noticed

even among Catholics.

Now, here it would have been quite easy, and

far more pleasant, to deal in mere pious generalities.
But such a policy seemed utterly useless in a work

of practical instruction, and even unconscientious

if not positively misleading.

The publicity given nowadays to questions as

to the relations between the sexes whether we

deplore it or not is a fact to be reckoned with.
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Nor can even younger folk so easily escape

becoming prematurely if vaguely acquainted
with such matters. This results from freer com

panionship with their elders, the ubiquitous

activity of the printing-press, and to the great

difficulty of exercising due control over their liberty

of reading.

On the whole, then, it seemed to the author

that his choice lay, not between silence and

speech, but between an endeavour, on the one

hand, to convey a sufficient knowledge of Catholic

moral principles, and, on the other, withholding

a needful antidote to the false notions that are

current at the present time. He hopes, however,

to have succeeded, with the help of the Sinless

Mother, in an earnest effort to combine necessary

definiteness with substantial reserve.

F. M. DE Z., SJ.

MOUNT ST. MARY S COLLEGE, NEAR
CHESTERFIELD.

Feast of the Immaculate Conception^ 1908.



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

NOTHING need be added but words of hearty
thanks to those who have given the First Edition

such a warm welcome as to render a Second so

soon necessary.

Feast of St. Bernard, August, 20, 1909.

PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION.

SOME slight additions have been made to the

present Edition, to which the author begs to call

attention. These are : (i) Appendix VI., con

cerning a Papal declaration as to the tests of true

vocation to the priesthood; (2) Appendix VII.,

pointing out certain non-Catholic misconceptions
about the scope of the Ne Temere Decree ;

(3) a footnote, page 80, concerning
* Education in

Purity of the young.
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LETTERS ON CHRISTIAN
DOCTRINE
SECOND SERIES

THE SEVEN SACRAMENTS

PART II.

THE SACRAMENT OF EXTREME
UNCTION AND LAST RITES.

No. I.

ON RECEIVING THE LAST SACRAMENTS.

WE have already noticed, under Confirmation,
how the loving care of Christ for the souls of His

redeemed has provided a Sacrament for each of

the chief phases and needs of our spiritual life.

The Sacrament of Extreme Unction, or Last

Anointing, was instituted by Christ for aiding

the Christian soul in its dreadful passage into the

next world at the hour of death. It is rightly

called the *
last anointing, for other anointings

will, in the ordinary course, have preceded in

the ceremonies of Baptism and Confirmation, and

(possibly) in the rite of priestly ordination.

VOL. III. I



2 THE SACRAMENT OF EXTREME UNCTION

Last rites. Extreme Unction is one of the group of Last

Sacraments, or Last Rites those powerful

helps by which the tender Bride of Christ and

spiritual mother of all Christians smoothes and

sanctifies the pillow of her departing child ; and it

is the instinct of a thorough Catholic, in time of

dangerous sickness, to seek the ministrations of

that watchful mother in the first place, and the

succours of human science for a bodily remedy
in the second. For the immortal soul is more

than the perishable body. Thus a devout Catholic

layman, bearing an honoured English name, who
died in 1906 in ripe old age, and had been taken

suddenly ill in the night, told a sympathetic non-

Catholic visitor the following morning that he had

had to send for the doctor.
*

But, he added

naively, I sent for the priest first. Taken in its

fullest sense, the term Last Sacraments in

cludes Confession, Holy Communion received as
* Viaticum i.e., provision for the journey and

Extreme Unction. As a complement to these three

there follows the Last Blessing, or Papal Blessing,

with a Plenary Indulgence attached, obtainable

on certain conditions. Though this Blessing may
be given some time before death, it does not take

effect until the actual moment of death. But more

will be said of this rite under a special heading,

when Extreme Unction has been fully discussed.

The Among
t Last Sacraments, the Anointing is

menfof evidently the chief and most distinctive, since it

the dying, has been expressly instituted to meet not merely
the spiritual needs, but also the varying physical
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states, of the dying. For it is evident that the

condition of the patient may preclude the possi

bility of administering to him the other two

Confession (except in the rather unsatisfactory
form of conditional absolution), because power of

speech (or sign-making) and even consciousness

may be lacking ; and Holy Communion, both on

account of unconsciousness and inability to

swallow in certain maladies. Moreover as re

gards Holy Viaticum there may not be time to

fetch the Blessed Sacrament from some distant

church or chapel, whereas the Holy Oils may be

more readily at hand. Extreme Unction, on the

other hand, can and, speaking generally, ought

to, be given to every unconscious Catholic in

danger of death from sickness, even though he

may have given up the practice of his faith, and

perhaps declared during life that he wanted no

Catholic priest bothering around his death-bed.

For one never knows whether he may not have

secretly changed his mind, or whether his irre

ligious speeches were not mere bravado.

No one likes to face the inexorable fact that he Dread of

is dying not even the fact that he is doomed to

die before very long of some hopeless malady
which has plainly declared itself. The instinct of

self-preservation is strong within us all, quite

apart from the moral grounds we may have for

fearing the Private Judgment, which must follow

immediately upon our dissolution.1 But whether

1 That each soul is to be judged individually immediately
after death is not a defined article of faith ; but no Catholic

I 2
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these moral reasons for dreading death exist, or

whether, having existed, a sincere repentance has

replaced them by a firm and humble confidence in

God s mercy, that other physical repugnance to

dissolution, or perhaps rather to the pains and

physical experiences that may precede it, will

generally remain even with the holiest that is to

say, until the Sacraments have subdued the

repugnance with their graces of patience and

resignation to the Will of God. That physical

dread of death, common to saint and sinner alike,

is natural; nay, it is a gift from God, good and

useful. It is told of an aged and infirm member
of our English Episcopal Hierarchy that, on

being asked how he regarded the approach of

death, he said: My belief is that God gives to

men a strong fear of death in order to induce

them to take care of their lives for as long as He
means them to live; but that when the hour

appointed by Him has arrived, He takes away the

desire of life in order that men may more easily

die with conformity to His Holy Will. And this

appears to be true. Priests on the mission will

probably not be able easily to recall cases in

which, when the end was near at hand, they could

perceive signs of any great moral reluctance to

dying. Probably experience will also have led

them to the conclusion that the very fact of a

is at liberty to deny this universal belief of the Church, which

is, moreover, implied in an explicit definition to the effect

that the lost go at once to their punishment. Punishment

presupposes the sentence. Denzinger, nos. 456, 588.
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patient s ceasing to desire life is one of the surest

moral signs of approaching dissolution, in spite of

a contrary forecast on the part of physicians,

based upon physical symptoms.
The mere physical fear of death, then, is no bad n -

J
, .. f .

fidence in

sign in anyone, while the moral fear of appearing Divine

before the tribunal of Christ to give an account mercy*

of deeds done in the flesh must be met by humble

penitence, and a blind confidence in the mercy of

the Sacred Heart, in spite of every consideration

tending towards despair. However bad we may
have been, human malice, and, still more, human
weakness in sinning, is necessarily finite and

limited ; but the mercy of God is infinite. The

greatest Saint alive must at the end perforce throw

himself unreservedly on God s mercy : For if

Thou, O Lord, shalt mark iniquities, O Lord,

who shall endure it P
1 And at the catafalque of

some saintly Carmelite novice, barely past her

teens, as well as at that of the lifelong blasphemer
and profligate, mercifully rescued from the burn

ing by a sincere death-bed repentance, the Church

prays equally : Enter not, O Lord, into judgment
with Thy servant, for in Thy sight no man living

shall be justified !

2 Into Thy hands, O Lord, I

commend my spirit ; Thou hast redeemed me, O
God of truth. 3 Such is the prayer with which,

day by day, Mother Church, in her Divine Office,

lulls her children to that sleep which is the type of

death.

1 Ps. cxxix. 3.
2 Burial Service.

3
Responsory at Compline.
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So, once the erring sheep has been led back to

the fold of grace by repentance, however tardy, it

may safely commit its cause to the tender care of

a Good Shepherd Who did not spare His own
heart s blood in order to save it the ever-truthful,

faithful God Who declared : Him that turneth

to Me I will not cast out,
1 and The wickedness

of the wicked shall not hurt him, in whatsoever day
he shall turn from his wickedness. 2

A great dread of death during life is often

succeeded by great peace and confidence when
death actually knocks at the door. A certain

excellent religious, who died in England some

fifty years ago, was unable, while in health and

strength, so much as to bear the mention of the

word death. Yet, when his hour drew nigh, all

dread had vanished. And if it be replied, Yes !

but he was a religious, and an exemplary one, this

retort cuts both ways, since the example proves
that there may be great fear of death in life

without the presence of any moral depravity to

explain it.

The fear of death, then, may be expected in

everyone and it is likely to be present in force at

the beginning of a mortal sickness, if the patient

be in possession of his faculties. The latter is,

therefore, prone to deceive himself as to the

seriousness of his condition, and to wish spiritual

administrations to be put off. Then, some people
are a prey to the superstitious delusion that, once

they have received the Last Sacraments, they are

1
John vi. 37.

* Ezech. xxxiii* 12.
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bound to die, as though not to do so would be a

breach of contract, a shirking of their part of the

bargain.

This notion is simply foolish, not to say a its folly.

virtual ignoring of the Church s doctrine concern

ing the hope of recovery contained in the Last

Anointing. It is, moreover, an estimate of

probabilities which receives small confirmation

from priestly experience in attending the sick.

Among sick people, who wisely receive Extreme

Unction in good time, those who obtain a fresh

lease of life are found to be almost as numerous as

those who die : at least, the percentage of recoveries

is a large one. At all events, it stands to common
sense that Extreme Unction will not kill a person !

The only bearing it can have upon bodily health

is that subject to God s good pleasure it will

restore the same. In order to disabuse anyone
of this common delusion with quiet reasoning, it

might be well to point out to the resisting invalid

that what he or she is really alarmed at is not the

Anointing, but the precarious condition of health

which fitness for the Sacrament betokens, and

that its reception cannot possibly alter that state

of things except, it may be, greatly for the better.

Unfortunately, patients under this hallucination Enemies

are too often encouraged in it by those about

them, to their great mischief. The enemies of hold.

a man are those of his own household is a word
of Scripture that too often has its verification in

dangerous illness. Perhaps it is that near relations

have their eyes blinded by the intensity of their
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love, or refuse to face the distressing conse

quences that death of a loved one may bring, and

so they cannot see the truth because they dare

not look at it. Then, again, those who are in

constant attendance upon the sick, unless they be

trained nurses having only a professional interest

in the case, do not notice the change for the worse

that is taking place so gradually, while an inter

mittent visitor would perceive it at once. Often

enough a Catholic might have died without a priest

but for the chance call of a friend, who at once

noticed the great alteration which had occurred

since the previous visit, and warned the family.

Further, not all medical men realize the

heavy and unauthorized responsibility they take

upon their shoulders by lulling to sleep with re

assuring platitudes the well-grounded and openly

expressed fears of patients, or of the patient s

relations, though knowing all the while that the

end is near. What we may describe as the

anticlerical physician, occasionally to be met

with, is a great danger in this matter. If a

word be breathed in his hearing about sending
for a priest, the suggestion is pooh-poohed or

strongly negatived, on the score that it will

frighten the patient ; yet, when there is money
or property to be made safe, the lawyer s visit

seems to be regarded as quite unobjectionable,

though it will call for much greater mental effort

than priestly ministrations.1
(These are not

1 Medical objections to the priest may be partly founded

on religious ignorance, and upon a false notion as to the
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imaginary happenings, reader.) Yet all the while

the poor patient may be in fear of slipping

through the -gates of death unshriven and un-

anealed, and be also diminishing his chances

of recovery by silently enduring the strain of

spiritual terrors, which a word from the priest, or at

least the potent grace of the Sacraments, would

dissipate. It is the suspense suffered until the

priest arrives, and not the priestly treatment, that

is likely to prove the greater drain upon failing

strength. Some other physicians, on the contrary,

although not always conspicuous for their belief in

Christianity of any sort, are nevertheless intelli

gent enough to learn from their dealings with

Catholic patients that the priest is in reality their

best ally.
*

Now, you must zend vor your priest

was the usual advice given by a Jewish agnostic
doctor to Catholic patients when danger had

declared itself. The present writer owes it to the

friendly, unofficial visit of a Freemason medico

that he was able to perform the last ministrations

for a soul in great need. Another twenty-four

hours, and it would have been too late.

We are not suggesting that it is the duty of a Duties

doctor, as such, to see to the spiritual needs of
hys?cian.

his patients, though the writer recalls one who
was wont to mix Evangelicalism with his prescrip
tions to a Catholic youth. If the physician be a

amount of active co-operation on the part of an enfeebled

patient demanded by Catholic Rites. These show their

Divine origin by their adaptability to the weakest of

invalids.
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disbeliever in Catholicism, non-interference in the

priest s domain still remains his obvious duty.

But if both he and his patient be Catholic, he is

still bound as a Christian by the law of charity,

according to which he ought to seek some

opportunity for putting in a tactful word in behalf

of the spiritual interests of his patient, when he

sees them in danger of being neglected, provided he

can do so without any serious personal incon

venience or prejudice to his profession. The
doctor or a nurse may not prescind on principle

from the fact that he or she is in the first place

a Catholic, any more than may the Catholic

politician or statesman. If he does so, it is

evident that he is putting this world and its

interests first, and the next world second : in a

word, this is pure worldliness. We shall not be

examined at the Judgment Seat, so to say, in

water-tight compartments. We shall be taken as

a whole, and questioned as to how far we have

carried on our worldly avocations in conformity
with the teaching of our Faith and with the

Commandments. That, and nothing less, is what

we mean when we declare that the one end for

which God placed us in this world was to save

our souls by loving and serving Him. Whatever

conflicts with this, the great purpose of life, must

go by the board if we would not be spiritually

shipwrecked.
Even though the physician in attendance on a

Catholic be not a Catholic himself, he must still

perceive the wrong of meddling with the con-
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scientious obligations of his patient. Nor would

a Catholic doctor be justified in hindering a non-

Catholic patient from having recourse to the

religious ministrations in which he conscientiously

believes. For every man is bound to obey his

conscience (even though that conscience happen
to be misinformed), and no one has a right to

prevent him from carrying out its behests, when

these merely affect his own conduct, and do no

violence to the consciences or rights of others.

We Catholics are indeed forbidden to take any
direct part in non-Catholic religious rites an act

which would be a virtual denial of the one only

true faith and worship, and would, moreover, give

scandal to others. But this is quite different from

interfering in order to withhold those rites from

people who conscientiously believe in them as

ordained by God. Thus, while I may not ask a

non-Catholic minister to perform this or that non-

Catholic ceremony, nor help him personally while

actually performing it, as a server or assistant,

still, I am not forbidden to let him know that a

member of his flock is ill and desires his attend

ance. This is a point that concerns nurses of the

sick.

It is a highly dangerous thing for anyone to Hinder-

hamper the priest, when plainly desirous to

approach the sick person on the subject of Last

Sacraments, or at least to lead his thoughts

gradually in that direction, when there is no
immediate urgency. One does not like to make
an argument out of the personal trouble that may
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be caused the priest, since something indefinitely

more important than priestly convenience is at

stake in this matter namely, the safe passage of

a soul to the shores of eternity. Nevertheless,

great and wholly unprofitable fatigue, waste of

time, and harrowing anxiety may be created for

the priest by the whims and caprices of people

regarding the precise psychic moment for allow

ing him to broach the subject of Last Sacraments

to the invalid.

When great alarm prevails in a family at the

priest s ominous visit in time of grave illness, it

will often be found to exist mostly on the side of

the relatives, and far less on the side of the sick

person. Here is an instance : Family terrified

at the probable effect of priest s ministrations on

the patient. Interview (after overcoming many
family objections) between priest and the sick

person :

PRIEST (after some preliminary inquiries). I

am sorry to find you so very ill. Do you
know there is something that will benefit you

greatly ?

INVALID. Ah ! and what is that ?

PRIEST. Why, Extreme Unction (healing

effects then explained).

INVALID. * Do you think that will be good for

me?
PRIEST. Certainly.

INVALID (promptly). Then I ll have it.
1

And this was the end of it, and the patient

recovered 1
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Here is an odd experience for a priest to en- Acurious

counter : Some member of the household is

dangerously ill. The priest, well aware of the

fact, or perhaps actually sent for by the sick

person, arrives at the house. He is put off with

the unwittingly humorous remark :

* He is not well

enough to see you to-day. The priest wonders

whether he will ever be any better, and, if not,

how he is ever to get the Last Sacraments.

Worst of all, bad Catholics are to be met with Bad

occasionally who studiously keep the priest away
from a dying person by means of strategy and

lying, and who, if at last brought to bay, flatly

refuse him access to the sick-bed. This is

wickedness not far removed from that of the

Belgian
*

Solidaires, a diabolical secret society in

actual existence, the members of which are sworn

to prevent any of their number from having a

priest at death, no matter how earnestly he may
beg for one, under the influence of returning

grace, in order to reconcile himself to God.

The case of mixed religions in a family is some- Non-

what different. One of the penalties which a ^and
dying Catholic has at times to pay for a mixed or wife,

marriage is that the Protestant half omits to

warn the priest in time, being simply ignorant of

the nature of Sacraments, or persuaded that they
are useless to a prostrate or unconscious person.
Or perhaps the non-Catholic half meets the

anxious request that a priest be sent for with the

consciously false assurance : Don t worry ; you
will soon be better again.
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There is the more aggressive type of Protestant,

or non-Catholic, who thinks he will please God by

preventing a Romish priest from performing
his superstitious mummeries over a dying

Catholic, as if any good end could be obtained

even from a non-Catholic point of view by

defrauding a believing Catholic, against his will,

of what he conscientiously holds to be necessary

preparation for appearing before his Maker !

This would be quite as fatuous as for a Catholic

to hinder a convinced Protestant from securing

the attendance of his clergy.

One of the drawbacks of delaying to send for

the priest till the last moment is that such a

course thwarts the very purpose generally held in

view that of not alarming the dying person un

necessarily. The alarm is likely to prove in the

end all the greater. Take the case of a person
who is evidently dying, but whose life is known to

have been anything but a good preparation for

death. Persuading himself that his case is not as

desperate as people imagine, he is unwilling to

make a sincere confession of his sins. Now, in

such circumstances the priest has no choice but

to tell the procrastinator the whole truth, and

warn him of the consequences of delay, in the

hope that the fear of God may induce him to do

his duty before it is too late. Yet if summoned at

the last moment, when death is imminent, the

terrible news has to be broken more or less sud

denly. There is no room for diplomacy. Had
more time been allowed, the priest might have
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paid a preliminary visit, gradually have led up to

the subject of preparation for death, and so have

softened the shock. Then, again, at an earlier

stage he might have been able truthfully to tell

the invalid that he did not despair of a recovery,

but only wished to administer the Sacraments as

a prudent precaution.

Hence, if those responsible for the dangerously How to

sick wish not merely to act as good Catholics and
act&amp;lt;

in the spiritual interest of invalids, but also to do

the best possible for their recovery, they will

(a) insist on the doctor s telling them the whole

truth about the state of patients ; (6) let the priest

know on the first suspicion of danger ; and (c) leave

the ultimate decision as to the time for suggesting
and imparting the Sacraments entirely to the

priest, without let or hindrance, for he is the

person primarily responsible for their adminis

tration.
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No. II.

EXTREME UNCTION IN DETAIL.

LET us now discuss the Sacrament of Extreme
Unction more in detail.

Anglican- Extreme Unction is one of the Seven Sacra-

anointing, ments of the Christian Law. When in the

eighteenth century the Church of England ever

conscious of the flaw in its Catholicity which its

isolation in Christendom emphasizes sought

tentatively for some recognition from the Greeks

(schismatical, or, as they style themselves, ortho

dox ), the Anglicans were eventually confronted

by Oriental Bishops with a profession of faith

which included Seven Sacraments, Extreme

Unction being among the number. They were,

moreover, given to understand that Anglican

acceptance of the doctrinal basis thus set forth

by the Greeks was an essential preliminary to

any Oriental recognition of the Anglican Estab

lishment as part of the Church of Christ. 1

1 More recently, in anticipation of the Pan-Anglican

Congress of 1908, certain cautious pourparlers were initiated

by the Anglican bishopric in Jerusalem with the Greek

Jerusalem Patriarch. The object of this correspondence
was to seek the Greek Patriarch s approval of some basis

upon which possibilities of intercourse with the Greek

Church might be suitably discussed at the Congress. The

basis proposed by the Anglicans was mutual recognition of
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The Bible warranty for Extreme Unction is to The
. , Bible ana

be seen in the Epistle of St. James, recognized anointing.

as canonical Scripture by the Church of England,

which officially, at least ignores the Last

Anointing altogether,
1 as well as by the Catholic

Church, which has always used it. Is any man
sick among you ? Let him bring in the priests of

the Church, and let them pray over him, anointing

him with oil in the name of the Lord. And the

prayer of faith shall save the sick man
;
and the

Lord shall raise him up : and if he be in sins, they

shall be forgiven him. 2

This Sacrament is usually classed among Scope of

Sacraments of the living those which pre-

suppose the soul to be already in the state of

grace, and are ordained to increase the same.

Baptism and Orders. But the Greek, though ever ready with

courteous generalities, once more declined to come to business

(see Appendix I., The Isolation of Anglicanism, p. 244). On
the contrary, those who attended the Holy Sacrifice in the

Westminster Cathedral on the morning of Saturday, Septem
ber 12, 1908, during the Eucharistic Congress, saw the Papal

Legate and a host of Latin prelates joining in the Greek

Liturgy, carried out by Oriental priests in full communion
with Rome.

1 Thus the Bishop of Salisbury, at the Church Congress,

1905, disagreed with St. James : He did not himself desire

the restoration of unction, and he did not at all desire that

Scottish or South African Bishops should be applied to

secretly by any of the clergy for consecrated oil in order that

they might administer unction (Times report, October 8,

1905, p. n). This was surely letting the cat out of the

ritualistic bag somewhat unkindly !

2
James v. 14, 15.

VOL. in. a
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But it has also a secondary effect, akin to that

belonging to Sacraments of the dead that of

remitting sin, supposing the sick person to possess
the disposition of repentance necessary for the

Sacrament to take this effect.
* And if he be in

sins, they shall be forgiven him. But if the

person became unconscious while in mortal sin,

without having elicited an act even of attrition,

and therefore were unable, in his condition, to

supply the defect, the effect of the Sacrament

would remain in suspense until the needed dispo
sition was produced and the obstacle removed

similarly to what was said of Baptism under like

conditions. But, of course, as in the case of

Baptism, the anointing cannot be given to a

conscious invalid who refuses to repent of his sins.

The principle underlying this common teaching

about the temporary suspension and subsequent
revival of Sacramental working is this : that, at

least in the case of Sacraments that can be

received but once (Baptism, Confirmation, and

Orders), and of those which can at most be

received again only at long intervals (Matrimony
and Extreme Unction), Divine goodness would

not wish the soul to be deprived wholly, or for a

very long time, of the benefit of the Sacrament,

in spite of restored good dispositions.

MATTER AND FORM OF EXTREME UNCTION.

Matter- The kind of *

holy oil,
5

called oil of the sick,

and proxi- specially consecrated and reserved for use in

mate* this Sacrament, constitutes the remote matter.
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Its use and application by the priest is the proxi

mate matter.

A word about each.

i. The Holy Oil. For validly anointing, the
\

oil of the sick must be olive oil, and, moreover (in and its

the Latin rite), be consecrated by a Bishop. For blessinS-

lawful anointing, it must have been consecrated

by the Bishop of the diocese, or, if the see be vacant,

by the neighbouring Bishop. The view that a

priest can consecrate the oil, besides having been

censured by Pope Paul V. as rash and border

ing upon error, has been expressly disallowed in

an answer of the Holy Office, May 15, 1878 : Oil

blessed by a priest is useless matter for administer

ing the Sacrament of Extreme Unction, and can

not be employed even in a case of extreme

necessity. This decision, of course, supposes
that the priest has no faculty to bless holy oil

from the Holy See. For the Sovereign Pontiff

can give this power. Then, in the (Catholic)

Greek Church, priests give the Last U-nction

with oil blessed by themselves. It is not certain

that some other kind of duly consecrated oil e.g.,
*
oil of catechumens,

1 would not serve. Conse

quently, it may lawfully be used in a sudden

emergency at all events, conditionally.

Though old holy oil is valid, yet for lawfulness

(except in case of necessity) the oil must be new
i.e. 9 have been consecrated in the current eccle

siastical year: that is to say, on the previous

Maundy Thursday.
1 See Second Series of Letters, Part I., p. 65 et seq.

2 2
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2. The Use of the Oil. In the complete Latin

rite, as given in the * Roman Ritual, the various

organs of the senses are anointed in turn, the

meanings of which will appear from the sample
of the form to be given in the next section.

Where recognized custom or some good reason

justifies the proceeding, the anointing of the sick

man s feet can be omitted by the priest without

detriment to the Sacrament. The usual anoint

ings for males, and the only ones for females, are

of the eyes, ears, nostrils, mouth (taste and speech),

hands, and feet. Obviously, there may be good
reason for omitting the last-named unction as,

for example, to avoid causing serious disturbance

or pain, or a chill to the sufferer
; or, again, when

the priest is forced to anoint in a public hospital

ward, where no screen is provided, or in a

crowd.

In case of urgent need e.g., when the patient

appears to be at the paint of death the rite may
be reduced to one single act of anointing, accom

panied with the very brief form given below.

If the body of the patient has been mutilated

e.g., in war, or through some accident, and some
member of the body claiming unction be wholly

missing (e.g., both hands) the anointing is to be

made as near as possible to the place where the

missing member should be.

3. The Form. In its completeness, it consists

of the prayers recited at the separate anointings,

made in the form of the cross. For example:

Through this holy unction, through His most
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sweet mercy, &amp;gt;%*, may the Lord forgive thee what

ever sins thou hast committed by sight (or hear

ing, etc.). Amen/
To what extent, in case of urgency, these Shortest

longer formulas might be condensed into one

form, and that an abbreviated one, has been a

subject of speculation among theologians. The
least that they exacted, in the case of a single

form, was some distinct verbal reference to the

senses for example, Through this unction may
the Lord forgive thee whatever sins thou hast

committed by the senses of sight, hearing, smell,

taste, and touch ; or, still shorter, Through, etc.,

... by thy senses, with one single unction on

the forehead by preference.

But the discussion has recently been set at rest Decision

by a decree of the Holy Office,
1 which goes still

further in abbreviation of the form,
5

and declaring

the following form to be sufficient in a case of

emergency :

*

Through this holy unction may the

Lord forgive thee whatever sins thou hast com

mitted. Amen with a single unction.

Here it will be noticed that no express verbal

allusion is made to the senses, either generally or

in particular. Yet one can see an indirect and

implicit reference, if not in the word unction, at

all events when that word is accompanied by the

application of the oil to the body which experiences
the anointing by its sense of touch considered in

its passive aspect.

1 See Acta S. Sedis, July, 1906.
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EFFECTS OF THE SACRAMENT.

I. Medicinal. The soul is supposed to be in

the state of grace and free from grievous sin. But

former sin may have left several evil effects behind

it in the soul, just as certain maladies do in the

body for instance, a spiritual languor or weak

ness, which needs a fresh infusion of strength,

particularly a feebleness of hope and confidence in

the mercy of God, now that eternity lies before

the soul, and the all-searching judgment at the

tribunal of Christ is at hand. For consciousness

of sin tends to weaken confidence. The sting of

death is sin. 1 St. Gregory expresses the same
idea when explaining our Lord s words : Let

your loins be girt . . . and you yourselves like to

men who wait for their lord when he shall return

from the wedding; that when he cometh and

knocketh they may open to him immediately.

Hereupon he writes :
*

Now, the Lord &quot; comes &quot;

when He hastens to judgment, and He &quot;knocks&quot;

when, through the sufferings of our sickness, He
intimates to us that death is at hand. We &quot;

open
&quot;

readily, provided that we welcome Him in love.

For that man is unwilling to give admittance to

the Judge who trembles at the thought of quitting

the body, and dreads to face in judgment one

whom he remembers to have despised. The

anointing also remits the debts of punishment re

maining due to sin, in proportion to the quality of

the person s dispositions. It gives special graces

1 i Cor. xv. 56.
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by which the departing soul is protected from

the effects of evil habits, from dangerous illusions,

to which weakness of the body exposes it, and the

like. This is the building up of the mind s spiri

tual powers suggested by the words, The Lord

shall raise him up. As the Council of Trent puts

it, our Lord * has fortified the end of life with the

Sacrament of Extreme Unction, as with a most

powerful protection.

2. Remission of mortal and venial sin, provided Sin
_

the recipient have at least attrition/ or imperfect
orglven

contrition, for the same. This is a secondary and

conditional effect of the Sacrament. * And if he be

in sins, they shall be forgiven. This result is not

invariable, since the sick person may have, and

very commonly will have, previously received the

Sacrament of Penance, and so have had his sins

forgiven already, and, moreover, will often have

received also the Holy Eucharist as Viaticum.

Had Extreme Unction been ordained primarily
for the forgiveness of the guilt of mortal sin, the

Divine precept of Confession, which lasts even

till death, would be rendered nugatory.

3. Restoration of health that is, as the Council influence

of Trent teaches, when this would be for the
01

good of the person s soul. When God knows
that it will be, the corporal effect of the Sacrament
is produced infallibly.

It is useful to inquire here about the way in Modus

which the Last Anointing restores health. Th
is a matter claiming special attention from those

who, when in danger of death, would put off
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receiving the Last Sacraments, and from those

who, having sick people to nurse, would, on one

plea or another, hinder the priest from giving the

Last Rites to those under their care as soon as he

judged it to be advisable.

Not a The effect of bodily healing, when produced, is

not to be regarded in the light of a miraculous

cure. If it were that, clearly Extreme Unction

might quite properly be delayed till the patient

was at his last gasp, instead of being administered

betimes, as it ought to be i.e., as soon as danger
of death has declared itself. It should by no

means be deferred till there is, humanly speak

ing, little hope of recovery.
How The usual explanation of the way in which

Extreme Unction contributes to restoration of

health is that, by receiving it the sick man

acquires a claim to a special providence of God
over the course of his malady. God disposes

secondary causes favourably towards a recovery

e.g., by guiding the physician to choose the

right remedy or treatment ; warding off acci

dents which would aggravate the malady ; direct

ing those who are nursing, so that they take all

possible care and precautions, the omission ol

which would give a fatal turn to the illness, etc.

Thus, Extreme Unction does not work directly

upon the seat of the malady in a miraculous way,
but moves God to specially guide the progress of

the disease, and the efforts of those in charge of

the case, so as to avert a fatal ending. Hence,

putting miracles on one side, it is clear that time
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is needed for nature to respond to the hand of

Providence, and therefore it is mere foolishness

to delay Extreme Unction till the case becomes

desperate.

As for instances of such unexpected bodily ^stancesJ of healing.

healing, it is not so easy to prove to a determined

sceptic, in any particular case, that the happy
result was due precisely to the anointing. This

is natural enough, because of the non-miraculous,

or connatural, method of the Sacramental work

ing. Yet there are few priests who have had full

charge of souls for any length of time who cannot

point to numerous instances of hopeless cases

so declared by the physician in which the notable

change for the better dated from the time of the

anointing. The present writer recalls two striking

cases which came under his notice during the

first year and a half of his priestly ministrations,

not to mention other cases experienced afterwards.

One was that of a girl of nine, with diphtheria
and complications, for whom a doctor of repute
declared he could do no more ; the other a case of

puerperal fever. In both cases the change for

the better was immediate, and followed by com

plete recovery.

One must remember besides that, in addition ?
ndirect

to the direct influence upon the bodily health upon

through the special intervention of Divine Provi-
slckntss-

dence, there is also the indirect. The Sacrament
has for its primary effect the comforting of the

patient s soul, and this pacifying influence upon
the spirit is favourable to the recovery of the
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body. When the mind is agitated or the con

science ill at ease, bodily sickness is less easily

cured. Some non - Catholic physicians have

noticed this feature in their patients, and are

therefore well pleased that Catholics should

have their priest. They are wise in their

generation.

THE MINISTER OF EXTREME UNCTION.

Who is to As the Council of Trent teaches, only such as
anoint?

are at jeast in prjest s Orders can validly ad

minister the Last Anointing. For lawful ad

ministration, it is required besides that the

minister be the parish priest (or Bishop) of the

place where the sick person finds himself at the

time of sickness. There are, nevertheless, cases

of urgency in which it would be lawful for some

other priest to presume the consent of the parish

priest, or of his Bishop.
This point needs to be borne in mind by those

who might prefer to have some particular Padre

to administer the Last Rites to them.

No reser. But it should be noticed that, as regards Con-

death
1 &* fess/i n

&amp;gt;

there is no restriction of choice. If the

patient be in danger of death, the Church removes

all restrictions; and any ordained priest whatever,

whether having faculties from a Bishop or not,

can hear his confession and absolve from every
kind of sin. Supposing, however, that there be

no danger of death, at all events any priest what

ever, having
*
faculties in the diocese where the

sick person is located, can hear his or her confes-
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sion, except the Bishop have expressly ordained

otherwise. For the rights of the parish priest as

regards Sacraments in case of sickness only
extend to Holy Communion (or Viaticum) and

Extreme Unction.

THE SICK PERSON.

In order that Extreme Unction may be validly -J
. f ditions of

received, the following conditions are required : candidate

(i)The person must have received Baptism. The

unbaptized are incapable of receiving any other

Sacrament. (2) The patient must be morally

capable of committing sin. The words accompany
ing the unction of the senses plainly suppose this

. . . may the Lord forgive thee whatever sins

thou hast committed. Hence children who have

clearly not reached the age of reason and idiots

from birth are incapable of Extreme Unction.

On the other hand, all children who are con

sidered fit to make their first Confession should

be anointed, and it is lawful to anoint conditionally

children or adults who are doubtfully possessed of

reason.

In connection with children, let it be said that First

it is not necessary that the candidate for this munion

Sacrament should have made his first Com- not
.

required.
munion. Hence Benedict XIV. condemns the

practice of denying Extreme Unction to children

as an abuse. If a child is capable of repentance
it is capable of Extreme Unction, which is a sort

of complement to the Sacrament of Penance.

Of course, we have been speaking above of a
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doubt concerning the normal mental condition of

the sick person, quite apart from the weakening
effect of sickness. For if no such doubt existed

previous to sickness, but only arises from the kind

of illness or accident, Extreme Unction is always

given, and without any condition, unless there be

cause to doubt the person s spiritual fitness or dis

positions. Thus Tommy, aged six, a highly intelli

gent child, who has been run over by a motor-car

and fatally injured, may lawfully be anointed;

while his father, a doubtful Catholic, seized with

a stroke of apoplexy and unconscious, ought to be

anointed as a matter of course, but conditionally,

on account of his unsatisfactory religious state.

(3) The candidate for Extreme Unction must be

(a) in danger of death, and, moreover, (6) the danger
must arise from sickness.

^dan er (a) Danger of Death. The danger need not be

is to be certain in order to render anointing lawful, but a
estimated. mora i certainty is needed to make it obligatory.

For lawfulness, it is therefore enough that those

competent to form an opinion should see solid

reason for fearing a fatal termination to the illness.

The sick- N.B. Old age will add greatly to the reason-
ness of _ _ ATA,

old age. ableness of such fears. Theologians regard it as

a sickness in itself, and we may rightly attach to it

the seriousness of a *

complication in any illness.

Ordinarily it will be imprudent to wait for any

higher degree of certainty as to the danger than

the one just mentioned. And in no case ought
the Sacrament to be put off until all hope of

recovery has passed away, and the sick person s
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senses are beginning to fail. Some foreign mis

sionaries tell us of places where it is unfortunately

not uncommon for families purposely to delay send

ing for the priest till the dying relative becomes

unconscious, either fancying superstitiously that

an earlier reception would destroy all chance of

recovery, or because they know the patient will,

if conscious, refuse to qualify for absolution, or

else wholly refuse the priest s ministrations ; and

that, consequently, the family repute will suffer

from the non-appearance of the words fortified

by the Sacraments on mortuary notices.

Neither need the danger be urgent. It has been Extreme

explained elsewhere that
*

danger, in the physi-^ger

cian s vocabulary, is generally more or less urgent necessary.

or immediate. No such extreme peril is needed

for valid and licit anointing. This becomes plain

from a reply of Propaganda (February 20, 1801)
to some missionaries. These had asked whether

Viaticum and Extreme Unction might be given to

consumptives met with on pastoral journeys, who,

though evidently having months to live, were sure

to die within a year, and at a time when, in all

likelihood, no priest would be obtainable. Rome
sanctioned such anointings. The significance of

the answer lies in the fact that the actual presence
of danger is essential for the validity of the

Extreme Unction. Hence, Propaganda was not

merely declaring a certain course of action lawful

in peculiar circumstances, but must be considered

to have virtually indicated, in general, how far the

interpretation of the term danger may be pushed.
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,
One need hardly state that people cannot be

anointed once they are dead ; for the soul, the

recipient of Sacramental grace, has then passed
out of the jurisdiction of the Church on

earth.1 Nevertheless, care should be taken not

to decide too hastily that death has actually

occurred the moment that the ordinary signs of

life have ceased. It is further submitted here

that even such few tests of death as science holds

to be conclusive in all cases do not certainly

prove the soul to have actually departed from the

body, but only that no tokens of life known to the

wisdom of experts can be perceived by the senses.

May it not be that the soul lingers a short space
after all traceable vestiges of its presence have

perished ? Be this as it may, a priest should be

summoned even when, humanly speaking, it seems

that he must arrive just too late.

(6) The danger must arise from present sickness.

Danger This is conveyed by the words *

Is any man

come from sick among you? Thus, although Church legis-
sickness.

jation allows Viaticum to be given to condemned

criminals just before their execution, Extreme

Unction cannot be administered to them. So,

too, when a dangerous surgical operation has to

be undergone, the patient may be anointed before

1 For the same reason the satisfactory value of Masses,

prayers, and good works offered for the dead is not to be

conceived as passing directly from the Church s hands to

the holy souls, as indulgences pass to us in life, but as pre

sented to God, with the desire that He will accept them for

the benefit of the departed.
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it only if the ailment in question be already con

sidered a danger to life, which is very often the

case. It was once reported in the Press that

certain American doctors were advocating the

indiscriminate performance of the operation for

appendicitis upon all children in order to prevent
the possibility of trouble later on in life. Cer

tainly, in such cases, and apart from the question
of age, the priest could not anoint beforehand,
because no illness dangerous or other would

exist before the operation, though it might well

exist after it.

Extreme Unction, then, may be given to any Uncon-

person in whom the above conditions are verified, parents.
even when out of their senses, unless, indeed, there

be serious ground for fearing some very irreverent

behaviour during the administration. Of course,

some intention or wish to receive the Sacrament
on the sick person s part is always presupposed,
even where unconsciousness has supervened ;

but

that general and habitual mind to receive it, if

dangerous illness chanced to occur, is sufficient

for the purpose, and, indeed, may be presumed to

exist in all Catholics, saving clear evidence to the

contrary in the particular case.

The Roman Ritual directs that Unction be When

denied to those who are unrepentant, and die in isuJ be*

clear mortal sin, as also to the excommunicated. denied

Of course, this last direction only means that a

person cannot be anointed while excommunicated.
Yet any priest whatever can absolve the dying
from excommunication, provided they repent, and
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submit themselves to the Church (or may reason

ably be conjectured to have done so), and then

they can be anointed.

It is not forbidden to anoint one who becomes
unconscious in the act of sinning grievously e.g.,

a man who falls senseless from a mortal wound in

a duel ; for it may leniently be conjectured that

the man, on realizing that he was badly hit, and

before his senses quite failed him, made an act of

sorrow for his sins. The same benefit of the

doubt may be granted even to a man who posi

tively rejected the Sacraments up to the time of

losing consciousness.1
Here, however, there may

sometimes be special circumstances, in which such

indulgence would bring the holy Sacraments of

Christ into contempt ; for example, when the fact

both of the person s contemptuous refusal and of

his being anointed in spite of it would be generally

known, and a public scandal consequently created.

REPETITION OF EXTREME UNCTION.

It is clear that this Sacrament may be received

as often as a fresh and dangerous illness occurs.

The main point to be settled is : When can it be

repeated during the continuance of one and the

same illness ?

Though, for repetition, the illness need not be a

separate one, the danger of death must be new.

There must be solid reason for judging that the

danger in which the patient was previously

1
Ballerini-Palmieri, No. 32.
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anointed ceased at some time, and has not been

renewed again. In short illnesses there will

usually be no evidence of the original danger

having passed away ; but in most longer ones, if

the patient s state be judged dangerous several

weeks, or say a month, after the first anointing, it

is unlikely that the same state of danger should

have lasted for so long a time without inter

mission. Consequently, the danger perceived at

the end of that period may rightly be considered

a new one, and Extreme Unction may be re

peated. In case of doubt as to the newness,
Benedict XIV. advises the anointing to be

renewed.

Speaking generally, no one is bound under pain is EX-

of mortal sin to receive Extreme Unction. To
unction

refuse it out of contempt would, of course, be of obliga

grievously sinful, as in the case of Confirmation.
h

But the sin here consists in the mental contempt
of so sacred a thing, and not in failing to receive

it. For, although most desirable, the Last

Anointing is not necessary for salvation. Yet it

would, no doubt, be difficult to excuse from a

venial sin of uncharity to his own soul a Catholic

who deliberately declined so powerful a help at a

time when salvation is in the balance, and the

Devil, seeing a last chance of victory slipping

away from him, is likely to be up and doing.

VOL. III.
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No. III.

THE PAPAL BLESSING OBSEQUIES BURIAL.

Plenary
THE Last Blessing, or Papal Blessing, con-

indui-
ferring a Plenary Indulgence at the hour of death

deaths on certain conditions, is a mark of the paternal

solicitude of Christ s Vicar on earth for his dying
children. The blessing comes from the Pope,
who deputes the Bishops to communicate it, and

these, in turn, sub-depute their priests to de

liver it.

Various As Catholics are aware, there are also Plenary

Plenary
Indulgences for the hour of death attached to

indul- various devout practices and to the use of certain
gence. devotional objects e.g., to Confraternities, Scapu

lars, Crucifixes blessed for this purpose, Rosaries

blessed with the Apostolic Indulgences, etc. But

these Plenary Indulgences differ from the one

belonging to the Last Blessing in this that they
can be gained by the sick person without the

presence or ministration of any priest. In this way
they have the advantage of being obtainable by
one dying very suddenly before a priest can be

procured.
The Last Blessing is said to be conferred in

articulo mortis i.e., at the very point of death.

But this expression refers to the moment when
the Indulgence takes effect (for the remission of

temporal punishment due to sin), and not neces-
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sarily to the time when the blessing is given by
the priest. There is no need to wait till death is

imminent in order to impart it. It can be given
as soon as it is lawful to administer the Last

Sacraments, and it is conferred after these.

Should the patient survive many weeks after

receiving the Blessing, the Plenary Indulgence is

able to remit the debts of temporal punishment
accumulated since the priest administered the

rite, as well as those incurred previous to that

administration during a lifetime.

The Last Blessing is imparted only once in the

same illness, although the cessation and recurrence

of danger during its course may have justified a

repetition of Extreme Unction. It is still given

but once in the same illness, albeit the invalid

have a right to a Plenary Indulgence for death

on several distinct titles, such as those just

mentioned.

Certain conditions are attached : (i) The sick Con-

person must accept death willingly from the for the

hand of God, which, according to Benedict XIV.,
is the main condition. Acts of sorrow for sin, Blessing.

fervent acts of the love of God, are recommended

by some authors in order to make the Plenary

Indulgence more secure. (2) The Holy Name
*

Jesus must be invoked once in the heart, at

least, if articulation be impossible.

Moreover, according to the terms in which the

faculty for imparting the Blessing is nowadays
usually couched, previous reception of the Sacra

ments of Penance, Viaticum, and Extreme Unc-
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tion would seem to be required that is to say,

when the circumstances of the case admit of this.

fndul
1

&quot;

7 ^^S PaPal Blessing and Indulgence may be

gence for obtained also in another way. By a grant, dated

seTured
March

9&amp;gt;

I
94&amp;gt;

pius x - has extended to all

in life. the faithful a valuable privilege, by which any

person may gain once, but at any time during life,

the Plenary Indulgence for the moment of death.

The conditions are that he receive Holy Com
munion on any day he may choose, and then

recite the following Act of Resignation in the dis

positions which it expresses : O Lord my God,
whatever manner of death is pleasing to Thee,
with all its anguish, pains, and sorrows, I now

accept from Thy hands with a resigned and

willing spirit.

Thus, one may choose some favourable oppor

tunity, when in exceptionally good dispositions

e.g., at the close of a Mission or Retreat for per

forming this Act after Communion, and so make
more sure of receiving the full benefit of the In

dulgence when the moment of death arrives.

It will be noticed that there is no mention in

this grant of the second condition given above

the invocation of the Holy Name of Jesus.

N.B. The prayers For those in their agony may be said

by anyone.

FUNERAL RITES.

Mass at Requiem Mass. The Holy Sacrifice is a sacrifice
nera s. ^^ fo^ as we}j as for the living, and it is to

be deeply regretted that the very common practice
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of holding burials in the afternoon generally results

in the omission of the truly Catholic custom of

having Mass said for the departed in the

presence of the body (corpore prcesente) before it is

carried to the grave. Of course, there may be

good reasons for the omission for instance, the

scarcity of priests, the nature of the illness of

which the deceased died, and among the poor
the difficulty of assembling the mourners, inability

to defray the expense of the greater solemnity, etc.

Indeed, if expense is to be incurred, it is far Vain

better for the interest of the departed soul to get over&quot;

8

Masses said privately than to spend money on funerals,

additional pomp, which can profit the dead little

or nothing.

This remark applies specially to the prevalent The abuse

custom of sending wreaths of flowers. In the first wreaths,

place, it is not correct, ecclesiastically, to put any
flowers on a coffin, except that of an innocent

child. It is, in fact, an un-Catholic practice,

although prompted by esteem and affection, and,

therefore, well meant. In the case of those who
have died at an age when some sin must, humanly
speaking, be supposed to have entered into their

lives in a lesser or greater degree, the Catholic

spirit suggests the offering of prayer and satisfac

tion to God in behalf of the departed rather than

of garlands to their memory. It is an inadequate

appreciation of the evils and consequences of

sin, and the abandonment of the doctrine of

Purgatory in Protestant lands, which have given
birth to these floral tributes.
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If Catholics would devote one-half of the money
they sometimes spend upon funeral wreaths to

securing Masses for the poor departed soul that is

expiating its sins in Purgatory, they would surely

be performing a substantial service towards the

dead, instead of indulging a natural, but wholly

unprofitable, sentiment. It is not garlands, as

fleeting and corruptible as the bodies we are

forced to hurry to the grave, that the dead crave

for, but the blissful vision of their God, for which

they thirst even as the hart panteth after the

fountains of water, and the enjoyment of which

we on earth have the power tcr hasten on by our

pious suffrages.
A Speaking of Requiem Masses,

1 we may notice
liturgical . L .

J
f

puzzle, a seeming anachronism in certain forms of peti

tion which they contain. Thus, the Church

prays that the soul may be delivered from the

pains of Hell. Now, since the fate of the soul is

determined irrevocably by the spiritual condition

of grace or of mortal sin in which it departed
to the Judgment Seat at the moment of death, no

prayers could avail to alter an adverse sentence,

had such been passed.
In reply to this difficulty, it must be noticed,

first of all, that such petitions have come down to

us from early Christian times when Requiem
Masses were celebrated for those about to die

1 So called, from the first word of the Introit in Masses for

the Dead, which begins, Requiem aeternam, or Eternal

rest, just as a dirge derives its name from the Antiphon
with which the Office of the Dead opens, Dirige, etc.
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i.e., before death and judgment had actually taken

place. In favour of the retention of such forms

of prayer after the practice alluded to had ceased

two reasons may be urged : (i) That such peti

tions are retained for the edification and warning
of those yet living in order to bring home to them

the eternal truth and the necessity of preparing
for death by a good life, so as to escape eternal

doom when their own hour shall come. (2) Though
such petitions of the Church are made after death

has taken place, in the order of time, yet there is

nothing to prevent Almighty God, Who, to speak
in human terms, foresees that they will be offered,

from accepting and answering them in favour of

the soul before it has left the body.
This view receives strong confirmation from the Foreseen.... suffrages.

universal practice of the Church in celebrating .

anniversaries of the dead. If God did not take

future anniversary Masses into account before

their actual celebration in time, it would not be

easy to explain how the Holy Spirit should have

guided the Universal Church to a practice far less

profitable to the departed than that of having a

number of Masses said at once on the decease.

BURIAL.

The Church sanctions but one way of disposing
of the mortal remains of her children viz., that of Crema-

leaving them to the natural process of corruption,
Cremation is strictly forbidden to Catholics, nor

can any priest take official part in any such pro-
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ceeding.
1 At the same time, if, in some quite

exceptional case, there appeared a grave need to

destroy the body by fire, it would be lawful to

cremate. But there is no likelihood that the

Church will ever depart from her principle of

earth-to-earth burial out of deference to hygienic
theories. So far, at all events, no reasons have

been forthcoming to prove that, given ordinary

precautions, any injury to the public health results

from it.

Causes of No doubt the immediate cause of the formal

dance&quot; prohibition of cremation was its having been

taken up in Italy by anti-Christian societies as a

protest against Christian beliefs, on the same

principle that anti-clericals seek to remove all

Christian emblems from cemeteries and schools.

The vanishing of the body under the action of fire

was adopted by these impious societies as a symbol
of their materialistic denial of the soul s immor

tality, as though the whole man had been dissi

pated like smoke, and nothing remained of him
after death but an urnful of ashes.

No Catholic may give, or leave behind him,

directions for the cremation of his remains, nor
by

. may he cause other bodies to be cremated. As
Catholics.

J
,

. .

regards attending funerals by cremation, the same

rules hold good as in the case of any other non-

Catholic burial rite, or of Continental civil

1 Decree of the Sacred Congregation of the Inquisition,

May 19, 1886. Leo XIII. ordered Bishops to instruct their

flocks concerning this detestable abuse/ and to warn them

against it.
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funerals from which every religious element is

purposely excluded out of malice. That is to

say, it is only lawful to be present at such burials

(1) if attendance is well understood to be merely
an act of civility, and not an approval of the rite ;

(2) if some grave inconvenience would result from

abstention. Such reasons are more likely to be

substantial in the case of the poorer and more

dependent classes than in that of persons of

position and means. But, apart from such or

similar excusing causes, it is grievously sinful to

take part in the rites of cremation.

Ordinarily, a Catholic should be buried in con- Place of

secrated ground. The Christian s body being the

immediate recipient of Sacramental Rites, being
hallowed and hallowed again by holy anointings,
and above all by the reception of the Body and

Blood of Christ, is treated by the Church with

the utmost reverence. Hence, through the

ministry of her Bishops, she consecrates its final

resting-place with much solemnity, and thereby
shows the importance attached by her to this

circumstance of burial.

Where there is no consecrated ground within

reach, the grave is simply blessed by the priest,

special ceremonies for this purpose being given in

the Roman Ritual.

This blessing is also given whenever a Catholic A senti-

is buried in non-Catholic ground, even when the
(^ a&amp;gt;l

grave is shared by non-Catholics. Hence a wife, bling-

who changed her mind about being received into removed,
the Catholic Church, because she * wanted to be
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buried with her husband,
5

not only preferred
sentiment to truth, but was astray as to her

facts.

T
nd
6 Uw By the Bur^s Laws Amendment Act of Sep-

burial. tember 7, 1880, Catholics, or others, are entitled

to avail themselves for burial of the Church of

England parish churchyard in their place of resi

dence without being forced to adopt the Anglican
burial rite. But notice of burial, in the written

form prescribed by law, must be given by the

relative (or friend, or legal representative) having

charge of (or being responsible for) the burial to

such person as the burial authority^ may direct

(Burial Act, 1900). By burial authority is

meant any Burial Board, any council, committee,
or other local authority maintaining a cemetery
under the Public Healths (Interment) Act of 1879,
or under any local Act. (N.B. The length of

notice to which the authority is entitled is

forty-eight hours.)

The Anglican clergyman in charge of the parish

graveyard, or person entitled to notice, is free

to object to the day or hour named for burial in

the said notice/ or to the insufficiency of notice,

if less than forty-eight hours; but he has no

power to prevent the burial itself, nor to veto

such burial rites as the person giving the notice

may prefer, provided they be Christian and

orderly (Clause 6 of the Burials Laws Amend
ment Act quoted). Thus, a Catholic may be

buried by his priest with full Catholic rites in the

Anglican parish graveyard. According as the
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clergyman s views are Low or High, there

may or may not be a difficulty about putting a

genuinely Catholic inscription on the tombstone.

For the inscription has to be submitted to him for

approval, just as, in the case of a Catholic ceme

tery, it has to be approved by the Catholic

authorities in charge.
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THE SACRAMENT OF HOLY ORDERS.

No. IV.

STATES OF LIFE VOCATIONS.

SINCE the present Letters are designed for the

laity, there will be no need to enter very com

pletely into the subject of Holy Orders. Still,

there are not a few points which may usefully be

touched upon for lay instruction, and also for the

guidance of those who may be contemplating

entry into the clerical state.

This is as good a place as any for saying a

word about States of Life. It should be noticed

that there are only three recognized states of life :

(i) The married state ; (2) the ecclesiastical or

clerical state; and (3) the Religious State, or

State of the Evangelical Counsels of Perfection.
l

j

at
Outside these, there is no real state of life. For

lRKeS 3.

state of a state implies a fixed and permanent condition.

And those living in the world unmarried may
enter matrimony at any time, or, at all events,

are free to do so, or else they may adopt one or

other of the remaining states of life, the ecclesi

astical or the religious. To constitute a state,

some permanent tie or bond is needed as the
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source and root of its stability. In marriage, it is

the indissoluble bond uniting the couple; in the

ecclesiastical state it is the solemn engagement to

celibacy made (among the Latins) on assuming the

subdiaconate ; and in the religious state it is the

three perpetual vows of Poverty, Chastity, and

Obedience that give permanency to that condition

of life.

Of a boy who is sent to college with a view to Eccle-

. ... , , .
t , ,

siastical

his entering some religious order (supposing that and

he is able to qualify for admission to it), it is
JjJJjJ^

sometimes said: John is going to be a priest. the same.

Yet there is no necessary connection between the

ecclesiastical and the religious state, though in

many male religious orders or congregations the

two things are combined, as far as their fully

educated members are concerned. At the same

time, not all Religious Orders ordain their sub

jects, however mentally and morally qualified for

the priesthood, except, perhaps, a few individuals

to serve as chaplains to the brethren, to say Mass
and administer Sacraments. A lay-brother is as

much a religious as the priest-members of his

order, albeit not destined for the priesthood.

Again, some religious congregations consist ex

clusively of lay-brothers, and include no priests

e.g., the Christian Brothers. The scopes of the

two states are quite distinct. The ecclesiastical

state centres round the priesthood and service of

the altar, whereas the aim of the religious state is to

procure spiritual perfection and a closer imitation

of the life of Christ than is possible in the world.
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Various This may be done in different ways : as the con-

reiigious templative monk does it namely, by attending
life. to personal sanctification only (which, however,

does not exclude the offering of prayer, labour,

and deeds of penance for the world outside the

cloister) or as the mixed or active orders do

it viz., both by aiming at personal sanctification,

and by labouring externally for the salvation of

souls, either directly in the ministry, or indirectly

in the practice of Spiritual or Corporal Works of

mercy. (In our humanitarian and materialistic

days the Corporal Works are magnified at the ex

pense of the Spiritual: the first and greatest com
mandment of chanty is sacrificed to the second

nay, benevolence to dogs, cats, and horses is begin

ning to throw humanitarianism into the shade !)

Call \ye will now confine our attention to the ecclesi-
tothe
1 Church. astical vocation.

(a) Out- That vocation supposes : i. An exterior call,
W3.rci p/ill

or vocation, from the Church that is to say, the

aspirant must be chosen by a Bishop, and ad

mitted by him, in God s name, to the clerical

profession. As St. Paul has it, No man taketh

to himself this honour, but he who is called by

God, like Aaron. 1 In accordance with what has

already been said about states of life, we are here

speaking mainly of the subdiaconate, because it

is that grade, involving celibacy, which first places

the candidate in a fixed condition of life.

(6) inward 2 . An interior call or vocation. This is above

all necessary, and presupposes the possession of

1 Heb. v. 4.
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sufficient learning and goodness of life. The

vocation itself means that Almighty God, co

operating with the external selection by the

Church, or, rather, guiding that selection, chooses

a soul out from the ranks of the laity for His

special service, and grants the help necessary to

fit it for ecclesiastical life and duties.

Plainly, the main question is, How is a person Signs

to know the call of God ? What are the ordinary ?**!

signs by which a true vocation may be recog- tion.

nized ? For, clearly, one cannot count upon
some miraculous, heavenly manifestation e.g., a

startling revelation like that which called St. Paul

on his persecuting journey to Damascus.

The *

call of God makes itself known in interior Tests of

movements of grace within the individual soul, by
Go sca

which a person feels supernaturally drawn to em
brace the ecclesiastical life. Supernaturally, in

two ways : (i) as to motives; (2) in that the attrac

tion is felt in the higher part of the soul, in spite

of repugnances perhaps strong repugnances of

the natural man.1 It is supposed here that this

attraction is no momentary, passing emotion, ex

cited in times of spiritual enthusiasm and elation,

but that it is, on the whole, steady and persistent,

and though perhaps the person may resist it at

times, nevertheless it keeps on reasserting itself.

We may put the matter thus. If a person (i) Summary

endowed with fair natural attainments and of good
tQ6ts&amp;gt;

1
Spiritual persons, however, sometimes need to remember

that such violent natural repugnances, though consistent with

a supernatural call, are not, of themselves, a proof of one.
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moral conduct, (2) free from canonical impedi

ments, such as publicly known illegitimate birth,

certain forms of physical defect, a publicly lost

reputation, etc., and (3) moved, not by temporal
or worldly motives, but by spiritual and religious

ones, constantly feels drawn to the ecclesiastical

state, he may be fairly certain that he has a true

vocation. x

Called But is there not still another condition ? For,
within . , . .

and given all the conditions just rehearsed, what if

w\?hout^a
some temP ral r material obstacle beyond the

problem, aspirant s control absolutely block the way ? For

instance, some poor lad has no one to pay for his

education at college ; or he is the only support of

a bed-ridden, widowed mother ; or he loses his

sight inculpably in an accident. Has he, never

theless, a true vocation from God ?

Solution On this point, perhaps, opinions will differ ; but

it is here submitted that in cases like these (sup

posing the hindrance to be lasting) there is no

true call from God. For this reason : it is diffi

cult to allow that God is calling in a definite

direction, and yet allows insuperable obstacles

which He certainly could remove to thwart His

call. Such a contradiction appears inadmissible.

Then it will be asked : For what end did God

give that strong supernatural attraction ? Could

He give it merely to be thwarted ? Supposing it to

be really supernatural, no. For this would repro

duce a contradiction similar to the one just dis-

1 This desire, a drawing towards the priesthood, how

ever, is not essential in all cases. See Appendix VI., p. 270.
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missed as inconceivable. Several ways of meeting
this difficulty suggest themselves : (i) There may
have been some mistake on the person s part in

gauging the interior movements in his soul, espe

cially if he took no advice from an experienced

spiritual guide. (2) But apart from this, it is

quite possible to mistake a high appreciation of

the Priesthood in itself, and the consequent ardent

wish that I could be a priest, for an actual call

to that life. Similarly, a girl in the first fervour

and enthusiasm of conversion to the Catholic

Faith may, as experience proves, mistake for a

religious vocation her new - found and intense

appreciation of convent life as an institution.

(3) Lastly, and chiefly, it is quite conceivable that

God may plant a great drawing towards the

Priesthood in a soul for its sanctification, and in

order to keep before it a high ideal of Christian

life and conduct, for which it will always be the

better, even though the ideal be never realized in

practice.

VOfc* III.
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No. V.

OF HOLY ORDERS.

HERE the term Orders is neither equivalent to

commands nor to Religious Orders, or congre

gations of religious persons bound by vows. It

refers to the various ranks in the ecclesiastical

body, its use being akin to that contained in the

expression lower orders, as applied to the work

ing classes that is, if any man dare to breathe

the words in these Socialistic days !

In our Latin portion of the Catholic Church,
or Western Church, there are seven distinct

Orders, subdivided into two classes (i) Minor

Orders, and (2) Major, or Sacred, Orders.

Minor Orders are four Doorkeeper, Lector

(or Reader), Exorcist, and Acolyte. The reception

of these is preceded by the giving of the tonsure, a

ceremony in which the Bishop (or Abbot) cuts off

a portion of the candidate s hair to signify his

separation from worldly vanities, and his aggrega
tion to the ecclesiastical body. Where the Canon

Law is strictly enforced, the tonsure is perpetuated

by a shaven circle on the top of the cleric s head,

such as may be seen in the case of some Religious.

None of these minor Orders belong to the Sacra

ment of Orders ; they are only a graduated pre

paration for it, and confer no sacramental grace,
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no character, and no supernatural powers; they
are external appointments or offices, instituted by
Church authority only, although, in virtue of the

dispositions of the recipient, they may become

the means of spiritual graces. Moreover, most of

these minor offices have become practical sine

cures, since the functions belonging to most of

them are, by present custom, allowed to laymen.

Thus, laymen assist at the altar, carry the candles

and the thurible at High Mass and in other cere

monies the duties of Acolytes. They occasion

ally sing lessons at Tenebrae in Holy Week, and,

like Lectors, almost invariably function as door

keepers. With regard to the office of Exorcist

namely, that of invoking the Divine Aid, in the

name of the Church, for expelling evil spirits

this duty is no longer permitted to any cleric of

lower grade than a priest, and only to him by

express appointment of a Bishop.

Major, or Sacred, Orders, are three : Subdiaco- The three

nate, Diaconate, and Priesthood, under which last orders

term is included the Episcopal Order, since the

Episcopate possesses the Priesthood in its highest

perfection.

Hence, from a sacramental point of view, an Non-

Archbishop is not higher than a Bishop, though ^Sital
he excels the latter in hierarchical dignity, and, dignities.

ordinarily, in extent of jurisdiction or spiritual

authority. The same may be said even of the

Pope, although as Bishop of Bishops he has

authority over all his episcopal brothers, according
to our Lord s words to Peter : Confirm thy

4-2
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brethren, and Feed My sheep, as well as the

lambs.
Position As for the office of Cardinal, it is the highest

Cardinals, dignity in the Church after that of Pope, corre

lation
531 &quot;

sPonding somewhat to the State dignity of

Prince of the Blood. A Cardinal as the cere

mony of opening the mouth performed by the

Pope at his elevation symbolizes has an official

right to speak counsel to the Holy Father, and is

joint-elector, with the rest of his purpled brethren,

of a new Pope.
1 But the dignity of Cardinals has

nothing to do with the Sacrament of Orders. A
Cardinal need not be in Sacred Orders at all, in

spite of ecclesiastical terminology which divides

Cardinals into three classes: Cardinal Deacons,
Cardinal Priests, and Cardinal Bishops. The

Deacon, the Priest, and the Bishop are here

purely honorary titles, and have no relation, except

by analogy, to the Sacramental Orders similarly

designated. The Church, wishing to establish

three different grades among Cardinals, merely
borrowed the titles from Sacred Orders in order

to express them. Thus, a Cardinal Bishop need

never have been sacramentally consecrated as a

Bishop, and an ecclesiastic who has been so con

secrated maybe created only a Cardinal Deacon.

Of course, in another sense he will be called Car

dinal Bishop, inasmuch as he was a Bishop by con-

1 The Cardinalitial body is often called the College, or

collection, of Cardinals. Usually a new Pope is chosen from

their number, but not necessarily, as the case of Peter

Morone, afterwards Pope Celestine V., shows.
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secration previous to being raised to the dignity

of a Cardinal. Thus, when we refer to our late

Catholic Primate as Cardinal Archbishop of West

minster, we only mean that he was made a Cardinal

when already an Archbishop. In point of fact,

Archbishop Vaughan was, in order of cardinalitial

dignity, a *

Priest, like his two distinguished pre

decessors, Cardinals Wiseman and Manning.
That which distinguishes our Orders from the Essence of

so-called orders derived from the Protestant ^st-^
Reformation is this : that Catholic ordination is h od.

no mere external appointment of a man to certain

spiritual duties, accompanied with ceremonial and

prayer, but conveys from Christ to the inmost

soul of the ordained a special and invisible grace

and consecration, whereby he becomes invested

with new and supernatural powers, such as no

man could possess unless they were bestowed by
the Great High-Priest and Mediator, Jesus Christ.

The Catholic priest is really admitted by our

Divine Lord to an active share in His Priesthood.

This fact marks him off, interiorly and for ever,

from the laity. He ministers to them, not as if

empowered by the collectivity of his flock to

represent them and act for them the idea of the

sixteenth-century Reformers but as the ac

credited deputy of Christ Our Lord, having power
over souls from Him. Herein lies the essence of

what the Evangelical Protestant stigmatizes as

sacerdotalism.

We will now take the three Sacred Orders sepa

rately, and see what they imply.
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The Order Subdiaconate. It has been disputed whether the

deacon Subdiaconate forms part of the Sacrament of
an

.

d
. Orders, and confers sacramental grace upon the

candidate. The more generally accepted opinion
is that it does not. Yet the adoption of this

grade is certainly a momentous step in the eccle

siastical career on account of its binding the cleric

to celibacy that is, in the Latin Church. This

pledge, contained in the acceptance of the Sub

diaconate, is equivalently a solemn vow of per

petual chastity, and not only makes it impossible
for the Subdeacon ever to contract a true marriage
in conscience and before God, but binds him also

to the practice of mental and bodily chastity by a

new obligation, beyond the one imposed on him,
as on all other Christians, by the Sixth and Ninth

Commandments of God. So that any sin against
either precept will be in future a twofold sin, on

account of the vow, violation of which is an offence

against another Commandment the Second.

For controversial purposes it behoves us to

remember that the celibacy of the clergy is not

a Divine, but only an ecclesiastical, ordinance, and,

moreover, a point of discipline not universally en

forced throughout the Catholic Church. Though
its elevating influence upon the life of a priest be

obvious, nevertheless it forms no necessary part
of Catholic faith or morality.

Greek jn tne Eastern Church among Greek Catholics
e *

as well as schismatics 1 a cleric destined for

1 Self-called Orthodox, while they call us (but not the

Anglicans) Catholics.
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Sacred Orders may marry. But he must get the

marrying over before taking the Diaconate, there

being no Subdiaconate in the Greek Use. He

may not, however, marry again if his wife dies.

No Greek in Deacon s Orders can take a wife, and

still less when in Priest s Orders. The Greek

practice cannot, therefore, be quoted in favour of

matrimony as practised among Anglican clergy.

But while this is true, we must guard against de

fending the celibacy of our own clergy as if it

were part of our faith, and could not, absolutely

speaking, be otherwise. As for Greek Bishops,

they must all be celibates. Thus, the presence
on the Episcopal Bench of a Bishop who had
married once, and even twice, while a Bishop
would be simply unthinkable to faithful members
of the * Greek Branch, as our Anglican neighbours
call them.

i. The Subdiaconate confers the following Office of

spiritual faculties: that of assisting the Deacon at
deacon.&quot;

the altar e.g., at Holy Mass; of reading or chant

ing the Epistle at Mass; and of washing or puri

fying palls and corporals.
1 With the reception of

this grade begins the duty of reciting the Divine

Office daily. The Subdeacon is also bound by

1 The pall is the small square of stiff linen used for cover

ing the paten (plate belonging to the chalice), and is placed

directly on the chalice during the sacred parts of the Mass.

The corporal is a linen cloth, spread upon the altar during

Mass, upon which to rest the chalice and consecrated Host.

The washing mentioned is a preliminary cleansing, on
account of the sacred uses to which this linen has been put.
The washerwoman can have her turn afterwards.
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the ecclesiastical prohibition against trading, as

technically understood in Canon Law. This does

not forbid every kind of buying and selling, but

mainly buying at one price for the purpose of

selling at a profit, without, in the meantime,

improving, and so adding to the value of, the thing
sold. Thus, to buy cattle and then to sell at a

higher price in consideration of pasturage sup

plied them is not canonically trading. Nor is

the mere selling of anything forbidden.

Office of 2. The Diaconate is the first of the three Sacred
eacon. Qrcjers t^at ceYiainly confers interior sacramental

grace, and it empowers the Deacon to be the

immediate assistant of the Priest at the Holy
Sacrifice, to read or chant the Gospel, to preach,
and also, if deputed, to baptize with the full cere

monies, and to administer Holy Communion in

cases of necessity. Without being deputed, he

can administer Viaticum (not Absolution nor

Extreme Unction, of course) to a dying person
when a priest is not available.

TheSacri- 3. The Priesthood confers Sacramental grace

Priest
an&amp;lt;^ &ives interior power to pronounce with effect

hood : two the words of consecration over the bread and
irs*

wine at Mass, by which these are transub

stantiated, or invisibly changed in their inner

natures and substances, into the real Body and

Blood of Christ ; also, to forgive sins.

Facul- This second power exercised over the mystic
ties. Body of Christ, the Church, and derived from

Our Lord, is, however, dependent for its valid

use upon the priest having allotted to him a sphere
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(Jurisdiction) in which to exercise it, which is

called receiving
*

faculties. Thus a priest just

ordained cannot proceed straightway to hear

confessions on the mere strength of his ordina

tion. And if afterwards he receive faculties for

diocese A, he cannot on that account absolve

from sin in diocese B.

A priest can also administer the Sacrament of Relation

Extreme Unction, and, if fully commissioned as a sacra-

parish priest or missionary, can validly assist at ments-

marriages within the territory assigned to him.

Episcopal Orders, beyond conferring the ordinary

powers of a priest, enable the Bishop to ad

minister Confirmation as its ordinary minister,
1

to consecrate priests and Bishops, and, when
iurisdiction has been granted by the Holy See, to

rule the part of the Church or diocese committed

to his charge. Episcopal jurisdiction may be

granted before consecration.

Let us carefully note the difference between An impon

Orders and Jurisdiction that is to say, between

the inward reception of certain inalienable

spiritual powers, such as those of saying Mass or

making priests, and the right to use these powers
in relation to souls and in the Name of Christ.

This distinction is important in controversy with

non-Catholics.

For valid sacerdotal Orders to confine our- what

selves to these nothing more is needed than that

1 We saw, under Confirmation, that the Holy See some
times gives this power to priests (Second Series, Part I.,

P- 383).
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the male candidate applying for them be a

baptized person, and that the consecrator should

himself have received valid episcopal ordination,

make use of a rite capable of conferring the

Priesthood, and have the general intention of

doing what the Catholic Church does when she

confers the Priesthood.

Now, all these requisites may be found outside

the pale of the One Holy Catholic and Apostolic
Church governed by the successor of St. Peter in

the See of Rome e.g., in the Russo-Greek or

Russian Church.

What But Jurisdiction can only be had in the One

diction True Church of Christ, since she alone is legiti-

requires. mately descended from Christ s Apostles and

possesses Apostolical Succession.

Apos. Let us penetrate into this truth further. In

mission. r^er that any minister may have the right to

rule and minister to men in spiritual matters at

the present date, it is essential that he should

have received this right ultimately from the

Fountain and Source of all spiritual power the

Divine Shepherd, Christ Our Lord. As Our
Lord said, when commissioning His Apostles :

All power is given to Me in heaven and in earth.

Going therefore, teach ye all nations, baptizing

them, etc.1 This right, therefore, can only reach

the pretending minister by being transmitted to him

personally by Christ through the medium of the

Apostles, and through their duly appointed suc-

1 Matt, xxviii. 18.
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cessor, up to date. How shall they preach
unless they be sent P

1

Moreover and this is the main point since Wanted :

men need to know the genuine envoy of Christ
pedigree,

from the spurious one, the fact of this trans

mission of authority must be a visible, tangible

fact, capable of being investigated and tested.

Hence the process by which the alleged minister

of to-day has personally had the right which he

claims passed on to him must be susceptible of

intelligible prooffrom appreciable facts. The right to

guide my precious, immortal soul amid the

deceitful shoals of this life, claimed by the Rev.

So-and-so, must rest not merely on the fact that

he is arrayed clerically, functions as a clergyman
in some ecclesiastical-looking building, or in

Hyde Park, or that he asserts, or takes for granted,

or inwardly feels that he is sent by Christ. His

inward *

spiritual experience of a call and of a

mission, if not a delusion, may possibly justify

him in conscience for claiming my submission
;

but, being beyond my ken, it will not suffice my
conscience for yielding it. No; if I am duly alive

to the seriousness of salvation, I shall need more
than all this : namely, that the man before me be

able to trace definitely and intelligibly the pedigree
of his pastoral office step by step back to the

Divine Shepherd, the Supreme and Invisible

Head of the Christian Church, from whom all

spiritual jurisdiction must needs flow to His

earthly ministers.

1 Rom. x, 15.
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This the Catholic priest alone can do. He

points to his faculties received from the Bishop ;

the Bishop points to the Papal
*

Bulls, signed and

sealed, giving him jurisdiction over his flock ;

the Pope, in turn, points to his official and

historic descent from St. Peter ; and St. Peter can

point to Matt. xvi. 16, Luke xxii. 32, and to

John xxi. 20, the credentials for Papal claims, in

which passages the Supreme Shepherd of Souls,

Christ Our Lord, shares with His chief Apostle
His own attributes as the Rock, the Author of

our Faith, and the Good Shepherd.
The Anglican minister, on the contrary, is cut

off from a true and wholly spiritual descent from

Christ by the Royal Supremacy, as devised by

Henry VIII. and enforced by Act of Parliament,

and finally established under Elizabeth a truth

brought home ignominiously to the Anglican

Bishop when, previous to his instalment, he

acknowledges on his knees before the Sovereign
of England that he receives the spiritualities, as

well as the temporalities, of his see from the

Crown I

1

The Royal Supremacy of the temporal Sovereign
in spiritualities a thing devoid of all Scriptural
*

warranty is a non-conducting medium for

the transmission of spiritual jurisdiction. The

temporal Crown cannot impart what it has not got.

Orders: a The possession of true Orders, on the other

case.

rei

hand, is quite a different matter. Once these are

1 See *

Episcopal Jurisdiction in Bristol, by Bishop
Brownlow. C.T.S id.
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received, the powers attached to them can never

be taken away.
1

Just as the true priest shares in

Christ s Priesthood, so does he share in its per

petuity : Thou art a priest for ever according to

the order of Melchisedec. 2 This word spoken
of Christ has its application in a subordinate

sense to His ministering priests. If a man be

originally ordained in due form, he becomes pos

sessed of the indelible character of the Priest

hood, and no declension in his faith or moral

conduct can ever deprive him of it. He may fall

into heresy or schism, but a priest he remains.

Yet clearly, while running off into error with the

sacerdotal powers he has received, he breaks con

nection with the Divine Shepherd and Head of

the Church, and hence can no longer claim to

tend the sheep in His Name. He is no longer

sent. And how shall they preach unless they be

sent ?

1 There is a most painful ceremonial to which the Canon

Law subjects priests convicted of enormous crimes called

degradation. The culprit is fully vested as if about to

celebrate Mass ; then each vestment is taken off him in

succession an exact reversal of the ceremony enacted at

his ordination. But this terrible rite only expresses the

Church s wish that she could take back from him the sacred

gift of Orders of which he has proved himself so utterly

unworthy. No power on earth can ever do this in reality,

any more than it can cancel a Baptism or a sacramental

Confirmation. The above penalty of *

degradation was

inflicted, before his execution, upon the unfortunate priest

who attempted to murder the late Queen Isabella II. of

Spain, in the year 1852, at a public court ceremony.
2 Ps, cix.
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These reflections help us to understand why
the mere possession of true sacerdotal Orders

fails to prove either that their owner belongs to

the true Church of Christ, or that he has any

right to minister to the flock of Christ.

Orders no Consequently, the argument sometimes ad-
proof of -* ... .

ortho- vanced by Anglicans Our position is sound
doxy. because our clergymen are real sacrificing priests

just as much as the &quot; Roman &quot;

clergy contains a

false inference as well as a false supposition of

fact. Most of the heresiarchs condemned by the

earlier Councils of the Church Arius, Donatus,

Nestorius were true sacrificing priests. But that

did not make their position good. The gift of

true ordination or episcopal consecration, which

they received while still faithful to Rome, could

not, indeed, be taken from them on their seces

sion. Bishops they had been made, and, as far

as inherent spiritual powers were concerned,

Bishops they necessarily remained for ever.

Hence, they retained in heresy and schism the

absolute power to consecrate fresh priests and

Bishops for the maintenance of their sects,

although they sinned by using it. But, on

abandoning the Church, they ceased to have part

or lot with the Divine Shepherd in the ruling of

His sheep. Such, and no better, would now be

the position of Anglican clergy, and Bishops also,

even if their claim to sacerdotal Orders could be

maintained. But, as we know from the Bull of

Leo XIII. on Anglican Ordinations (of September,

1896), Anglican Orders, though adequate, as we
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may well concede, for the ends intended by the

Edwardine Reformers, are for sacerdotal purposes
null and void.1 Paste and scissors though chiefly

scissors were used upon the old Catholic Ordinal

by the * New Gospellers when framing the Or
dination Rite still used by the Church of Eng
land, mutilating it and robbing it of its sacerdotal

import and efficacy. Yet a Sacrament, to be

really an outward sign, must signify the grace or

powers conferred.

Further, the compilers of the present Anglican Re-

Ordination rites made it clear, besides, by their
doctrine.

writings and speeches, that not only did they not

mean to continue the line of sacrificing priests, but

that they repudiated the very ideas of a priest

and of a sacrifice, and designed to uproot them
for good and all.

As even non-Catholic writers of serious history

allow, the Mass is the thing which the Reforma
tion in England mainly set itself to destroy.

2

The notion of a sacrificing Priesthood has, indeed,

been generally revived by High Churchmen within

the memory of many still living. We mind the

1 The late Dr. Ryle, Anglican Bishop of Liverpool, in one

of his charges said : On the one hand, the Roman Catholic

clergyman was a real priest, whose great business it was to

offer the Sacrifice of the Mass ; on the other hand, the

Anglican clergyman was not a priest, but only a &quot;

presbyter,&quot;

whose chief business was not to offer a material sacrifice, but

to preach the Word of God and administer the Sacraments

(Guardian report).
2 See Second Series of Letters, Part I., pp. 195, 196;

also quotation from Dean Lefroy (Norwich), ibid.&amp;gt; p. 200.
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bigging o it. But this revival of abstract beliefs,

however sincere, will not cancel historic facts and

their theological consequences, nor mend the

fatal flaw in the continuity of sacerdotal Orders

created long centuries ago, and which prevents
the Anglican from reviving in

reality&quot;*-
what he now

rightly holds to be an institution of Christ.

Rejection Leo XIII., in his Bull of September, 1896, did

Anglican not reject Anglican ordinations as invalid on the
Orders by grOund that these were used by a body not in
Rome. / J

communion with Rome ; for m that case he

must have rejected equally Greek ordinations,

which Rome has never done. No ; Pope Leo s

condemnation rested upon the essential, inherent

defect of the Anglican Ordination Rites, and the un

mistakable intention, which the significant altera

tions made in the old Catholic Rite revealed, of

not making sacrificial priests. This mind of the

Reformed Church of England we find emphasized
from time to time by more modern Anglican

Bishops. The present writer remembers to have

heard more than once from the lips of the late

Father Anderdon, S.J., nephew of Cardinal

Manning, the story of his own ordination as an

Anglican. After the Bishop had conferred

Priests Orders on W. H. Anderdon and his

1 An attempt was made in 1662 to repair the essential

flaw in Anglican Ordination created in 1552. But the cor

rection, as we see, came a hundred years too late. True

Orders had meantime been lost to the Church of England.

Truly ordained Bishops had ceased, and hence their use of

the amended ordinal could not create true sacrificing priests.

No Bishop, no priest. And, equally, no priest, no bishop.
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fellow-candidates, he summoned the young men
before him, and then addressed them to this

effect : Gentlemen, I have called you together in

order to give you clearly to understand that,

whatever else I have done for you to-day, I have

not made you sacrificing priests. And the narrator

added that the Bishop s words came as a severe

blow to his High Church views.

The appeal sometimes made by Anglicans to Priest*

the use of the term *

priest in their official books BooTof
is entirely inconclusive. We saw just now in a Common

footnote how Dr. Ryle, an authorized Bishop of
rayex

the Church of England, understood the word
*

presbyter from which priest is derived.

There the Anglican Bishop was in perfect
* con

tinuity with the old Anglican divine, Hooker,
whose work on Ecclesiastical Polity used to be

greatly recommended by Anglican authority to

candidates for Ordination, presumably in order

that they might gather a correct idea as to the

nature of the Orders about to be conferred upon
them. Now, Hooker, the *

judicious, a High
Churchman in his day,

1 writes thus: Sacrifice is no

part of the Church s ministry. And concerning the

term priest, he says: It draweth no more men s

minds to any cogitation of sacrifice than
&quot; senator &quot;

or &quot; alderman &quot;

causes them to think of old age.
2

1 See Dictionary of Sects and Heresies, by Rev. J. H.
Blount

3 For readers unversed in Latin let it be said that

senator is derived from senex (old), and, of course, alder
man is another form of elder, or older, man. See also
the teaching of the Bishop of Hereford, in Note, p. 72.

VOL. III.
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MATTER AND FORM OF HOLY ORDERS.

Matter of The matter of sacerdotal Orders consists of the
the ...
Sacra- imposition or successive impositions of hands

by the consecrating Bishop over or on the heads

of the candidates. The last of these manual acts

is also performed, after the Bishop, by the assistant

priests. The prayer Exaudi nos, etc., and the

Preface said by the Bishop at this part of the

rite, constitutes the form of the Sacrament, and

determines the significance of the imposition of

hands.

Academic As to the relative essential values of these acts
ispu es.

j.nere are differences of opinion among theologians,

and also as to the necessity of the ceremony
called the *

Delivery of Instruments. The Bishop

places into the anointed hands of the priests a

chalice, containing wine and a few drops of water,

together with the paten (or small plate), bearing

a Mass wafer. The far commoner view is that,

impressive as this piece of symbolism is, and well

adapted to express the power of sacrifice conferred

at Ordination, it is, nevertheless, not essential for

the Sacrament. The Ordination rite otherwise

sufficiently signifies the sacrificial Priesthood

(sacerdotium). Moreover, the ceremony in question

does not appear in the ancient Greek rite, which

the Catholic Church admits to be valid. It was

first introduced locally about the eleventh century,

according to Chardon.
Safe But here it is important to note that such theo-
practice

jQgjcaj differences of view are purely academic,
Church. and in no way influence the practice of the
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Church, which invariably insists on the perform
ance of even doubtfully essential portions of the

rite, and requires their being supplied in case of

omission. No risk may be incurred in so vital a

matter as the security of sacerdotal Orders. 1 As

already explained,
2 the Church of Christ, enjoying

her Divine Founder s repeated promise of the

Holy Ghost for her assistance, cannot err in pre

scribing sacramental rites. So long, therefore, as

these are conducted according to her directions

they will always be valid. The general guarantee
as to the reliability of Sacraments lies in the fact

that they are administered by the true Church of

Christ. It is not the trustworthiness of the Church
that depends upon the reality of her Sacraments,

but, on the contrary, it is the reality of Sacra

ments that rests upon the trustworthiness of the

1
So, too, no minister is justified in using questionable

i.e., merely probable, and not secure sacerdotal powers.
Hence a clergyman of advanced views who undertakes to

say Mass in the Catholic sense and to absolve from sin

penitents confessing to him, merely on the conviction that

a very good case can be made out for the sacerdotal nature

of the Anglican Ordination Rite, is really assuming these

dread responsibilities on the sole strength of a defensible

view *.., a greater or lesser probability. And no one can

lawfully run such awful risks. Even if a tolerable acquaint
ance with the theological literature of the subject has not

given him any other reasons for grave misgiving, at least

the fact that neither Rome, nor the Greek Church at variance
with Rome, regards the Anglican

*

Presbyterate as sacer

dotal, ought to set him thinking.
2 Second Series, Part I., p. 65 ; ibid., Appendix III.,

pp. 380-382.

5 a
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Church. The Church, however, only knowing,
and therefore only being able to define, what was
handed down to her in the deposit of faith by
the Apostles, may not always be able to declare

whether this or that particular point in a sacra

mental rite be essential or not. That of which

she has full consciousness is that the whole rite is

certainly valid for the effect attached to the Sacra

ment by Him who instituted it.

THE MINISTER OF HOLY ORDERS.

Only one invested with Bishop s Orders has

power to make, or consecrate, another Bishop.

Besides, for lawfulness, at least two Assistant

Bishops are required by law. Their co-operation,

however, is not essential for the validity of con

secration. Yet, if the chief consecrator be no

Bishop, the defect will not be repaired by the fact

that the Assistant Bishops are real ones.

This point has been raised against the consecra

tion of Matthew Parker, Anglican Primate in the

Primate, reign of Elizabeth, upon which the validity of

present Anglican Ordinations ultimately depends.

Of the Bishops known to have taken part in

Parker s consecration, Barlow, the chief conse

crator, cannot be satisfactorily shown to have been

himself episcopally consecrated. He seems to

have enjoyed the loaves and fishes attached to

episcopal sees, but satisfactory evidence of his

spiritual qualifications is entirely lacking, which

defect, however, according to sentiments traced
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to him, would have been amply compensated for

by the good pleasure and choice of the Sovereign

-i.e., of Henry VIII.

A Bishop is also essential for ordaining a Priest, Bishop

and, more probably, for conferring Deacon s Priest.

Orders also. As for the Subdiaconate and Minor

Orders, the Holy See sometimes empowers Priests

to confer these grades, as, for example, Abbots of

monastic communities. Though every Bishop

can, not every Bishop may, ordain an applicant.

Usually the Orders must be conferred by, or at

least with, the permission of the applicant s own

Bishop; that is to say, either the Bishop of his

place of birth, or of place of fixed residence, or to

whose household he has been attached, and at

whose cost he has been maintained; or, again,

the Bishop of the diocese in which he is in full

possession of a benefice capable by itself of main

taining him. This last is not often the case in

our day.

The canonical ages for receiving the various Ages for

Orders are as follows :

For the tonsure and Minor Orders, seven years.
For the Subdiaconate, twenty-one years.
For the Diaconate, twenty-two years.
For the Priesthood, twenty-four years.
For the Episcopate, thirty years completed.
The Holy See occasionally gives dispensations

to anticipate the age for the Priesthood by a year,
or a year and a half; but no anticipation is ever

allowed in the case of the Subdiaconate, and rarely
in that of the Diaconate. Apart from possessing
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the requisite age, candidates have to observe

certain intervals of time between the receiving of

the various grades. But dispensations from this

Law of Trent are obtainable for adequate causes.
No duty There is no obligation to rise from one grade to
to rise

,

from a higher one, neither is it unlawful to abandon

grade.

k ^e ecclesiastical state and to marry, after having
received the tonsure and Minor Orders. We saw
that a cleric is not finally tied to the ecclesiastical

state until made Subdeacon.

THE CANDIDATE FOR ORDERS.

This part of our subject may be divided into

two :

1. Vocation to the Ecclesiastical State.

2. Immediate requirements for receiving the

Sacrament of Orders.

i. Vocation. We have already considered some

what fully the question of States of Life and of

Vocation to the Ecclesiastical State. 1 As we saw,

an exterior call from the Church and an interior call

of grace are both needed sufficient mental and

moral endowments being presupposed as a basis.

Loss of Here we may add that a person may at one

tion time have a true *

call, and yet afterwards forfeit

possible, it kv faiimg into evil ways, or by idling away his

opportunities for study and self-improvement. On
the other side, cases may occur in which moral

goodness begins only with the adoption of the

Ecclesiastical State, or shortly before.

1 See above, Chap. IV.
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Almighty God may, and, as Church history Past

shows, has not unfrequently, called former sinners essential

to His special service. This has also been true of impedi-

vocations to the Religious State, more so, perhaps,

in the case of more austere and penitential institu

tions than of others. St. Augustine of Hippo,
the great luminary of the African Church in the

fifth century, is an instance of the former case.

But usually it would be sinful for anyone given

to vice to bind himself to the ecclesiastical state,

except he saw some solid prospect of being able

soon to reform himself.

Again, examples are not wanting of great mental Lack f

deficiencies being suddenly repaired after adopting qualifica-

the clerical or clerico-religious state. Francis tions -

Suarez, the eminent theologian and Professor of

Divinity, is a notable case in point. Admitted

into the Jesuit novitiate in 1564, he at first ap

peared incapable of mastering his studies, so that

his superiors thought of sending him away. But

the young man s great devotion to Our Blessed

Lady, Seat of Wisdom, coupled with untiring

industry and a retentive memory, developed in

him the splendid theological talent revealed in his

twenty-eight folio tomes a gigantic work, recall

ing by its thoroughness and subtlety the Angel of

the Schools, St. Thomas Aquinas, of the holy
Order of St. Dominic. In England Suarez is per

haps known as the author of Defence of the

Catholic Faith against Anglican Errors, written

in reply to James I. of England. It obtained the

honour of being publicly burnt by the hangman in
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London, and, for political, rather than theological,

reasons, in Paris too, by order of Louis XIII.

2. Immediate Requirements. Holy Orders being
a Sacrament of the living,

1
it must be received in

the state of grace. The candidate should have

received the Sacrament of Confirmation, though
this is of lighter obligation.

NOTE. The Bishop of Hereford, also, is in perfect
* con

tinuity as regards the non-sacerdotal character of Anglican
Orders with Dr. Ryle, Hooker, and the reforming mutilators

of the old Catholic Ordinal. Speaking at an Ordination

Service, Christmas, 1908, he instructed candidates as follows :

The kingdom of Christ has no sacerdotal system. It inter

poses no sacrificial class between God and man, no class

by whose intervention God is reconciled and man forgiven.

(Here Dr. Percival is in complete agreement with those

Protestant bodies which dissent from the Church of England
and reject his episcopacy.) Each individual member in the

Church of Christ holds personal communion with the Divine

Head. To Him immediately each and every one of us is

directly responsible, and from Him directly each one obtains

his pardon and draws his strength. And this absence ofany
sacerdotal order from the Christian Church, righdy understood,
is deserving of all the more careful attention because of the

tendency in a section of our Church of England to drift

back towards the erroneous and misleading Roman doctrine

of a sacrificing priesthood!

1 See Series II., Part I., p. 18, No. 3.
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No. VI.

COURTSHIP AND COMPANY-KEEPING.

PROBABLY most priests on the English Mission Rarity of

will be inclined to agree that in this country, pre- .engage-

vious to the New Matrimonial Decree Ne Temere, merits.

of Pius X. (August, 1907), real engagements or

betrothals, even of a private character, were the

exception rather than the rule. We may say,

previous to the decree, because since it came

into force 1 no real betrothals can possibly have

been effected unless carried out in the written

form lately prescribed by the Holy See, and such

have probably been rare.

More commonly amongst us there has been

courtship, or what is often, though not always,
the same viz.,

*

keeping company of longer or

shorter duration, with a sort of tacit understand

ing between the parties that the acquaintance

purported to end in matrimony. They spoke of

each other as
*

my young man or my young
woman, or as fiance and fiancee, though the former

1
Easter, 1908.

73
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more popular expressions are not conclusive proofs
of settled matrimonial intentions at all events,

in any near future.

English By this, however, it is not implied that there is

usages. ., . . ,.
,

necessarily something morally wrong in such

tentative companionships between young people
of either sex. For many a poor girl simply

regards it as a public reproach not to have a

cavalier to take her out in leisure hours. Then,
in these colder climes (and still more in America)
there is a recognized measure of freedom in the

intercourse of the sexes, such as in some lands,

where natures are more passionate, would be

taken, and not unreasonably taken, as shameless,

and even as a strong presumption of moral mis

chief. And although there is, God knows,

plenty of such mischief amongst our young and

as yet unmarried pairs, yet it would be rash uni

versally to condemn walking out as unlawful,

more especially among the less prosperous classes.

Nuptial For one must remember that poorer folk have

vantages
not tne same social facilities in their cramped,

of the and often wretched, homes which wealthier people

enjoy. Even domestic servants are pretty gener

ally hindered in one way or another from culti

vating male acquaintances in the house. Such

company-keeping is, therefore, mainly confined to

walks, houses of friends, refreshment-rooms, and

places of entertainment.

And yet, since the poorest girl has a natural

right to provide for her settlement in life/ if she

can and wishes just as good a right, in fact, as
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the young ladies whom she waits on in her situa

tion she has also the right to take the only avail

able means for making marriage possible, provided
those means be in themselves lawful and becoming.
This much one must grant. And yet the adop- Dangers

b J r of com-
tion of such lawful and necessary means is often pany-

attended incidentally with occasions dangerous to
keePms-

a girl s virtue. These may, indeed, arise from the

girl s vanity, craving for notice, excessive love for

new sensations, experiences, amusements, etc., or

from some other inherent weakness of character ;

or, again and perhaps more frequently from

moral weakness and lack of principle in the

young man.

Where a mother, in any rank of society, is truly
Mother s

anxious, above all things, that her girl should keep

good, or, as the poor express it, keep respectable,

she will provide a safeguard by having a watchful

but discreet eye upon her daughter s intercourse

with young men. Parents have a duty in this, and,

consequently, a corresponding right of supervision
one which they ought, nevertheless, to use with

prudence and tact. Vexatious restrictions and nag

ging may fan into the flame of love an undesirable

companionship, which is as yet barely an attach

ment. Such very necessary supervision will,

however, be impossible if a young girl is foolishly

allowed to consort regularly with some young
man who is unknown to her mother, and, as

regards his moral character, unknown to the girl

herself an abuse not unfrequently to be met with

in these independent days.
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Youthful A state of things like this plainly exposes an

tience of mnocent or, if you will, ignorant girl to the un
restraint, holy designs of a vicious lover who may be im

moral, or a drunkard, or a gambler, or all three

combined. The worst is that so many young
women of to-day resent all cautions and restric

tions on the part of the family as being either due

to the jealousy of sisters, or as being old-fashioned,

kill-joy croakings of parents who are behind the

times.
1 As to this last, possibly the world has

advanced in some ways since the day when our

parents were marriageable.

Opposite But there is scant evidence of any change for

the better in the matter of prudence in the choice

of nuptial mates. It may be well for us that

English mothers do not adopt the old French

system in respect of marriageable daughters, ac

cording to which Celestine is supposed hardly to

know that sexual love exists, until one fine day
her mother presents to her astonished eyes the

maternal choice Victoire, the spick-and-span
son-in-law-elect. That is one undesirable extreme.

On the other hand, the free companionship which

prevails so much amongst our young people, and

seems largely due to female pursuits, pleasures,

and sports being likened to those of men, tends to

an opposite end, and, from the moral standpoint,

perhaps a more dangerous extreme. The French

plan was, indeed, prolific in conjugal unhappiness,

through the artificial blending of incompatible
natures ; but it was probably less productive of

ante-nuptial irregularities and subsequent conjugal
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infidelity. Loss of mutual respect before marriage
will seldom be followed by mutual respect after it.

But to return to poorer young women, who How

have not the same home protections which favour

virtue in more prosperous girls. It is naturally

pleasing to a girl s vanity to be sought after and

admired by the other sex. She sees other girls of

her own standing with their cavaliers. Accord

ingly, Lucilla, the unnoticed, conceives it a point

of honour not to be outdone by Clarinda; and

then comes the danger of her taking up with the

very first plausible
* unknown who volunteers a

soft word or performs some gallant service.

Then, when the friendship has been well

cemented by a liberal shower of attentions from

the male side, the young man begins to feel a sort

of ownership in the girl. He fails to see why he

should give everything, and get nothing in return.

Hence, if lacking in principle or weak in character,

he will make a bid for, or take, favours of an

exorbitant kind, such as a girl cannot concede
without grievous sin. The girl falls into his

power, and though she begins to yield by reluc

tant inches, he may claim by the ell, and things

may reach a pass which, in the beginning, would
never have entered the girl s mind, or if it had,
would have been instantly scouted with contempt
and horror.

For, moral disasters of the sort do not, in nine

cases out of ten, spring from any exceptional

tendency to vileness in a girl s heart, beyond what

original sin has developed in the natures of all of
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us. No ; vanity, love of admiration and of excite

ment are the principal hooks by which maiden

virtue is more commonly caught. The girl seeks

for attention, craves for it, plans for it, and in the

end gets it with a vengeance, alas! in a measure

that is inconsistent with the commandments of

God and her own innocence ! In one sense it is

a horrible surprise; and yet it may be asserted

with fair certainty that such ruin never comes

about without the maiden having, at one step or

other of the proceedings, prepared the way by

turning a deaf ear to inward warnings of danger
ahead. It constantly happens in this world that

most serious results follow from comparatively

slight causes.

A vicious In this connection it will be well to scotch a
a acy

false notion sometimes entertained by less well-

instructed people. A young man a-courting might
delude himself with the idea that anything almost

is lawful provided it be not done without the

girl s consent on the principle, perhaps, that
*

all

is fair in love and war. Of course, violence would

greatly aggravate matters, but it is not needed for

sin. He may overlook the truth that sins of im

modesty are always offences against God, Who
forbids them, and not only against one s neigh

bour, who, moreover, has no right to consent to

their commission. If it depended upon consent,

then no wrong would be done when consent is

given ; for, as the axiom has it,
* No wrong is

done to him who knows and consents. But that

is not the point. God gave us our whole being,
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body as well as soul, and we have no right to use

either except in accord with His will and com
mandments. In a false view like the above we

have the germ of that kind of profligacy called

divorce by mutual consent, favoured by godless

social reformers. It is the fruit of a humani-

tarianism which puts the will of man in the place

of the will of his Creator, and so fosters the

error that there are no sins worth mentioning,
nor duties to be insisted on, except such as relate

to our fellow-creatures. This is an impudent
denial of the rights of God.

It may now be useful to point out some means Maiden

for keeping maiden virtue safe. But, in the
guards: a

first place, let us discuss a preliminary difficulty difficulty.

which may be felt by good young women of all

conditions in life, who are entering upon woman
hood with little or no knowledge of the world, or

of the possibilities of evil which it contains.

How far, it may be asked, is it needful for young
women to understand concerning the natural rela

tions between the sexes and about matrimony ?

Girls, though not girls only, are liable to the Curious

temptation of secretly ferreting out information ^
on such matters. They may urge, quite honestly,

perhaps : Things that I have already been forced

to hear or notice have made me aware of certain

moral dangers attached to association with the

opposite sex, of which, however, I have only the

vaguest notions. Surely, for my own protection s

sake, I ought to know all about such things. It

is a shame that those responsible for my education
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should not have enlightened me before letting me
loose upon the world.

Dis- Now, it may be readily granted that innocence,
cussing ,

premature based on ignorance of possible snares to Holy

{edT Chastity, and on nothing else, is a very meagre

equipment for a girl s struggle in life. On the

other side, (i) knowledge of the kind may be

acquired far too early. There are those who will

maintain on principle that even girls in their early

teens should be fully posted in sexual matters.

Such a policy, it is here submitted, is a reckless

abuse, having no other probable effect than to

tarnish the precious jewel of mental purity in the

young.
1 One hears convents abused at times for

letting their scholars grow up in ignorance of such

things. The charge takes for granted that nuns

know all about it themselves. But granting that

they do, God bless them for their efforts to pre

serve the young confided to them in their inno

cence I

An
(2) When a girl is of ordinary marriageable age,

and betrothal or matrimony has come within the

sphere of immediate practical politics, it is cer

tainly well that mothers, or those filling their

1 This protest should now, perhaps, be limited to public
and promiscuous instruction, and not extended to private
and discreet explanations by mothers, fathers, or those in full

charge of the young, in sincere answer to puzzled question

ings of young girls, or boys, in their teens. Some early
*

Education in Purity as it is called is nowadays strongly

advocated by not a few weighty Catholic writers, especially

for the self-protection of girls in the changed conditions of

modern life. Recent exposures of the abominable White

Slave Traffic seem to add much force to this view (Third

Edition).
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place, should explain matters essentially in a

simple, business-like, matter-of-fact way, free

from all mysterious innuendoes which would only

tantalize and stimulate further morbid curiosity.

It is hardly necessary to say that clearness is

quite compatible with delicacy.

It is not definite knowledge of processes
ordained by the Divine Author of nature, season- matter.

ably imparted, or acquired as part of a person s

professional duty, which is likely to injure morals,

so much as the secret practice of exploring their

mysteries inch by inch, through surreptitious

means, such as dipping curiously into scientific

dictionaries or manuals, or leading others on, who
are thought to know, to discuss such topics.

(Here, by the way, married women may them

selves be most indiscreet in their talk with young
and unmarried members of their sex.) It is this

protracted, solitary investigation, where each in

complete discovery provokes fresh curiosity, that

maintains the youthful mind in a state of un

healthy pruriency, and fosters a morbid habit of

sensual day-dreaming. The unhealthy curiosity
here referred to must be distinguished from an

intellectual curiosity of knowledge for its own sake.

Curiosity to know truth in any branch of in- For truth

formation is not wrong ; nay, it is thoroughly
rational in itself, though, where such knowledge
is unnecessary, it is best left alone. But the

curiosity blamed above is not genuinely indulged
for knowledge sake, but for the sake of the sensual

gratification found in that particular kind of

VOL. in. 6
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knowledge. This, however, will of itself not

exceed venial sin, yet it most easily develops into

an occasion of grievous temptation above all,

with imaginative, impressionable characters.

Season. To return to our point. No girl, it is submitted,

knoV should be suffered to commit herself finally to

ledge, matrimony without being enlightened, at least in

substance by her mother, for a preference, or

else by a discreet person of her sex as to what

will be required of her as a wife. Not that ignor

ance would endanger as some might argue the

validity of her nuptial consent at marriage ; for

that consent would include implicitly the accep
tance of all the duties of married life as adopted by

everyone eke. All the same, no newly married

bride should have cause to protest afterwards

that had she known more about married life she

would never have consented to marry. That is

sometimes said, and with unquestionable sincerity.

Perhaps some might smile at this incredulously,

but they are cynics. Experience proves that such

innocence and love of perfect chastity exists,

is know- To come now to those who have as yet no
. . f J

evifmJces- matrimonial prospects. Should not these, too,

sary for have definite knowledge of sexual matters, for
safety ?

, . , ,
.

their own preservation s sake ?

It is difficult to see the necessity that is to

say, for the end alleged. In order to be safe from a

danger, all that is needed is to know, and to adopt,

the practical safeguards. For the rest, the evils of

concupiscence are best left unexplored. It was

Satan who ruined our race by plausibly whisper-
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ing into the ear of Mother Eve: No, you shall

not die ! For God doth know that in whatsoever

day you shall eat thereof (*.*., of the tree of

knowledge of good and evil)
*

your eyes shall be

opened : and you shall be as gods, knowing good and

evil. Eve ate, and was ashamed. Be not wiser

than it behoveth you to be wise,
5

is St. Paul s

warning.

To illustrate the sufficiency of observing the The right

r IT 11 A t j 1 i side of the

safeguards : I am walking in the dark along a fence&amp;lt;

country pathway. I know that, off my path, on

my right, there is a deep pit, into which every
sort of disagreeable refuse is thrown. I also know
there is a protecting fence between me and the

pit. In order to be safe from falling down, is it

necessary that I should investigate all the nasti-

ness below ? No : I have only to keep on this side

of the fence.

So, too, there are certain precautions to be Advice,

adopted in my relations with the other sex, which,
if adhered to, will keep me safe on the right side

of the fence. For example :

I. Avoid strictly, and in its very first beginnings,

everything that you feel instinctively to be not

nice, to use the feminine phrase anything that

seems doubtful, risky, overbold, whether in

thought, in reading, in gazing, in art, in talk, in

dress, in external behaviour or demeanour, whether

alone or in company.
It would surely be a grave mistake to under- A

rate the wealth of security contained in the maidenly
instinct of sex-modesty possessed by any decently

62
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brought-up girl, whether rich or poor. Of the

two classes, it is probably more strongly and

prematurely developed in the poor, because the

latter are forced by the necessities of their work

and occupations to rough it
*

amongst all sorts

and conditions. Still more unpardonable would

it be to undervalue the Catholic instinct of femi

nine modesty fostered by the precise moral teach

ing of our Faith, and strengthened by constant

reception in Holy Communion of that Great

Purifier of man s sensual nature, the Holy Body
and Blood of Christ. Even apart from such

Catholic advantages, that maidenly instinct which

unerringly scents danger from afar, although un

able to define it exactly, is a special gift of God
vouchsafed to woman for the protection of her

weakness. It is, so to say, a second and extra-

sensitive conscience in the special department of

that virtue which is the chief ornament of her

sex, and the loss of which is so much more disas

trous for her than for men.
Woman s TO give it a name, one may call it the instinct

sense! of modesty modesty viewed as distinct from holy

purity, strictly so called. The two are sister vir

tues, the elder, Modesty, guarding the younger and

more delicate sister, Chastity. Or, to change the

metaphor, Chastity is the inmost citadel of the

maiden castle, and last refuge in case of violent

attack, while Modesty is the wall of outer defence.

As long as the enemy be never allowed to scale

the outworks of Modesty, the inner citadel will

be safe; whereas if the chatelaine s lack of
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vigilance, firmness, and self-control allow the

attack to penetrate as far as the walls of the

very citadel, then it is indeed a fight for dear life,

and God grant there be no shameful surrender,

especially in the case of weaker, softer, or more
excitable dispositions.

2. Be on your guard when any but the most att*n-

ordinary male attentions and services of a personal
tions-

kind except such as any woman may rightly

expect are paid to you, and have a wholesome

suspicion of male conversations strongly flavoured

with flattery, or that have taken a personal and

more intimate turn.

3. Never tolerate the smallest liberty with your Freedom

person. The unvarying rule should be, Hands raanner .

off! or
* All trespassers will be prosecuted. This

does not mean that some very trivial piece of

over-freedom must be called attention to on the

spot, and, so to say, nailed to the counter. With
out advertising the fact publicly, there are un

erring ways of showing plainly to the offender

that the thing is noticed, and what is the essen

tial part disliked.

People may sometimes plead that a chain ofSus

circumstances has led to a brother and sister

state of things, and that there is nothing in it.

Well, sometimes this may be true, especially when
a certain age has been safely passed. But, speak

ing generally, such a footing between those who
are not related, or very distantly related, might
pass if the two parties had, like Our Lady, been

conceived without original sin. Taking human
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nature on its average, no fanciful relationships
are much protection against sensual passion, since

even very real and near ones are, alas ! not always
so. The vital fact remains that the two are not

brother and sister, and that makes all the differ

ence.

Another plea might be : Why, he s old enough
to be my father ! Yes

; but there are old fools

about, as well as young ones ! Moreover, it is a

delusion, contradicted by public facts of expe

rience, to imagine that the stronger seductions of

passion are confined to a man s twenties or even

thirties.

Solitary A shun prolonged and solitary tete-d-tetes with
conversa- 3 J

tions. men, except they be persons thoroughly well

known, and of long-proved trustworthiness, or

there be some real necessity, or a rational and

not frivolous purpose in view.

Spiritual 5. Last, but by no means least, fidelity to
safe- .... , . ,
guards, prayer and religious duties, devotion to Im

maculate Mary, and, above all, frequent, if it can

not be daily, Communion, will all serve as most

powerful of safeguards to virtue. Our illustration

taken from a citadel suggests the warning,
*

Except
the Lord guard the city, in vain doth he watch

who guardeth it.

Leaning There are some proud and self-reliant natures
on a reed.

who conceive that they are indefinitely superior

to any base allurements, and scorn the very
notion of a fall as being for them at least a

practical impossibility. Virtue built on natural

pride and intellectual elevation is a poor safeguard
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in the long run. If pride be above sensual base

ness, it is specially amenable to refined flattery,

by means of which it may be brought to that fall

of which it is proverbially the precursor. Far

different is the foundation of confidence in Our

Lord s protection. For that belongs to the super-

natural virtue of hope, and hope is essentially

humble, since it throws the burden upon God,

and in the same proportion places small reliance

upon natural strength.

It may be objected to these pieces of advice: An

Then I must go about the world in fear and
Je

trembling, and suspecting everyone I meet of

evil intentions! This is certainly not the im

pression which it has been desired to produce.
No one wants a young woman to strut stiffly

about in a moral strait-jacket of prudishness.

And, as for evil intentions on the part of men, the ^e.^
cautions given above do not proceed on the supposi- claimed

tion of their ubiquitous presence. There may be

none at all, and yet a girl s neglect of ordinary pre
cautions may change the situation, and give rise to

them. Their observance affords almost as much

protection to the man against his latent worse self

as to the woman against hers. And this is a point
which perhaps the devout sex think about too

little, viz., the danger they may cause to others

by unseemly venturesomeness of manners, talk,

dress, or any other neglect of feminine modesty.
The probable truth that, in the majority of cases,
such conduct does not, in its origin, proceed from

any corrupt motive on the female side, but chiefly
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from trivial vanity, does not alter its tendency to

lead men on. So the counsels here set down are

by no means based upon the innate depravity of

the stronger sex, beyond that which lurks in the

heart of every man born of woman and of every

woman, too.

The best Rather, one would advise the Catholic girl to
policy.

gO OQ ker way
-

Q s impiic i
tv&amp;gt; confidence, and

kindliness to all, trusting to the protection of the

Sacred Heart and of her who is the Glory of

Womankind, yet, at the same time, mindful of

Mary s prudent example.
Mary s When Our Lady was offered by Gabriel the

dignity which every Jewish maiden longed for

that of being chosen the Mother of the Messiah

she did not yield to impulse and momentary
excitement, but thought within herself what

manner of salutation this might be. Mindful of

her vow, she paused and thought :
l How shall this

thing be? So let a prudent Catholic maiden

keep a calm eye to such scraps of wisdom as the

present writer has been able to collect for when

emergencies arise.

Poor Some reader may say: You have advised

menT young women ; but what about young men?
have they no souls ? I would reply (i) that

much of the above applies to them correlatively ;

(2) that if young women are kept in order the

men will be too. The girl, if she did but realize

it, has the command of the situation.

The The social relations between the sexes will

hoids^he usually be just what women make them. There
key- are few men bad enough to transgress if no open-
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ing be afforded on the other side. True, a woman

may in all innocence even without any con

scious vanity so demean herself as to be wrongly
understood. But what has been said above

may help to guard her from even inadvertently

creating danger for others, and consequently for

herself.

THE PERIOD OF ENGAGEMENT.

By engagement we do not mean here canon

ical engagement, or real and valid betrothal.

For the present purpose it is enough that there

be a settled understanding between the parties that

marriage is to follow.

The momentous character of the step taken by A momen-

two people, when binding themselves to each choice,

other for life in matrimony, certainly demands
from them the greatest care and forethought in

the choice of a partner. A man may be wary
enough when meditating a money investment,

or in choosing a hunter. A young woman will

devote much time and reflection upon planning
a new frock, and seek (but probably not take)
advice from her bosom friends on the subject.

Yet when it comes to choosing a wife, or accept

ing a husband, although temporal and even

spiritual well-being for life hang in the balance,

people
* rush matters with a light and frivolous

mind.

These pages are written for Catholics. There Need of

ought, therefore, to be no need to insist, in the first

place, upon the need of consulting Our Lord in
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earnest prayer, with a view to being rightly

guided and obtaining the Divine blessing upon
the matrimonial choice I mean, before actually

choosing.
Topsy. Yet it is not uncommon for people to engage*

themselves in haste, and then to go the round of

their Catholic friends at tea-time piously asking
for prayers for a blessing on their selection. They
are only a trifle less inconsequent than a girl who

sought advice from a priest upon the choice of a

state of life, protesting that her one wish was to

do God s will, and who, after a long discussion

and consultation, let fall as it were in the form

of a casual P.S. that she had just become

engaged to a young man who was simply

perfect.
Short People will differ, doubtless, in opinion as to
and long .

engage- the relative merits of long and of short engage
ments, ments. A few words may here be hazarded as to

the pros and cons of each. The short engage
ment (or, what often takes its place, short courting

acquaintance) has the very obvious drawback of

barely allowing the pair time for more than a

surface knowledge of each other, It gives them

little opportunity for mutual study and under

standing, for comparing tastes in those more

important points which, if matters of strong dis

agreement, are likely afterwards to endanger
domestic peace and union. Then, further, es

pecially with the young, sexual love is apt to rest

more largely (one would not say wholly) upon the

external attraction of the senses, whereas the
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affection which makes most for nuptial happiness,

which will survive lapse of time, the wear and tear

of trouble and failure, and the decay of personal

comeliness, is one founded on the more spiritual

basis of mutual sympathy of feeling and apprecia

tion of character. But for acquiring such intimate

mutual knowledge time is needed.

The long engagement, while not so liable to Strain of

these drawbacks, has its own special ones the engage-

prolonged strain upon self-control, and consequent ments.

moral danger, more particularly when the passions

are lively. For the betrothed need at times to

remember that they have no special dispensation
from observance of the Commandments, although,

within limits, more external tokens of love are

lawful, for the desirable end of confirming mutual

attachment, than would be allowable during pre

liminary courtship. But considerable self-restraint,

reinforced by prayer and recourse to the Sacra

ments, will be needed to keep the engagement
chaste and holy, and so save either party from

indulging in a degree of freedom which only actual

marriage sanctifies. It is all very well for Au

gustus to say, in proper stage form, Angelina,
thou art mine ! but, as a fact, Angelina is not his,

but only promised to him for a future date. And, to

speak in general, if there be not a modest mutual

respect and Christian self-denial before marriage,
there is likely to be a good deal less of it afterwards

in ways that nuptial union itself will not justify.

Girls may allow themselves to be over-per- !

N
!*

arm

buaded in the present matter. And as when in
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love they are often hardly rational, they need to

be warned against being deceived by the specious
assurances of young men that there is no
harm in proceedings which their instinct and
Christian education tells them are distinctly

improper. A woman s instinct in these matters
is all but infallible.

With a view to obviating dangers, the following

suggestions may be made :

Rules for i. The external tokens of affection may usually
e

be judged lawful or the reverse according as they
would or would not be held suitable in the presence
of a well-ordered family between a loving brother

and sister.

External 2. One cannot lay down the rule that all

ments.

&quot;

**fcffwJ caresses, such as embracing or kissing (in

a restrained and conventional way) between

engaged, or practically engaged, persons are

even venially sinful. And yet, if excessive, they
become a danger. At the same time, when there

is a fixed mutual intention of future marriage, such

pledges of affection, if modest in kind and in

degree, are lawful for fostering attachment. If,

contrary to intention, such attentions carry the

passion of either irresistibly beyond due limits, no

mortal sin will be committed unless fully deliberate

gratification be sought for in the excess.

Matter to In this matter much depends upon individual

relatively temperament, and a betrothed person must, more-
to char- over, judge of things not merely by his or her

disposition, but, as charity to the soul requires, by
that of the other party also, as far as this can be

gauged.
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3. Protracted tete-a-tetes in lonely places or in indis-

more private apartments of the house should be cretlons &amp;gt;

as far as possible avoided.

Let a remark made under *

courtship be No

repeated here, for it has double force in the case
j^suf

of the betrothed. If a young man really cares for fragettes,

his fiancee (and Heaven help her afterwards if he

do not !), she has the command of the situation.

(No compliment is hereby intended to Pankhursts

and Tinkle Bells of rowdy fame.) Nor will a

girl really enhance her value in the eyes of any
* intended by making herself too cheap, still less

by contenting herself with the ignoble role of a

sensual plaything.

Would that in the past many Catholic girls

who contracted mixed marriages had realized

their power, and had not been too fearful of losing

their matrimonial prize 1 Then there would have

been less of sinful marriages at registry offices, or,

still worse, in non-Catholic places of worship,

owing to fiancees not having the pluck to hold

their own and insist on marrying under full

Catholic conditions.
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rare.

No. VII.

ESPOUSALS OR BETROTHAL.1

Solemn BEFORE dealing with matrimony itself, it will be
betrothal ., . / ...

necessary first to consider the formal preliminary
to marriage, called betrothal. This preliminary
is best known amongst us as engagement. The
other more technical term sounds antiquated to

our ears. And, in fact, a formal ceremony of

espousals is not demanded by the Church, nor

has it been very generally in use. It prevails,

however, in Spain at the present time, and is

quite a solemn affair.* The pair, arrayed in

bridal garments, appear, in the presence of the

relatives, before the parish priest and witnesses,

and a formal document of betrothal is read, and

signed.

We shall see presently that, according to the

decree
* Ne Temere, issued by authority of

1 Though real espousals, or engagements, have hitherto

been rare in these countries, it has been thought better to

enter fully into the matter if only for completeness sake.

2 In Spain, however, the usage took its rise in an illegiti

mate decree of Charles III.
;
but as the Spanish Church

adopted the measure, and constantly acted upon it, solemn

betrothals became a custom, and were confirmed eventually

by the Holy See in 1880. The civil law, however, ceased to

require the ceremony, though the Church of Spain did not.
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Pius X., no engagement is now to be held binding

by the Church, except it be solemnized in a form

substantially similar to the one just described.

But the decree does not demand that espousals

shall precede marriage.

Apart from external solemnities, there are whatisa
/ . . . . ... , . betrothal?

certain intrinsic qualities needed for a true * en

gagement. A strict engagement is defined as

follows : A deliberate and mutual promise of mar

riage, outwardly expressed, between two persons capable

and free to marry. To be binding, as we have

just seen, this promise must now be drawn up in

signed documentary form. But though it be so

drawn up, there would be no real betrothal if the

parties in their own minds failed to promise

matrimony to each other mutually and deliber

ately. Were dispute to arise, and the case were

submitted to an ecclesiastical court, or even

privately to a confessor, the presumption would
be in favour of real betrothal, on account of the

external forms prescribed having been fulfilled.

But this presumption would give way to satis

factory proof of inward defect in the mutual

promises. Thus, for example, if Mary were terri

fied by parental threats or forced by moral pressure
to sign a betrothal with John against her will, it

would be necessary to prove that she had acted
under fear, and not freely, before the betrothal

could be pronounced invalid.

Now to consider our definition of a betrothal Nature of

more in detail:

i. There must be a real promise^ which is more l - A
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than the manifestation of a wish or intention to

marry, and no expressions used by the lovers,

however adoring and affectionate, will supply
its place. This point appears to apply especially

to England, where mere intentions and plans of

marriage are apt to be regarded as engagements.

Yet, when it comes to engagement rings, at all

events, if coupled with formal announcements of

the match and coming marriage say, in the

Morning Post there can be no reasonable doubt

that the mutual promise of marriage is a real one.

2. De- 2. The promise must be on both sides deliberate
1 e

i.e.
9
made with full knowledge and free consent.

This is a condition of every human contract, and

the amount of deliberation necessary is greater than

that needed for the commission of a mortal sin.

Age limit. By Canon Law no betrothal holds unless a

party to it be at least seven years of age. This

age limit may seem too low, but it must be

noticed that by the same ecclesiastical laws there

can be no question of marriage until the male is

fourteen and the female twelve. 1 In the interval

causes may easily arise which will justify a recall

of the promise. In Europe of to-day, however,

such early matches are no longer in vogue.
Betrothed When children have been promised in marriage
in child

hood.
1 The canonical age limit for marriage may also appear

too low, but k is necessary to remember that there are

other countries besides England. The Church is Catholic^

and legislates for all peoples ; and in not a few lands the

age of fourteen would be morally equivalent to seventeen or

eighteen in England.
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by parents, even with their consent, either be

trothed is free to withdraw the promise on reach

ing marriageable age, without the consent of the

other party. And, of course, where parents have

betrothed their children without consulting their

wishes, the betrothal has no binding force upon
the children betrothed.

3. The promise must be mutual. John may 3 Mutual,

promise Mary that he will marry her, and Mary
may perhaps receive the promise with favour;

but that is not enough for a true betrothal, unless

Mary either verbally or in some other outward

way reciprocate the promise. Moreover, John s

promise, in order to have binding force, must be

reciprocated by Mary at once, unless he engages
to wait till later for a definite reply.

In some circumstances, no doubt, the mere Virtual

favourable acceptance on the woman s part, with-
m

out any express return, would be tantamount to a

reciprocal promise. Thus if, in the circumstances,
a positive refusal were the only natural course for

Mary to pursue if she did not mean to accept

John, her not refusing would be equivalent to

consent on her side. Similarly, if after being pro
mised marriage an otherwise respectable woman
permitted herself to be treated matrimonially,
she must be held to have virtually promised

marriage herself; otherwise she could not be sup
posed to have yielded. Yet, even so, a confessor,
if referred to, would have to decide the matter

according to the ascertained intention of the

party concerned.

VOL. III. f
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4. Out- 4. The promise must be in some way externally

expressed. Manifested on either side. Thus, if John promise

Mary, and she be silent, giving no unmistakable

sign of returning the promise, a necessary condi

tion for true engagement will be wanting, even

though Mary in for secret heart mean to marry

John.

5. Free to 5. The parties mutually promising must be
irry*

qualified and at liberty to marry. Hence, if some

impediment to marriage existed at the time of

promising, the engagement would be null, for no

one can efficaciously promise that which cannot

be given without sin. A conditional engagement,

however, would be lawful if the existing impedi
ment were one from which the Holy See had the

power or the will to dispense, and if the reasons

to be alleged for dispensation were likely to be

deemed sufficient by the authorities. And the

moment the dispensation was granted, the en

gagement would there and then become absolutely

binding, because the condition underlying the

promises would then be fulfilled.
1

N.B. New 6. Thus far we have confined ourselves to the

betrothal, qualities needed for a real engagement, con

sidered purely as a human agreement or contract,

and apart from Church requirements.
But the decree Ne Temere of 1907, which

only began to bind at Easter, 1908, demands

besides that a betrothal, to be binding, must be

carried out in a definite form. On this point the

Holy See enacts : Only those betrothals are con-

1 See more on this head, p. 105.
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sidered valid, and produce canonical effects, that have

been contracted by means of a written document signed

by both parties, and by either the parish priest (or

the local Ordinary), or by two witnesses. More

over, In case one or both of the parties be

unable to write, this fact is to be noted in the

document, and an additional witness must sign it,

together with the parish priest (or Ordinary) or

two witnesses as mentioned above. 1

We see that the decree states not only that DO private

betrothals entered into privately, without the
fndthe

ls

above forms, will lack canonical effects, but con-

also that they will be considered invalid by the
science ?

Church.

The important question arises as to the precise An impor-

force of these two statements. Private betrothals tai
?
t

.

point.
will plainly be regarded by ecclesiastical law as

void; but will they also be void in conscience,

so that they may be disregarded by the parties

without sin ? In other words, are the two state

ments merely explanatory the one of the other,

and do they only amount to this : that the Church
will treat a betrothal effected without the pre
scribed ceremony as if it were invalid i.e., as far
as the incurring of ecclesiastical impediments to mar

riage is concerned,
2
leaving the question of con

science and sin untouched ? Or, on the other

hand, may a privately betrothed person ignore the

engagement without sinning ?

1 In the case of marriage the parish priest (or Ordinary)
and two witnesses are needed for validity.

2 See Impediments/ pp. 154-208.

7 2
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Commen- In his able and lucid commentary
1
upon the

New Matrimonial Laws, Monsignor Charles J.

Cronin, D.D., treats this question at length in an

appendix, and declares his belief that private

engagements create no obligation under sin.

The same view is adopted by Rev. T. Slater, S.J.,

Professor of Moral Theology and Canon Law,
St. Beuno s College, North Wales.2 * No engage
ment to marry, he writes,

*
will be valid, or pro

duce any obligation in conscience . . . unless it has

been entered into with the formalities prescribed

by law. Though no doubt this solution is open
to argument, it nevertheless appears to be the

correct one, and is here adopted by the present
writer. In his opinion, therefore for what it

may be worth no sin of injustice will be incurred

before God by a breach of a private promise of

marriage. It does not appear credible that the

Church would, without qualification of any sort,

declare her disregard of such a promise, if a grave

obligation of conscience were attached to it.

Further, if we consult the preamble of the decree

Ne Temere, we find that the purposes of the

Holy See in insisting upon public and solemn

betrothal is to remedy the evils which had been

found to attend private and secret ones express

allusion being made to the danger of female virtue

being betrayed under a secret promise of future

1 New Matrimonial Legislation : Publishing Office of

Rome, Palazzo Taverna, Rome, 1908.
2 * The New Marriage Laws : an article in The Month

t

April, 1908, p. 338.
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matrimony. Once it is understood that such

promises are of no conscientious effect unless

publicly proclaimed in the form prescribed, girls

will take them at their true value, and place no

reliance upon them.

Now if, in spite of neglect of the formalities

laid down, such promises bound the private con

science of the seducer, he could urge that fact in

order to further his sinful designs.

But this action of the naw laws by no means Duty of

deprives a wronged woman of the right to repara- [fon^
3

tion if, through ignorance of the provisions of the remains

said laws, she has been betrayed under a private

promise of marriage. And if, according to the

circumstances of the case, no other restitution

prove sufficient except marriage, then the man
will still be bound to make her an honest woman,
not because his promise constituted a true be

trothal in conscience, but because justice binds

him to make due restitution for the injury caused

by his fraud. Of course, once a law is promul

gated, all persons affected by it are supposed, in

theory, to] know it ; but an individual may not

know it, and so be deceived into thinking that a

private promise of marriage is valid, and in con

sequence, though sinfully, consent to dishonour.

Another argument is advanced by Monsignor AS in

Cronin to prove the invalidity in conscience of a
^
ge

private engagements under the new laws. He more in

urges that even in the far graver matter of mar- betrothal*

riage, it is denned by the Council of Trent that

the Church has authority to fix diriments, or
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invalidating impediments. Now, by so doing,
she renders of no effect in the sphere of con

science the natural consent of the contracting

parties, if these should attempt matrimony with

out being dispensed. So, it is argued, still more
can she, in the lesser matter of betrothal, deprive
of all effect in conscience the consent given in

engagements.
Theargu- This argument, though at first sight conclusive,

criticized, on further consideration would appear open to

objection. Betrothal and marriage, though closely

related, do not stand on the same level. Among
Christians the natural contract of matrimony is

at the same time of necessity a Sacrament, and

there can be no doubt but that the Church is

authorized to regulate the reception of Sacra

ments. Thus, in virtue of the sacramental aspect

of marriage, she is able to control the validity of

the natural contract. But betrothal is not a

Sacrament : it is only a preliminary to one, and,

moreover, it is not a necessary preliminary, a

consideration which appears to weaken the infer

ence that, if the Church has control over the end

i.e. 9 matrimony she must have at least the

same control over the means to it i.e., betrothal.

Yet, whatever may be the value of this objection,

there is, independently, sufficient ground for ac

cepting the conclusion arrived at by the two

commentators above quoted. The particular

argument just criticized, if it does not by itself

prove conclusively that the Church can invalidate

consent given in private betrothals, at ail events
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shows that there is no natural difficulty in such a

proceeding, any more than in the action of the

State when invalidating certain deliberate acts of

minors. The thing is in itself feasible, and now

it seems clear, from the tenor of the decree Ne

Temere, that the Church has actually done it.

No engagements, therefore, except such as are Private

/T f xu XT betrothals
effected in the solemn form laid down in the New invalid

Matrimonial Laws, either produce canonical effects even in

con-

and disabilities, or bind the conscience under sin.1
science.

BINDING FORCE OF BETROTHAL.

It is here presupposed that the betrothal is a

real one, and solemnly entered upon.

When parties elect to be betrothed, they take An obiiga-

upon themselves a grave obligation to be married justice,

as a matter of justice. Hence it would seem to

follow that some penalty should attach to a with

drawal from the contract without the consent of

both parties. Yet, in spite of the fact that English

1 The mind of the Church in this matter is further seen

from the following : When the South American Bishops
sought, and obtained, from the Holy See an extension to

their dioceses of the obligation of solemn espousals obtaining
in Spain, and confirmed by Leo. XIII., January, 1900, dis

cussion arose in South America as to whether private

espousals were invalid only in the eye of the Canon Law, or

were also invalid in the interior court of conscience. To
which Rome (Nov. 5, 1901) replied in the affirmative that

is to say, that they were invalid also in conscience a reply
which of its nature cannot well be true for one country
and not for another. For fuller details see The Month*
June, 1908, Flotsam and Jetsam,
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law awards damages for breach of promise to

marry, even grave authorities who maintain that

penalties ought to be inflicted admit that the

opposite and more lenient view is tenable. Hence
no such punishment can be strictly imposed upon
the jilt. In Catholic ecclesiastical courts it is

usual not to press for the fulfilment of the promise,
when greater evils might result, as they usually

would in domestic life when one party revolts

against the marriage, and to find, if possible,

some other means of satisfying the jilted party.

Naming The limit of time within which the promise must

weeding
be carried out will depend mainly upon the usages

day- of the country. Given that a reasonable and cus

tomary period has elapsed, may the man lie low

and wait till his fiancee claims fulfilment ? The
answer will depend upon whether she is well able

to signify her wish to be married forthwith, if she

have it, or is tongue-tied through modesty or

timidity. In this last supposition, which will

not unfrequently be verified, the man is not

justified in holding back, and should broach

the subject.
Guilt of Betrothal, quite apart from those command-

infidelity.

7
ments which forbid unchastity, makes criminal

intercourse with a third party a special sin on the

part of the betrothed offender, and of the accom

plice, too, if acquainted with the betrothal.

Whether such sinful irregularity be a mortal sin,

as a violation of a promise, is a disputed point, even

in a woman s case. Hence in (necessarily) con

fessing the grievous sin committed against chastity,
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there is no obligation to tell the special circum

stance of the betrothal.

CONDITIONAL BETROTHALS.

This seems a convenient place for a word about

conditional promises of marriage that is to say,

when a couple mutually promise each other on

the condition that something take place, or some

hindrance be removed. Do such conditional pro

mises bind ?

Speaking generally, they will be binding. Thus, .

the parties might be too young to marry at the

time of espousals a defect that time will cure

or else they may be financially unable to set up
a home unless parents prove generous ; or one of

them may be bound by a temporary vow of chastity

which will shortly expire. Again, the removal of

an obstacle to marriage may depend upon the

will of one of the parties, as when a girl promises
a man marriage on the condition that he sign the

pledge.

Yet conditional promises of marriage will not Excep-

always be binding, by which it is not meant only
that the fulfilment is not binding till the condition

comes off, but that even if it does corne off, the

promise needs renewal to be valid. This would

occur when the impediment to marriage is one

from which the Pope seldom or never dispenses,

or when sufficient reason cannot be produced for a

kind of dispensation that is commonly granted.
In such a case, if the dispensation be given, the

promise will need to be repeated, not necessarily
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in express terms, but at least virtually, say by
mutual consent to have the banns of marriage

published. But even when the dispensation is

not a difficult one to procure, or when the reasons

alleged for dispensation be solid, it still remains

doubtful whether a betrothal is there and then

binding when made on the condition, Provided

we succeed in getting dispensed.

CELEBRATION OF BETROTHAL.

May be This point has been already touched upon above

where.
ny &quot;

under the sixth condition for valid engagement.
Here it need only be added that a betrothal may
not only validly but lawfully be solemnized any

where, and if a parish priest be chosen by the

parties to assist rather than two witnesses before

any parish priest within the territorial limits of

his district.

Thus, John and Mary, spending a week-end at

Blackpool, may finally make up their minds to

unite their earthly destinies, and wish to become

properly engaged before a priest without delay.

They have only to present themselves at the pres

bytery of one of the Catholic churches and carry

out the prescribed formalities.

When
betrothals CANCELLING BETROTHALS,
may be
broken off. ^ when is an engagement* annulled in the

b
.

oth case of both parties to it ?

I* By i. It will cease by the mutual consent of

mutual both .

consent.
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2. A betrothal lapses also when some absolute 2. ob-

hindrance supervenes after its accomplishment, l^*_
such as cannot be removed by procuring a dis- venes.

pensation from ecclesiastical authority: e.g., if,

one of the pair goes mad, or becomes a Subdeacon

(we do not mean that these two cases are similar!)

or makes solemn profession of the religious state.

Theologioal opinion is divided as to whether be

trothal is annulled when one of the betrothed

enters matrimony with a third party, or whether

it simply be suspended for the time, and revive

upon the death of that party, and claim fulfilment

if the abandoned betrothed should still wish it.

3. A perpetual vow of chastity, or a vow to take 3- By
o j&amp;gt;x j T- 1-1 / i taking a
Sacred Orders, more probably dissolves an engage- perpetual

ment. The reason is that in Church law espousals
vow

are always regarded as entered upon subject to

the tacit condition Unless I choose a more per
fect state of life ; in other words, an engagement
to the creature gives way to an engagement with

the Creator. The reader should recall here what
has been previously said concerning States of Life}-

It was explained that mere singleness of life in

the world is not a state of life, seeing that it has

no principle of permanency in it, and may at any
time be changed for the married, ecclesiastical,

or religious state. Consequently, the canonical

proviso, Unless I choose a more perfect state, will

not justify Symphrosia, who chose to jilt Cyrinus
after a valid engagement to him because, on
second thoughts, she considers single blessedness

1 See p. 44, etc.
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without any perpetual vow to be spiritually more

perfect.

4- By 4. The Pope, and he alone, has power to dispense
Papal dis- .... r f

pensation. from the obligation of betrothal for a just cause.

B. On B. One party to a betrothal is justified in

indepen- retiring fr m the Sacrament without the other s

dentiy. consent in certain contingencies : e.g., (a) When

pably the other party has culpably incurred a diri-

im
CU

edi.
n8 ment impediment to marriage that is, one recog-

ment. nized by the Church as making the union null and

void, and not merely sinful that is to say, no mar

riage at all before God and in conscience. This

may occur through the immorality of one party
with a near relative of the other, by which the

impediment of affinity would be incurred. It

would not be incurred if the offence were extorted

by violence.

Thus, too, if Cyrinus be betrothed to Sym-
phrosia, a widow with a young family of her own,
and he stand godfather at the baptism of one of

the children, he contracts the * diriment impedi
ment of spiritual relationship, and is thus rendered

incapable of marriage with the child s mother, his

betrothed. If he acted in ignorance of the impedi

ment, or on asking about it was wrongly informed,

the betrothal is not altogether quashed, but be

comes a conditional one, subject to his obtaining

a dispensation from the said impediment, unwit

tingly incurred.

(b) When one of the parties commits some

great crime destroying his or her public reputa

tion e.g., ordinarily, forsaking the Catholic
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Faith. 1 This crime, however, introduces the

hindering impediment of mixed religion, one

which needs dispensation in order that marriage

may be lawful.

(c) When either party violates faith to the other

by immoral relations with a third party; or,

short of this, frequently behaves in an immoral

way.

(d) If either party becomes engaged to another; (d)

or refuses to go to the altar when the proper time

has arrived ; or, when no time has been fixed,

puts off the day excessively ;
or if the man, with

out consulting his fiancee, take up residence in

some other place, or go elsewhere for a long

period without prospect of returning for a long
time. Should doubt arise in the woman s mind
as to the intentions of her betrothed in absenting

himself, she ought to explore them by means of

correspondence ; or if that be for some reason

impossible, she must wait awhile, according to the

judgment of some wise and prudent person, or

else submit her doubt to ecclesiastical authority.

(e) When some notable change in the person or (0 Altered

circumstances of, the other betrothed has super- stances!

vened ; or, if the change existed before, but was

unknown, and affords good reason for fearing

1 This crime might not prove so detrimental to character

in a non-Catholic country. But it is well to remember that

wilful rejection of one iota of God s revelation the sin of

heresy is a greater outrage against eternal truth and truth

fulness than sins of immorality, though the latter may excite

greater loathing for their grossness.
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that the marriage would turn out unhappily, so

that, had it been known previously, the party
would never have become engaged. This change

may be
Moral

(i.) in the moral desirability of one partner,
deteriora- . , ,. . . . . ,.

tion. owing to addiction to intemperance, association

with loose characters, heavy gambling, and the

like, which would supply just grounds for breaking
off. As regards drink, though it be bad enough
in the man, it is fairly desperate in a woman, and

supplies a most substantial reason for withdrawing.

Again, if it became known that the fiancee had

forfeited her virtue, whether deliberately or against
her will, her moral worth would be very notably

depreciated. Corresponding sin on the man s

side albeit in public estimation less heinous in

the male sex would justify the woman in break

ing the engagement.
Physical (ii.) Physical deterioration in either party .#.,
deteriora- ,, , .y r

tion. through the appearance of some grave disease

consumption, blindness, or of some notable

mutilation or deformity, though this last, to form

a ground for breach, would have to be more
serious in the man than in the woman.

Money (Hi.) Loss of fortune. For example, if the man
losses. become unable to work at his trade or profession,

or has lost a great deal of money, or is found to

be saddled with heavy debts.

Coming But difficulty may arise from the precise con-
in for

trary viz., where a great difference in worldly
status occurs after betrothal, through a large

fortune having fallen to either party. Can the
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fortunate one draw back on account of the super

vening inequality ?

Respectable authority can be quoted for answer

ing this question affirmatively, although a prepon

derance of opinion stands on the other side. And

it would appear that, strictly speaking, a person

may break off on account of an incomparably better

* match presenting itself, though such a course

would naturally be regarded as very dishonourable.
1

(iv.) Strong objections ofparents. A betrothal, once Parental

made, holds good in spite of parental objections ; tions.

but their refusal to approve may sometimes form

a just reason for cancelling it. More will be said

about the lawful limits of parental authority in

the matter of their children s marriages later on,

when we come to impediments, under matri

mony. It is enough to say here that wherever

the objections raised are right and just (that is,

judging according to ethical principles, and not

by the standard of vanity and worldly ambition),

there will be reason enough for breaking the en

gagement; for if the parents are acting within

their rights in refusing consent, it would be wrong
to marry, and a promise to do that wrong does

not bind, and should be recalled. Consequently,
when such just objections are clearly to be antici

pated, it is obviously imprudent and unkind to

foster mutual affection to a degree that will lead

inevitably to a declaration of love, or else to great

unhappiness, or to both.

1 We are not speaking of such trivial social inequalities

as have been well described as 3d. looking down on 2|d.
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PUBLICATION OF BANNS.

ofTrent
The law of Trent about banns, or the public

and announcement in church of an intended marriage,
runs thus : ... In future, before marriage is con

tracted, announcement of the persons between

whom marriage is to take place shall be made
three times in church by the parish priest of the

contracting parties, during Mass, on each of three

successive festivals i.e., one announcement on

each festival.

Purpose The object of banns is obvious namely, that
of banns.

by c ircu iat ing the knowledge of the projected

union, opportunity may be afforded for the detec

tion and revelation of any impediment that may
exist, but which may not be known to the priest.

In her solicitude for the sanctity of Holy Matri

mony, and for the good of families, and hence

of human society, the Church seeks by all possible

means to save the risk of invalid marriages, or of

unions which, for hidden reasons, might prove
disastrous to one or other, or to both, of the

contracting parties.

A grave Thence we may gather that the obligation to

duty
proclaim banns is a grave one, although the

Bishop can dispense from it for sufficiently im

portant reasons for example, when serious

inconveniences are feared from delaying the

wedding, or from announcing it.

Episcopal Bishops often depute to certain clergy of

tioiTfrom. experience the power of giving dispensation from

one, or from two, of the three publications required
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by law, but not usually from all three. A total

dispensation is reserved for cases of special

urgency.
Custom has somewhat modified the selection Days for

of days upon which the proclamations may be fn
F

g

C a

made. In England and Scotland, at least, Sun

days, as well as festivals, are available for the

purpose.
If one party be a non-Catholic, the banns are to

be announced in the parish, or mission, in which

he or she resides.

Should either of the couple be a new-comer into New

the district, the banns are to be proclaimed both j^rs,
in that district and in the place of previous

residence, unless, according to local custom or

legislation, the party s present residence have

been long enough to render the double proclama
tion unnecessary.

Those who have no fixed residence, such as Wan-

gipsies, tramps, etc., or any others who continually

live a wandering life, must be dealt with according
to the judgment of the Bishop of the place where

they are at the time fixed for the marriage.
The warning which closes the announcement of Obiiga-

marriage
* Wherefore if any one know of any reveal

cause or impediment ... he is bound to make lmPedi&quot;

. ments.
the same known to us without delay is no

mere form, but a reminder to the congregation of

the grave duty binding their consciences to make
known to the parish priest any such cause or

impediment which stands in the way of the

marriage. A Catholic owes this duty, not merely
VOL. in. 8
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to obedience, but to the sacredness of the Sacra

ment of Matrimony, and to charity also towards

his neighbour, that the latter may be saved from

sin, or from the evils that attend an invalid

marriage, or from evils of some other kind.

Excusing There are, nevertheless, reasons which will ex

onerate an individual parishioner from the duty of

manifesting an obstacle to the marriage of which

he may be aware, e.g., if he has good reason to

fear some serious injury to himself or to others

from speaking ; if he has solid reason for thinking
that revelation will effect no good ; still more if he

judge that it will prove detrimental to the couple
themselves ; or, again, if he prudently considers

that grave scandal will be occasioned by his inter

vening in the matter.

Secret How is a man to act when he only knows of the

ledge of obstacle under secrecy ? In answer to this query, it

ments
1 &quot; must ^e not ice^ tnat there are four kinds of secrets.

Kinds of i. The natural secret, which binds a person who
comes to know something which of its own nature

Natural.
1

requires to be concealed, on account of the serious

inconveniences that would arise from its being

known e.g., that a person was formerly a

drunkard.

2. Pro- 2. The promised secret e.g., A desires to corn-

secrecv
municate something of importance to B, and

before telling him it engages him to keep it secret.

Of course, A might ask for secrecy after telling it,

and if B promised he would be bound by a promised
secret ; but he would not be bound to promise,

though, of course, the thing manifested might fall
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under the natural secret. (We are supposing that

A is not one of those curious people who go

the round of their acquaintances, communicating

something to each *

in strictest secrecy, so that,

in the end, all the world and his wife know it.)

3, The confidential secret the strictest secret of 3-.
Told

in con-
all natural secrets which binds those holding some fidence,

1

office of trust e.g., a doctor, a lawyer, adviser,

and outside the Sacrament of Penance the

priest. It is to be observed that one cannot make

a secret to be confidential merely by saying : I

tell it you in confidence if the circumstances do

not make it such, any more than one can bring a

secret told to a priest under the seal of Confession,

when its nature and the circumstances attending
its communication are not sacramental. 1

4. The seal of Confession, or sacramental 4- Con-

secret. Now, it is certain that neither the purely secret.

natural nor the promised secret exempts a person
from revealing a * cause or impediment hinder

ing marriage. It is equally certain that knowledge
of impediments acquired by a priest only in Con

fession, or by someone who accidentally (or

purposely) overhears a Confession, can never be

communicated to anyone for any cause whatever.

The only doubt that can remain concerns the

confidential secret. Although theologians differ as

to the lawfulness of revealing an impediment
known under confidential secrecy, no one can be

obliged to make such a revelation, on the general

ground of the immense importance, for the good
1 See Second Series of Letters, Part I., p. 359.82
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of society, that persons of trust should be beyond
all suspicion of betraying the weighty secrets of

which they are so often the keepers. In some

special contingencies, however, the confidential

person might be able to avert an invalid marriage

by privately appealing to the client who had

confided the knowledge.

EXAMINATION OF THE COUPLE.

It would be most unreasonable for parties

applying to a priest for the publication of their

banns to resent, as interfering curiosity, the few

questions which he may feel bound to put to them,

in order to assure himself as he is obliged to do

that they are contracting matrimony validly

and lawfully. He has, in fact, no choice in the

matter, being bound by the laws of the Church as

much as the parties are themselves. His conscience

is heavily charged with the responsibility of seeing

that all the Sacraments Matrimony included

are fittingly celebrated ;
and thus his duty endows

him with the corresponding rights needed for duly

acquitting himself of it. He is therefore fully

entitled to inquire discreetly if he sees necessity

as to the freedom of the parties from previous

ties and from impediments, or (in the case chiefly

of young people) as to the absence of any com-

pulsion on the part of parents or guardians, or as

to the consent of the latter to the marriage.

Each of the engaged pair is individually bound,

under pain of grave sin, to reveal any known

obstacle to marriage, except it be of a secret kind,
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for which he or she has already obtained a

dispensation privately e.g., through a Confessor.

The need of sincerity in this matter will be plain,

if we consider that to receive a Sacrament un

lawfully or invalidly is a grievous profanation.
No blessing of God can be expected to fall on a

union begun in sin and sacrilege.

Should one of the pair belong to another parish
or missionary district, a testimony to his or her

freedom to marry will be needed from the parish

priest of that parish or district.
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No. VIII.

NATURE OF MARRIAGE.

MATRIMONY as the derivation of the word (from

mater ) implies is the immediate and earthly

source of human life. It is the lawful means
ordained by God for multiplying and preserving
the human species. It is the basis and founda

tion-stone of family life. Even for these purely
natural reasons, therefore, marriage is an institu

tion of the very highest importance to mankind.

But when we go farther, and consider it from

the moral side, that importance becomes greatly

enhanced. For upon the moral character of

married life, upon the realization and fulfilment

by parents of their duties as husbands and wives

and as fathers and mothers, the well-being of their

offspring will depend. Moreover, since human

society as a whole is but the sum of family units,

man s social well-being, in its higher and moral

aspect, will be proportionate to the right ordering

of matrimony. Those statesmen and sociologists

who promote or advocate the loosening of nuptial

ties by divorce laws of a more or less profligate

type, and so open the drain-sluices of unbridled

lust, are not merely laying profane hands upon
the sacred ark of matrimony, but are the basest
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enemies to their own kind. They are, in fact,

hastening on human society to ruin and decay.

Small wonder, then, that the strong hand which Strong

the Catholic Church and she alone keeps over Of the

the institution of Christian marriage should now Church,

and then elicit grateful tributes even from the

non-Catholic camp. For instance : I like the

Catholic Church, says Rev. H. Faville, Congre-

gationalist minister of Wisconsin, U.S.A., because

of the sanctity it puts upon the marriage tie. I

see no permanent uplift for humanity except in

connection with the home, and in civilized and

Christian society the home begins with marriage.

In most instances divorce ends the true home.

In this nation [U.S.A.] we need the check which

the Catholic Church puts upon divorce. Whether
we regard marriage as a Sacrament or only as a

civil contract, we should be grateful to an institu

tion which makes of it a binding contract, a con

tract for better or worse. I consider the position

of the Catholic Church in this respect one of the

bulwarks of society. True ; but then, if marriage
were only (or in any sense) a civil contract, the

State, and not the Church, would have the right

to control it.

Marriage may be taken from two points of Two
. . . aspects of

view : as a natural and lasting contract between marriage.

male and female, or as the Christian Sacrament of

Matrimony such as marriage necessarily is when
contracted by baptized persons. For by Baptism
we are brought under the law of Christ and the

jurisdiction of His Catholic Church.
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i. The Natural Contract. It should be called a

natural contract rather than a *
civil one, or

one deriving its stability from the civil power of

the State. For Adam and Eve were joined to

gether, in marriage by Almighty God long before

any State existed. Of that first nuptials God
declared : What God has joined together, let no

man put asunder. Matrimony, then, viewed

even from its non-Christian aspect, is a sacred

and divine thing expressly instituted by the

Creator Himself for the continuance of His

human creation. The nature of this contract is

that, by it, man and woman mutually consent to

deliver to each other a right over their persons
for the end of child-bearing.

No power can put them asunder except that

same Divine Power which united them, or, in the

case of non-Christian marriage, some authority
invested with such power by Almighty God.

Ends of The ends and objects of this contract are : First

and foremost, the begetting, bearing, and bringing
forth of children, though the actual realization of

this purpose is not essential to a true marriage,

provided that it be not thwarted purposely by un

natural wrongdoing. Secondly, the mutual help,

comfort, and support of the couple themselves.

Thirdly, to provide a lawful scope to the natural

sensuality of man, but always in such fashion as

not to hinder the first and primary purpose of

marriage.
inter- Under the Christian law, married persons may,

ob?iga-

n
whether from religious or other motives, lawfully

tory.
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agree together to waive the actual exercise of

their mutual rights of intercourse secured to them

by the nuptial contract. But if they exercise

them, this must be accomplished according to

the ordinance of nature, and not so as to frustrate

the natural end. They may not, without gravest

sin, take the benefit of full marital gratification,

while at the same time evading parental burdens.

According to the old maxim, Qui unlit honores,

sentiat et onera * He who takes the honour

must also take its burdens. It must be one

thing or the other. Neither considerations of

health, poverty, or any others, will ever excuse

the immoral middle course between these two

alternatives: self-denial or else liability to increase

of family.

Unlike Christian marriage, the natural contract Marriage

entered into by two unbaptized persons is not heathen,

absolutely and in all cases incapable of dissolu

tion, even after the marriage has been perfected,

or consummated. This we learn from Divine

revelation, as interpreted by the authority of the

Catholic Church. Thus, Pope Innocent III.

(A.D. 1198), explaining St. Paul s words (i Cor.

vii. 13-15), declares that if a pagan wife be con

verted to the faith and baptized, and her pagan
husband, in consequence, refuses to live peaceably
with her, without railing at Christianity or pro

voking her to sin, she may leave him, and lawfully

contract a new and valid marriage with a Chris

tian, and that on doing so the previous tie is

severed. If, however, before departing, the bus-
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band be also converted, then she is bound to

remain with him. And the same, also, in the

case of a heathen husband who becomes a Chris

tian. This severing of a heathen marriage is often

called the Pauline Privilege, after the Apostle.
1

2. Mar- 2. As a Sacrament. So far marriage has been
riage viewed on its natural side, as a human contract ;
raised to a
Sacra- but in the Christian Dispensation it is also,
ment* and simultaneously, the Sacrament of Matrimony.

Christ, Our Lord, came to raise up and regene
rate human society, as well as to redeem indi

vidual souls. It was natural, therefore, that His

wisdom should go at once to the root of matters,

and elevate and sanctify society in its funda

mental unit, the human family, at its very base

namely, marriage.

So He made what was already sacred doubly

so, not only by rendering it holy, but by making
it sacramental, and the instrumental cause of

married sanctity, the source of domestic holiness.

He raised the natural contract to the dignity of

a Sacrament, so that the very act of marrying
has become, in the hands of the Redeemer, the

means of furnishing bride and bridegroom with

the graces needed for leading a holy married

life together, and for fulfilling their responsible

duties as parents. For Christians, then, mar

riage is all that has been said from the natural

side, and, besides, it is one of those seven vessels

containing the merits of Our Saviour s Precious

Blood.
1 See also p. 232.
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And these two aspects of Christian matrimony, No Sacra-

though distinguishable in thought, are in prac- Carriage.

tice absolutely inseparable. Whenever two bap
tized persons contract a valid marriage, they

necessarily receive the Sacrament of Matrimony
at the same time. To quote the weighty words

of Leo XIII. : Christ added to marriage the

dignity of a Sacrament ; but marriage is the con

tract itself, provided it be duly made. 1
Hence, if

two baptized Protestants, who are free, duly

marry one another, they inevitably receive the

Sacrament, whether they know of its exist

ence, or believe in it, or do not. What, how

ever, if a Catholic, after obtaining the needful

dispensation, marry an unbaptized Japanese or

Jew ? Of course, the unbaptized half is in

capable of receiving any Sacrament whatever
;

but it is far more probable, though not cer

tain, that the Catholic half does not receive

the Sacrament either. This seems to follow

from the oneness of marriage. As theologians

argue, the Sacrament must take effect in both

of the two who are being made by it morally
one, or else not take effect at all. Yet it

certainly cannot operate in the non - Christian

half.

The Sacrament of Matrimony, then, may be Definition

defined, in its making, as a contract whereby
baptized male and female, not disqualified by any
Church law, bind themselves for good to a united

1
Encyclical Arcanum, February 10, 1880.
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life, and to mutual bodily surrender for the pur

pose of begetting children. 1

and
aUer ^e Persons f tne contracting parties are the

Form. remote matter of the Sacrament. The proxi
mate matter is their mutual surrender of the
* remote matter* outwardly expressed; and the

form consists in the mutual acceptance or con

sent externally manifested.
Ministers ^e see from t jie above that it is the bride and

Sacra- bridegroom themselves who put together both
ment * * matter and form. Now, in all the other

Sacraments whoever supplies these two essential

components of a Sacrament is the true minister

thereof. Hence in the present Sacrament the

true ministers of Matrimony are the contracting

parties themselves. The priest performing the

rite or, to speak technically, assisting at the

marriage is not the minister, although, by ecclesi

astical law, his attendance be essential for accom

plishing a real marriage. This enables us to

understand why, except for the veto of Holy
Church, the marriage of a couple who plighted

their troth mutually and for good in a drawing-
room alone, or on a solitary walk, would be true

man and wife in the sight of God. Yet the very

idea of such hole-and-corner proceedings shows

the necessity for Church legislation. The State,

1 As already noticed, this must not be so understood as to

make the actual use of the right acquired by the surrender

essential to a true and valid marriage. We see the applica

tion in the case of Our Lady and St. Joseph and many other

sainted couples who lived in chastity.
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too, for analogous reasons, makes its laws, though
without the right possessed by the Church.

For the same reasons, and previous to the New
Matrimonial Enactments by Pope Pius X. in the

decree Ne Temere of August, 1907, the mixed

marriage of a Catholic with a non-Catholic con

tracted before the registrar only, or before a

non-Catholic minister, was a true marriage in

conscience, though grievously sinful and a sacri

legious reception of the Sacrament, owing to the

disobedience and irregularity of the proceedings,

always supposing that the Catholic was not ex

cused by what Biddy called inconsaveable

ignorance.

Some definitions may here be of service. A Some

marriage is called merely ratified when the duly jfjfmed.

wedded pair have so far lived like brother and
sister. A perfected or consummated marriage,
on the contrary, is one that has been followed by
the lawful use of the matrimonial rights acquired

by the contract.

It is also useful to understand what is meant Clan-

. t . , , destine

by a clandestine marriage. Augustus and marriage.

Angelina, a very young couple, despairing of ob

taining parental consent to their union, motor off

to some out-of-the-way place, manage to evade all

questions as to the parental view of the matter,

and, after fulfilling all ecclesiastical requirements,

duly plight their troths in a Catholic church.

That would be called popularly a run-away match,
a secret marriage ; but it is not a *

clandestine

one in the Catholic sense. The Church law
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only views as * clandestine a marriage which has

not been celebrated publicly as regards the Church ;

that is to say, any marriage celebrated without

the priest and two witnesses. Under the new
Matrimonial Decrees of Pius X., no * clandestine

marriage makes the couple man and wife before

God, in conscience, or before the Church.
Marriage ^ marriage of conscience is one which, for
of con

science. some grave reason, the Bishop allows to be

effected quite secretly (with the priest and two

trusty witnesses). For instance, where the parties

are publicly regarded as lawful man and wife, but

in whose marriage, nevertheless, some hidden

defect has been discovered, rendering the union

null and void. In such a case, a marriage cele

brated in utmost secrecy would at once satisfy

the conscience, legitimize marital intercourse, and

protect the good name of the couple. Nor would

the law of England stand in the way, since (as we
are supposing) the outward forms required by it

have been fulfilled.
1

THE CONSENT NEEDED FOR MARRIAGE.

The qualities requisite for the consent given by
the contracting parties are as follows :

Consent
j jj. mus t be true, and not feigned ; that is to

to be true.

say, the exterior tokens of consent need to be

animated by interior consent of the will. To
withhold internal consent while outwardly signify-

1 For the rectification of clandestine mixed marriages,

see below p. 213.
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ing it would be a sacrilegious act, since it frus

trates the Sacrament of marriage, and, of course,

inflicts a very grave injustice on the sincere half.

2. Mutual. The consent must be given by each Mutual,

to each, for marriage is a bilateral contract pur

porting to bind both parties, and hence requiring

the consent of both.

3. Free. The freedom of consent may be im- Not

peded by violence or great fear instilled from forced-

without, which drives a person into marriage

against his or her will. Thus, a timid girl who
is severely bullied into a marriage which she does

not want is not a free agent in a matter which

specially demands freedom. Freedom, again,

supposes knowledge of the nature of one s act.

Hence, the insane, or those very far gone in

liquor, are incapable of a valid consent. But

freedom of consent is not destroyed by ignorance
of details connected with the contract, provided
the contracting party means to consent to the

contract as generally understood and commonly
entered into by other people. Thus, a girl whose
innocence or ignorance prevents her knowing
accurately the nature of a wife s duties, will still

contract freely. She means to bind herself just

as any other girl does under the same circum

stances, and, besides, perhaps distinctly hopes in

her heart to become a happy mother.

4. Outwardly signified. Matrimony, like any Expressed

other Sacrament, is an outward sign, and hence

needs some external and visible rite. But this does

not mean that the consent must necessarily be
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expressed by those particular signs called words.

It can, as far as validity goes, be expressed by
an affirmative shake of the head, by the dumb

alphabet, or in writing, though, except in the

case of mutes, the Church in her ritual asks for a

form of words. Yet no painfully shy bride need

have a scruple afterwards if she doubts whether

her answers to the priest were audible or not, or

even duly articulate, for the whole ceremony
otherwise abounds in external signs of consent to

the union.

CONDITIONAL CONSENT.

Con- it is possible for persons marrying to give their

consent consent subject to some condition e.g., provided
to b

, that Aunt Jane has remembered us in her will*
avoided.

This, however, is a most unsatisfactory way of

contracting marriage, and, in fact, the Catholic

Ritual directs the priest not to allow such a

method knowingly. But, given that the consent

be conditional, how precisely does it affect the

contract ? That will depend upon the nature of

the condition. Several classes of conditions are

conceivable.

Classes of i. Conditions that regard the past or the

ditions, present. E.g., Mary, an emotional person, con-

past or tracts marriage with John only on the express

condition that it was he who saved her cat from

being tortured by some street urchins as John
states. If it was Constable X4 who accomplished
the rescue, John being ten miles away at the

time, then John must know that he has not made
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a wife of Mary by his wedding. Again, Paul gives

his consent at his wedding with Virginia on the

express condition that she has 300 a year as

she has repeatedly declared. If Virginia has

exaggerated say, by the two naughts the

marriage is void owing to the flaw in Paul s

consent.

In the case of conditions like these, the

marriage will be either valid at once, on the

consent being given, or at once null and void,

according as the condition of past or of present

be truly verified at the time or not.

But here a caution is necessary. Such imagin- Difference

r . i-i , i r 11 t- between a

ary cases of invalidity must be carefully dis- condition

tinguished from those in which a party consents and
.asup.

. . position.

unconditionally and without reserve at the time of

the wedding, but would not readily have accepted
the match unless convinced that certain conditions

were actually verified. Thus, Paul may have

understood that Virginia s statement of income

was correct, and may not have wished to marry a

less rich woman. Yet he took her for his wife

without condition of any kind, trusting that she

had been truthful. That marriage is sound and

good. But when he discovers the *

terminological
inexactitude of which he has been the victim,

then may come the domestic racket
; but he

cannot disown the marriage.
2. Conditions concerning future events. For Con-

instance: I, Susan Doe, take you, Timothy Roe, con?ern-

etc., on the express condition that you receive i
ns the

,, . , . i-i future.
the promotion and increased pay which you expect

VOL. III. g
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next year. No marriage is effected on the spot

in such a case. When the promotion is actually

granted (and even before the news reaches the

couple), the marriage is there and then consoli

dated. But obviously the couple would have to

live meanwhile as if they were unmarried, since

till the promotion was granted they would have

acquired no matrimonial rights over each other,

and, until they knew of the grant, could not law

fully exercise them. The objectionableness of

such a conditional plighting of troths is obvious.

c
.on- 3. Conditions contrary to the institution oj

repugnant marriage. The following would be a sample :

*

I

to
marry you until I find a better match, or unless

nicirrKicre*

we quarrel violently, or unless your relations

make themselves odious. Such conditions are at

variance with the perpetuity essential to the nuptial

union. If the consent be not given for good and

all,
*

till death do us part, there will be no valid

marriage. Thus, one may fear that in countries

where legal divorces are constantly obtained upon
trivial grounds, as in parts of the United States,

this condition of affairs may so far influence the

minds of brides and bridegrooms as to cause them

to view marriage as a provisional arrangement,

and to give their consent provisionally. If so

given, it is invalid, and there is no marriage.
immoral Or, again, if a man gives his consent on the

destroy^

3

express condition,
*
if you frustrate maternity

a very different condition to if you agree that we

live as brother and sister. We have another

invalidating condition when a man marries on the
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express condition that he shall continue his

profligate life, as before. Again, if in a * mixed

marriage the consent be given on the express
condition that the children shall not be brought

up Catholics, matrimony is null. In each one of

these essential conditions something is stipulated

which is contrary either to the dignity of the

Sacrament, which excludes plurality of spouses, or

is against the good of the offspring, or against

conjugal fidelity.

But in all such cases we must distinguish care- Sinful

fully between a real condition, introduced into the

nuptial consent at the wedding, and a mere standings
i 1 - r i , , i i not con

understanding or sinful intention which may accom- ditions.

pany an absolute and unreserved consent for good
and all. Indeed, an unlawful, express agreement

may even be come to before marriage without

destroying the latter, which, if introduced as an

essential condition into the act of nuptial consent,

would nullify the union.

Thus, to return to our illustration of the mixed Example

marriage, a Catholic woman, for example, may ?med f

weakly and wickedly yield to the persuasions of marriage.

her fiance, and agree that the children of their

marriage shall be brought up
*

his way as regards

religion, without this agreement being a real

condition for marriage. The man, in seeking for

this agreement may only be preparing his intended

for what he will afterwards insist on as a husband.

He means to marry the girl unreservedly, although
he also means to have his own way with the

children. Of course, we are here only considering

92
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this example as an illustration of conditional con

sent. For the case is not really practical, since

such a marriage as this would now be invalid for

another reason viz., that it would necessarily be

a clandestine one. It could not be celebrated

by a Catholic parish priest, since no Catholic

priest may bless a mixed marriage for which

dispensation has not been given ; and no episcopal

dispensation is given except on the condition that

the Protestant agree to the Catholic education of

all the children. But in the old days, when
mixed marriages were not uncommonly con

tracted on the principle (?) that the boys were to

follow the father s faith and the girls the mother s,

the above distinction would have been important
for the validity of such unions.



No. IX.

PROPERTIES OF CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE.

THE matrimonial contract between Christians

possesses two chief properties or qualities :

1. Unity, as against plurality of wives or

husbands.

2. Indissolubility, as against divorce from the

nuptial bond.

Unity. This quality is common to all marriage One

whether between the baptized or unbaptized.
par

For it is contrary even to the natural law, as well

as to the revealed law of God,
1 for a woman to

have simultaneously more than one husband.

This disorder is termed polyandry (plurality of

husbands). Polygamy i.e., plurality of wives

though not so plainly opposed to nature, and, as

we see in the Old Testament sometimes per

mitted, or even, in some individual cases, com
manded by God is, speaking generally, unfavour

able to domestic order and peace, and therefore

to the good of the human family. Thus, a pagan
with many so-called wives has in reality but one

true wife, she who was the first object of his

permanent choice. By the law of Christ polygamy
is forbidden.

1 *

They shall be two in one flesh (Gen. ii. 24).

133
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Nuptial Indissolubility. This means that marriage, when

manent
er &quot;

once accomplished, cannot be dissolved ;
the

nuptial tie cannot be broken asunder. Something
will be said later on about the degree of indissolu-

bility belonging to marriages of the unbaptized.
To speak here only of Christian marriage, the

bond can never be severed once sexual intercourse

has * consummated and perfected the union, nor

can either effect a new marriage as long as both

parties are alive.

Divorce The lawlessness of divorce that ever-growing

demned canker of modern society has been already
by Christ. djscusseci at some length in Appendix III. of the

First Series of Letters on Christian Doctrine.

Here it will be enough to summarize, and to say
that the absolute agreement of at least five

passages in the New Testament in condemning
total divorce for any cause whatever (including

adultery) necessitates a similar interpretation of

the less plain passage, Matt. xix. 9, in which Our
Lord appears at first sight to be allowing a single

exception. The exception contained in the verse

referred to relates, not to total, but to partial

divorce, or putting away, usually called separa

tion. The innocence or guilt of one party has

nothing to do with the question of total divorce.

Con- This, however, is viewing the indissolubility of

by^he marriage only from the scriptural standpoint.
true But for Catholics it is sufficient that the infallible

authority of the Church declares total divorce

from consummated marriage impossible in every

case and under all circumstances. The Council of
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Trent, opposing the matrimonial irregularities

encouraged by the teaching of the Protestant

Reformation, defines as follows : If any one hold

the Church to have erred in having taught, and in

still teaching, that according to evangelical and

apostolic doctrine the bond of marriage cannot

be broken on account of the adultery of one of the

parties ;
and that neither party, not even the

innocent one who is guiltless of adultery, can,

during the lifetime of the partner, contract a

fresh marriage; and that the man who takes

another wife, on dismissing the adulteress,

commits adultery as does also the wife who
marries another man, after dismissing an adul

terous husband : let him be anathema. l

In this doctrinal definition of the Church, we Anglican

have an express condemnation of the view
premises.

propounded more than once in our day by

Anglican prelates, by which the privilege of total

divorce and af freedom to marry again is attri

buted to the innocent party.

One prelate, in a prominent Anglican see, not Disas-

long since drew a sensationally harrowing picture ^ar-
3

of some young and innocent girl in her teens, nages.

driven by the worldliness of parents into marrying
a

*

rake, from whom she was forced to separate
in the very springtime of married life, with all

her hopes of connubial bliss for ever blighted, etc.

This sort of thing is surely a mischievous appeal
from revelation to sentiment. That such sad and
cruel disillusionments do occur, and that they

1 De Matrimonio, Ganon vii.
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claim the sincere pity of all right-minded people,
no one dreams of denying ; but the ordinances of

an All-wise and All-foreseeing God cannot be

cast into the melting-pot and remoulded to suit

the progress of modern thought as the cant

phrase is. That is Modernism pure and simple.
Such nuptial disasters are indeed sad beyond words.

parents
7 ^ut utterty worldly views of marriage and

worldly scheming on the part of mothers with

marriageable daughters not to say on the part
of the marriageables themselves are too often

the causes to which such life-disasters should be

attributed. It is not the Gospel of the World s

Regenerator, with its veto upon divorce, that is

really at fault. The fault lies with those whose

gravest choices in life are guided by the three

concupiscences of man s fallen nature the con

cupiscence of the flesh, of the eyes, and the pride
of life, and not by the law of the eight beatitudes.

If a person s one aim in life be to get married

well if possible, but anyhow married or merely
to escape from parental control, to acquire greater
freedom of locomotion and companionship, to

secure a smartly appointed house, abundance of

pin-money, or an entree into fashionable circles

if these, and such as these, be the objects put

foremost, then obviously the right and careful

choice of a perpetual partner in life will become a

point of secondary importance ;
and people will

only have themselves to thank when the domestic

crash comes to dispel the ambitious dream of a

purely worldly success.
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Just as mothers are to be met with in whose Worldly

eyes the getting off of daughters at all costs glrls &quot;

seems to be the one end for which God created

them, so are there young women who regard

marriage as the one divinely-assigned purpose of

life. Faute de mieux, certain girls will marry a very

broomstick, provided it has a coronet on the top,

where a head should be, or is wrapped round with

abundant packing in the form of bank-notes.

What wonder that such people have to repent at

leisure of their frivolous choice, and when the

broomstick turns upon them and becomes a rod

of lifelong chastisement !

The catastrophe is certainly to be deplored, and Forbid-

1 i 1 i , i i r dance of
in such a case, humanly speaking, the law of divorce

indissolubility presses hardly on the individual. necessary-

Yet, apart from higher considerations based on

Catholic teaching, and in spite of accidental hard

ship in particular cases, the forbiddance of total

divorce which, to be effective, must be inexorable

upon the whole makes for the wider good of

society. To be convinced of this, one has only
to notice the hideous domestic chaos increasingly
witnessed nowadays in lands where legal divorce

is obtainable upon numerous and frivolous

pretexts.

It is of total divorce divorce from the bond of Differ-

marriage that we have been speaking. There between

are causes, however, which even in the eyes o

the Catholic Church, justify separation (a thoro, separa-

vel cohabitatione), the nuptial bond itself remaining
tlon *

the while absolutely untouched.
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Civil The State has no power in spiritual affairs.

no
V

eflect
0fThese are the thin s that are God s, as Our
Saviour declared, and not the things that are

Caesar s. A divorce, therefore, pronounced by a

civil court is of no effect whatever in conscience.

The words of St. Chrysostom apply here :

* Do
not quote to me from other sources laws that have

been passed providing that a bill of divorce shall

be given, and the parties separated. For God
will judge you, not by these, but those which

He has made Himself/1
Hence, in the eyes of

every well-instructed Catholic, a civilly-divorced

Christian whether Catholic or not who has

married again, is living in carnal sin.

Matri- pOI
-

}
as already stated, Matrimony is not merely

monial - ... . .. r^ii-i
sacred as a primitive institution of God whichcauses

tothT*
1 * no man mav *Put asunder/ but, under the

Church. Christian law, is a Sacrament besides. And the

rulers of the Church still warn the world, with

St. Paul, that they are the dispensers of the

mysteries of God/ 2
Consequently, matrimonial

causes properly belong to the tribunals of the

Church, not to those of Caesar.8 The Church,

however, may leave the State to legislate concern

ing the temporal aspects of marriage i.e. t as to

1 Homily on Cor. vii. 39 : De libello repucUi.
2

I Cor. iv. I ; 2 Cor. vi. 4.

3 So the Council of Trent defines Sess. XXV., Canon xii.,

and in the sense that all such causes belong exclusively to

the Church. See a brief of Pius VI. Even so hostile a

witness as Paolo Sarpi admits that this was the meaning of

Trent
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settlements, inheritance, or the like. But in all

questions of divorce partial or total it is sinful

for Catholics to appeal to the civil courts, except

solely for safeguarding their own, or their children s,

moral or temporal interests when some grave

cause renders the appeal necessary. Even then

ecclesiastical authorities should be previously

consulted, and moreover to prevent scandal the

motive of the application should be made clear

to all, in order to prevent any appearance of

admitting the State s right over a Sacrament.
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No. X.

CELEBRATION OF MARRIAGE.

The new IN dealing with this part of our subject we have

Q^dTof
6 now to ta^e *nto account tne New Matrimonial

Pius X. Legislation, contained in the decree Ne Temere,
issued by the authority of Pius X., August 2, 1907,

and which came into force throughout the Catholic

world on Easter Sunday, April 19, 1908.
1

its advan- This new matrimonial code has come as a god-
tages. send to simplify matrimonial matters, and to

establish as far as possible one law for every

Catholic entering upon the married state. I say
as far as possible. Yet there is absolutely only one

local exception, granted to Germany, and apply

ing to mixed marriages alone namely, that which

had already been recently granted by Pius X. him

self in his Provida, out of regard for very special

circumstances prevailing in that Empire, and

arising from its division into many petty States.

The exception, however, applies only to natives,

who, moreover, contract marriage in Germany.

Applies Putting this single exception on one side as not

c u! r concerning my English-speaking readers, the new

laws, regulating (i) espousals (engagements to

marry), and (2) marriage, apply to every Catholic

throughout the world. The Holy See has ex

pressly declared that non-Catholics, whether

baptized (and therefore, by rights, subject to the

1 For text of, see Appendix IV. ; and, for Misconcep
tions. Appendix VII.
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True Church), or unbaptized, are not bound to

observe the forms of betrothal or of marriage
laid down in the decree aforesaid.

It is to be noticed that under the term Lapsed

Catholics the decree includes all who were included?

originally baptized in the Catholic Church, as well

as those who have been converted to the Catholic

Faith whether they have persevered in the same
or have unfortunately abandoned it.

So that, in the case of a mixed marriage, it An useless

would be futile for a faithless Catholic to seek to
evasion -

evade the law by previously conforming to the

faith of the non-Catholic intended.

We must observe that a marriage may be validly Difference

celebrated i.e., be a true marriage in conscience, ,

vancf&quot;

before God, and in the eyes of His Church and and

yet be celebrated in an unlawful or sinful way,

owing to the neglect of some circumstance

demanded by the laws of the Church, which defect,

however, does not hinder the nuptial knot being

effectually tied. A marriage in which all the

prescribed conditions are observed is called both

valid and licit.

We will first consider :

i. Conditions for a valid, or true, marriage.
Whether a Catholic marry another Catholic or N.B.

a non-Catholic ( mixed marriage), the marriage fons for

must be celebrated before the proper Catholic parish
a valid

priest and two witnesses. In other words, the
marnage*

marriage must be contracted in presence of the

Church. Marriage not so contracted is called

clandestine, or secret, and, under the New
Matrimonial Laws, all clandestine marriages are,
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in conscience and before God, null and void i.e.,

are no marriages at all. The parties would live

together in sin.

HOW can The difficulty may occur : How is it possible

law for a law of the Church to prevent two parties
frustrate

giving their nuptial consent ? And yet, is not
consent?

,

&
. . \ *

the giving or that consent mutually the very
essence of marriage ? If, then, it be given, how
can the Church prevent its taking effect in a true

matrimonial union ?

Answer. The answer is this. Of course, neither the

Church nor any other authority can stop the

free action of the parties wills, considered physic

ally. But matrimony of the baptized is no mere

human contract
;

it is a Sacrament of Christ, and,

as such, falls exclusively under the ministry of

the Church of Christ. The Church, therefore,

has the same right from her Founder to deter

mine the conditions of a valid sacramental contract

that the State has to decide the conditions for a

valid civil contract for example, a commercial

one. When, therefore, the Church, by her laws,

renders a certain way of marrying invalid, she

does not act upon the physical consent of the

parties directly, but, in virtue of her control over

the sacramental contract, makes that consent,

in spite of its physical completeness, useless for

the purposes of the Sacrament. Since, between

the baptized, marriage is necessarily a Sacrament

or nothing, such consent effects no nuptial con

tract either.

Similar jn a similar way, the law of the land renders a
action 01 . rr r i

the state will executed by one under age ineffective for the
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purposes of a testamentary disposition, however

freely and deliberately executed.

This explanation of the way in which canonical

enactments make nuptial consent null and void,

applies equally to all impediments which pre

vent a true marriage diriment impediments,
as they are called.

The marriage of a Catholic, therefore, must,

under pain of nullity, be performed before the and

proper parish priest. This is no new law. The
Council of Trent enacted the same thing; but,

owing to religious changes occurring in human

society, the decree against clandestine marriages
has not been universally enforced.

In many countries even in portions of the

same country the decree in question was never

promulgated, an exceptional state of things which,

in course of time, produced much confusion and
a variety of complications. Hence the new

Marriage Laws of Pius X.

Since marriage has, for validity, to be blessed

by the parish priest, the main point to settle is : parish

Who is a person s own parish priest for the pur-
Pnest?

poses of a wedding ?

This point is determined territorially. The A ques-

Bishop within the limits of his diocese, the parish territory,

priest, or his assistant priests, if they have full

parochial faculties (and not merely faculties to

administer some of the Sacraments), are parish

priests within the meaning of the new laws, and
all these can validly bless, or assist at, the

marriages of all comers within their own territory
or parish.
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Of course, in England, as being a missionary

country,
1 there are no parishes, properly so-

called, and hence no parish priests in the

canonical sense. We have missions in place
of *

parish churches. But for the purposes ot

the new laws this makes no difference. The
head priest, or his /w/(y-commissioned assistants,

have the powers and privileges of parish priests

in the present matter, although, in dealing with

marriages, the assistants have to act in subjection

to their head, as right order demands, and some

of the English Bishops have already notified.

So that, as far as clandestinity is concerned, there

can be no doubt as to the validity, at all events,

of any marriage which has been blessed by a

parish priest (or his missionary equivalent) within

the limits of the district assigned to him. More

over, a parish priest has power to depute any

priest whatsoever to take his place at the wedding

ceremony within his parochial territory.

Hence, that secular journalist was saying more

than his prayers who informed us (in the Daily

Mail, April, 1908) that one of the effects of the

new laws was to hinder the holding of fashionable

1 Since this was penned, the Holy See, in an Apostolic
Constitution of June 29, 1908, has inaugurated wide reforms

in the Roman Congregations and ecclesiastical courts, and,

amongst other changes, has removed England and some

other countries from the control of Propaganda, as regards

transaction of business. This deprives England of the fuller

missionary character it still retained under the re-established

episcopal hierarchy. But, so far, the canonical status enjoyed

by parishes and parish priests previous to the Reformation

has not been restored.
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marriages in town by those who had country resi

dences. As a matter of fact, it is, if anything,
easier now than before for intending couples to

be married where, and by whom, they prefer,

provided that the necessary steps be taken, which

are quite simple.

The main point to notice in the above is that

the question as to who is the parish priest must

be determined by territory in the case of a

Bishop by the limits of his diocese, and in the case

of the priest by his district or parish. It is not

determined by the place in which a party, or the

parties to a marriage have their residence. For a

parish priest in any other part of the kingdom can

validly celebrate the marriage if the parties present
themselves within his territory (district or parish).

So far for valid marriage.

2. For Lawfulness. But for lawfulness certain Con-

conditions are required, in order that a person fawfuf-

f r

from one parochial territory may be married ness.

before the priest of some other parish or district

(and, of course, only within its limits).

If the person about to marry corne away from when the

his parish, though still retaining his home there, Belongs to

and actually dwell for one calendar month1 in another

another parish, the parish priest of that other parish
p&amp;lt;

becomes, at the end of the period named, his parish

priest for marriage, and can lawfully, as well as

validly, bless the union without any permission of

the parish priest of the party s home. He acts in

his own perfect right. Here we have a change from

previous practice, which removes the harassing
1
Eg.) January I to February i, or February 6 to March 6.

VOL. III. 10
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perplexities of the old quasi-domicilium/ for which

priests chiefly will be grateful to the Holy See.

The residence for one month must, however, be

genuine. The mere taking of apartments and

sleeping in them occasionally will not suffice.

When the But what if A. B. has not lived for a month in

not the parochial territory where the wedding is to

qualified take place p
as parish-

*

loner. Even so, as far as mere validity goes, the parish

priest of the place of wedding can marry him,

although the other half belong to a different parish,

and have not dwelt for a month in the place of

wedding either. What, then, is needed to make

the marriage also lawful ?

Two different cases may be considered under

this question.

1. When i. Where both parties still have residence in

neither another parish, and have failed to qualify as

parish- parishioners of the place of wedding, either by a

month s residence in it, or by taking up permanent
abode there. In this case the parish priest of the

place of the wedding can lawfully assist at the

marriage, on condition that he has the permission

of the parish priest of the residence of one party.
1

Of course, he will also need to assure himself as to

the freedom of both to marry, and of the due

publication of their banns (or of the fact that these

have been dispensed by their Bishop).

2. when 2. Where only one of the parties is resident (or

is a
nly has qualified as a parishioner, see previous section)

parish- in the parish where the wedding is to be performed.
loner.

1 In grave necessity such permission may be dispensed with

(Decree, V, in., pp. 265-6).
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In this case the fact that one party is a parishioner

entitles the local parish priest to assist at the

marriage without obtaining leave from the priest of

the non-parishioner ; but, as in the previous case,

he must be assured of that non-parishioner s free

dom to marry, and of the due publication of banns

in his or her parish.

When, however, the contracting parties are of A rule of

different parishes, the Holy See ordains that
cc

saving some good reason to the contrary the

ceremony shall be performed by the bride s parish

priest i.e., in his own parish. This is obviously

a point ofdue Christian courtesy towards the bride,

and has very commonly been observed in the

past ; but now it is put forward as the rule for

all cases, unless some good reason for a different

arrangement be forthcoming.
1

1. The Simplest Case. John and Mary, both

residing in the mission of St. Peter s, Silchester,

are about to be married in that town. Their

parish priest for purposes of the wedding is the

head priest of St. Peter s, or one of his fully com
missioned assistant priests, if he have any. But

he can delegate the function of blessing the

marriage validly to any priest he chooses, or that

the couple wish to invite.

2. Different Parishes. James, belonging to the

mission of the Holy Name, Manchester, is about

to marry Margaret, belonging to the Church of

the Sacred Heart, Bournemouth. In the ordinary

course, the wedding should take place at the

Sacred Heart, Bournemouth, the parish of the

1 See Appendix V.

10 2
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bride. James need not go to live in Bournemouth

previous to the marriage, in order to be licitly

and validly married by the parish priest at the

Sacred Heart. If, however, he were unable to

obtain long enough leave of absence from his

employers so as to have time to go to Bournemouth
and back, the marriage could be lawfully cele

brated at the Holy Name, and in that case

Margaret would not need to go to reside any
time in that parish previous to the wedding. In

either case, the parish priest would need to have

proof that the new-comer was free to marry, and

had had his or her banns duly published in his or

her parish. Should the couple wish to have some

priest-friend from a distance to perform the

ceremony, the parish priest of the place where

the wedding is to take place can depute the priest-

visitor to assist at the ceremony validly. If the

visitor were not so deputed, the marriage would be

null, not only unlawful, or sinful.

Compli- 3. A more Complicated Case. Richard, an archi

tect s clerk, residing at Newcastle-on-Tyne, is

about to marry Bridget, an Irish girl, who resides

as a family governess at Cardiff. Richard is en

amoured, not only of his fiancee, but of Byzantine
architecture as well, and is therefore anxious to be

married at the Westminster Cathedral, in order to

have a chance of studying its features. Bridget,

on the other hand, has a good reason for not

wishing to be married in Cardiff, since a rejected

suitor there threatens to make things disagreeable
for her on the wedding-day. Moreover, she insists

on having a former parish priest of hers in Ireland
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over, to bless her marriage at Westminster.

Neither Richard nor Bridget can manage to reside

in the district of Westminster Cathedral for a

calendar month previous to the wedding-day, and

so qualify as a parishioner there, being prevented

by their respective employments. Can their plans
be carried out in all points that is to say, as far

as Church requirements go ?

They can, but the following must be done.

As far as valid marriage at Westminster is con

cerned, all they need do is to present themselves

any day to the parish priest there. But, for

lawfulness, since the parties cannot qualify by a

month s residence, the said parish priest needs

the leave of the parish priest, either of Bridget at

Cardiff or of Richard at Newcastle. We see

here the difference between this leave and the

deputation, or delegation, that will have to be

granted by the Westminster parish priest to the

Irish priest-friend of Bridget, in order that he

may preside at the marriage. For, this delegation

is necessary to make the marriage a real and

valid one ; whereas the leave from Cardiff or from

Newcastle is only needed for lawfulness but it

is needed. Of course, the Westminster priest will

require evidence of the freedom of the parties to

contract, and of the banns having been proclaimed
in their home parishes; and he must also be

asked to depute the Irish priest for blessing the

marriage. For neither the Cardiff nor the

Newcastle priest has power to depute another to

do what he cannot do himself namely, assist at

a marriage validly outside his own parochial
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territory. Of course, there would be nothing to

prevent the Cardiff priest being deputed by the

Westminster parochus to perform the ceremony
instead of the Irish parish priest, if, for example,
the parish duties of the latter obliged him to

decline the privilege offered him by Bridget.

The Papal legislation, however, allows for all

the world two exceptions to the rule that all

marriages must be celebrated by the parish priest.

1. In danger of death, when neither the Bishop
of the diocese, nor the parish priest of the place,

nor any priest deputed by either of these, is to be

had. In such circumstances, any priest whatever can

validly join the couple. This provision obviously
meets the emergency when an illicit union has to be

rectified in haste before death, for conscience sake.

2. In lack of a priest. If it happen e.g., in some

out-of-the-way part of the globe that a couple are

waiting to get married, and neither Bishop, nor

parish priest, nor a deputy of either, can be had for

the space of one month, then marriage may be validly

and lawfully contracted in the presence of two wit

nesses, and without a priest.
1 In such a case, it is

the joint duty of the witnesses to see that the

marriage be registered afterwards in the proper
ecclesiastical quarter.

The above are the main points in the New
Matrimonial Legislation of 1908, which concern

my lay readers, though there are several other

matters of importance to priests, which are

discussed in set commentaries on the Ne Temere.

1 A further proof that the priest is not the minister of

Matrimony.



No. XI.

SOME IMPEDIMENTS TO MARRIAGE.

I. HINDERING IMPEDIMENTS, INCLUDING

MIXED MARRIAGES. II.
* DIRIMENT IM

PEDIMENTS.

AN impediment to marriage means an obstacle what

. r . is an

preventing marriage, either rendering it sinful impedi-

(though real and valid), or making it also null and ment ?

void.

When we said, further back, that the State had R
ftej|t

no power to effect divorce between Christian man church

and wife, we gave as a reason that Matrimony,jf
being essentially a Sacrament as well as a human ments.

contract, the Church alone had a right to deal

with it. Now, the exclusive claim of the Catholic

Church to decide what is required for a valid or

lawful matrimonial contract rests on precisely the

same foundation. As the divinely commissioned

dispenser of the Sacraments, it belongs to her to

say on what conditions a Sacrament may or may
not be duly received.

The case is somewhat different with mar- The state

riages of the unbaptized, or pagans. With Christian

them marriage, though endowed by God with roar-

certain properties, is in the main a merely human
&quot;

contract. As such, it falls so far under the
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authority of the State that the latter is competent
to prescribe conditions and formalities for its

celebration, provided that these do not infringe

upon the natural law. But this power possessed

by the State does not extend to divorcing an un-

baptized couple from the bond of marriage once

marriage has been duly and legally contracted.

Definition The Council of Trent 1 has condemned as

contrary to the Catholic Faith the assertion (of

the Protestant Reformers) that the Church has

no power to establish dissolving ( diriment ) im

pediments to marriage, and has erred in establish

ing the same. Hence Catholics are bound in

conscience to hold that, in exercising this very

power, the Church is using a rightful authority,

without error.

Know- It is not necessary, in order to labour under an

neededfor impediment, that a Catholic should know of its

incurring existence in Church law, or of its being verified in

merits!&quot; his own individual case. For most *

impedi
ments imply no guilt at all in the person affected

by them, and hence are not ordained as punish

ments e.g., blood relationship, spiritual relation

ship. Even in the case of an impediment which

is meant partly as a penalty, there are other inde

pendent reasons for its appointment.

Ignorance The only effect of ignorance when a marriage

excuses nas ^een celebrated under an impediment is to

from guilt excuse the person from conscious sin in so marry

ing, and in living afterwards as if married, while

still in ignorance.
1 Sess. XXIV., Canon iv. Denzinger, No. 850.
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The union remains unlawful, although the

parties do not know it, until the defect be dis

covered and rectified, if rectification be possible.

Is a marriage valid when the destructive or When

diriment impediment is doubtful? This will^jJS^
depend upon the nature of the suspected impediment,

doubtful.

and also upon the character of the doubt.

When the alleged impediment is based on the

divine or upon the natural law, marriage while in

such doubt would be unlawful. For as the Church
has no power to dispense in either case, she could

not supply the defect if it existed. Should the

impediment be merely the result of Church legisla

tion, then the answer to our question turns upon
the character of the doubt. If the doubt concern

the interpretation of the impeding law, the Church
is supposed by long-standing custom to supply

any defect that may exist, and the marriage would

be valid in spite of this uncertainty.
To come now to impediments in detail. Those Classes of

impediments which make marriage sinful, but not meats.&quot;

null, are called hindering impediments, while

those which, besides, render the marriage void are

called diriment i.e., destructive, dissolving im

pediments, preventing any real matrimonial union

in conscience and before God.

Thus, for example : John has been betrothed in iliustra-

proper form to Mary. Then, without just cause

for breaking the engagement, he marries another

girl, Barbara (not a relative of Mary, as we here

suppose). That marriage is sinful, because pre
vious betrothal to another is a hindering im-
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pediment. Yet John and Barbara become true

man and wife nevertheless.

But now let us imagine that John, after break

ing off unjustly, married instead Clara, a sister of

Mary. Such a marriage would be no real union

at all in conscience, because John laboured under

the diriment impediment of Public Decency,
caused by betrothal with a near relative, which

renders the marriage null unless the Church

dispense.
A tech-

Theological authorities differ somewhat in their

certainty,
lists of hindering impediments, though they are

agreed as to all the causes which render marriages
sinful. So the dispute is purely an academic one

namely, as to what unlawfulnesses are technically

to be called hindering impediments, a point that

has little bearing upon practical conduct.

For our present purpose let us take those

hindering impediments which are more com

monly set down as such.

I.
* HINDERING IMPEDIMENTS.

Hinder- T . Forbiddance of the Church. 2. Closed
IP I/

impedl- seasons, 3. Vows. 4. Refusal of parents. 5.
ments. Betrothal (in the form prescribed in the decree of

Pius X. Ne Temere ) 6. Mixed marriage.
A few words about these in order,

i. For- i. The Church may for some legitimate cause
biddance /. T . 7 i .

of the forbid a marnage between certain persons ; but
Church.

jn practice such special vetoes are almost un

known. The phrase
* Church forbiddance, there-
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fore, is not really a separate impediment, but rather

a general heading under which to include the

other impediments above enumerated, Let us,

therefore, pass to their consideration.

2. Closed Seasons. It is forbidden to solemnize J-
For-

. bidden

marriage (but not forbidden to marry) at certain times.

ecclesiastical seasons viz., from the first Sunday
in Advent until after the Epiphany (January 6),

and from Ash Wednesday (first day of Lent) till

after Low Sunday (the one following Easter

Sunday). At such closed seasons the special

nuptial blessing of the bride individually must be

omitted, as also all notable signs of outward

pomp and festivity.
1

3. Certain promises of greater spiritual perfection 3- Vows.

made to God, called Vows, render marriage sinful.
2

For instance, a vow of chastity, of virginity, of

celibacy, a vow to enter the religious state, or a

vow to take Sacred (or Major) Orders.

It is plain that every one of these vows if for

the moment we except the first one named is

incompatible with marriage. As regards the vow
of chastity, it is absolutely compatible with valid

marriage, as we see in the case of Our Lady and
St. Joseph and of other Saints. But on account

of the dangers to which such a vow would be ex

posed in matrimony, it is, speaking generally, a

hindrance to lawful marriage ; and, of course, if

the vow were concealed from the other party
previous to the marriage, a grave injustice would

1 See First Series of Letters, p. 365.
2 For vows making marriage invalid, see p. 188.
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be committed by the party under vow in

marrying.
1

Seeking When cause is deemed to exist for seeking dis-
dispensa- __ .

tkm. pensation from Vows impeding marriage, applica
tion should be made either to the Bishop or

through a Confessor. And if the marriage happen
to have been unlawfully contracted by a person
under a vow of chastity or of virginity, dispensation
or commutation (exchange) should be sought for

at the very earliest opportunity, in order to put an

end to the danger of sin.

difensa
Until ^ dispensation (or commutation) has

tion. been granted, the party under either of the two

said vows is debarred from claiming or procuring
matrimonial rights, though after two months have

elapsed since the marriage he or she is not for

bidden to yield them to the party not under vow,

upon demand, unless that party has forfeited the

right by misconduct. This rule also holds good
in the case of a vow of virginity, with this differ

ence, that, once matrimonial rights have been

exercised, rightly or wrongly, the vow dies a

natural death, and ceases to bind. Still more, if

the vow has been one of celibacy in the strict

sense i.e., merely a vow not to marry the

vow perishes once the sin of contracting marriage
under the circumstances has been committed. It

ceases because it has been sinfully broken beyond

repair.

1 The differences between the vows of chastity, virginity,

and celibacy are dealt with in First Series of Letters,

pp. 408-411.
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A person under vow to enter the religions state, Vow to

who nevertheless marries, is still bound as far as
religious!

lies with him (or her) to remain chaste and to

fulfil the vow. But once the husband has claimed

his matrimonial rights, and the marriage has been

thus consolidated, the vow is suspended. But

the duty of entering religion will revive should

the person recover freedom both from married

life and from obligations or grave obstacles,

rendering the fulfilment of the vow practically

impossible, which have arisen from the mar

riage. A man who sinfully marries while under

a vow to take Sacred Orders (i.e., the subdi-

aconate at least) is no longer bound to fulfil

his pledge, because this has become impossible.

Nevertheless, if he afterwards regain his liberty,

he must do what is in him to carry out his

vow.

4. Refusal of Parents that is to say. when 4- Paren-
J

.
J

. . / tal objec-
parents refuse their consent to a marriage con- tions.

templated by one of their children. This subject

is a somewhat important one, on account of

erroneous notions that exist.

It is not any sort of refusal on the part of

parents that renders the marriages of their off

spring unlawful. Their objection must be a just

and reasonable one.

First of all, no parent has any authority at all
L

to forbid marriage generally to a daughter or right.

son, however much it may seem to their interest

to do this. In the same way, under ordinary

circumstances, no father or mother has any right
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from God to prevent children becoming priests,

monks, or nuns.

Reason In a matter so vital to human beings as the

tion.

im a
choice of their way of life, sons and daughters
have a strict natural right to perfect freedom in the

selection of their state. To exert pressure upon
them or to thwart their choice is sinful. Just as

a parent acts wrongly in forcing a son or what
would often be easier a daughter, to marry one

whom she did not wish to marry, so is it wrong
to force her to marry if she prefers not to do so.

The authority of parents is not absolute and un

limited; it is restricted by the natural, Divine,

and ecclesiastical law. As all three laws repre
sent the Divine Will, it is evident that God cannot

have given parents the right to go against them
in the treatment of children. Hence the prin

ciple God wills children to obey their parents,

or * Honour thy father and mother is, as we saw

under the Fourth Commandment,
1

subject to

limitation. Filial honour or respect is always
due to parents ; but filial obedience is not always

e.g., when parents violate a natural right of their

child, or when what they command or forbid is

not consistent with obedience to God, upon whom
parents depend for their authority. As Our Lord

said : He that loveth father or mother more than

Me, the same is not worthy of Me. This only
means that the Creator comes before His crea

ture, even when that creature is a parent.

Obviously, too, it is unlawful for parents to

1 First Series of *

Letters, p. 190.
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press for marriage with a non-Catholic, on account

of the match being socially or financially prefer

able, instead of with a Catholic of smaller means

and of somewhat lower position, but otherwise un

exceptionable that would usually be to prefer

this world to their Faith and that of their descen

dants. But such disorder is not confined to

parents. It is noticeable how Catholic young
men seem nowadays so often to prefer to cultivate

non-Catholic girls instead of Catholic ones. They
may sometimes very reasonably plead in excuse

that the latter are, as a body, too poor. They
may also allege, with some reason, that Catholic

hostesses, who could well manage it, make no effort

to bring young Catholic people together. But these

things do not appear to supply an adequate ex

planation. At times it is difficult not to fear that

the stricter principles of conduct in which the

Catholic Church trains her daughters may have

something to do with their lacking equal favour in

the eyes of some Catholic young men, shortsighted
as such an attitude on their part certainly is.

But let us suppose that the objections of parents
are not against their children marrying, but against
a son or daughter marrying a particular person.
It has already been seen that such objections, in

order to be valid, must be just and reasonable. But

whether reasonable or unreasonable, they cannot

affect the validity of the marriage, nor of them
selves justify separation. just

The following are samples of righteous parental objections

refusal : When a daughter wants to marry a vicious mands.&quot;
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man (which is not the same thing as an ugly one!),

a drunkard, and doubtfully corrigible. And, by
the way, no verbal promises of reform should be

accepted in the case of drink without actual prooj
of reform. Or, again, when the fiance is a frivolous

worldling of fast life and doubtful morals, a

spendthrift or a gambler, and the like. In excep
tional cases, parents may be justified in insisting

on a child s marrying one particular person rather

than another. This, however, can hardly occur

except when other reasons make it the child s duty

to do this for example, when the family is in dire

need, and a certain match will relieve it ; or when
the healing of a deadly feud depends upon a par
ticular marriage. In such cases, however, it is

rather the duty of chanty to one s kith and kin

than of obedience that restricts the child s freedom

of choice ; and even here great repugnance to

the match would release the child from the obliga

tion, in spite of family need. Parents are not for

bidden to reason, advise, or persuade ; but they
are not allowed to use strong moral pressure, or

to sternly forbid or command in this matter, unless

the cause be clearly just and grave.
Causes of Parents may also rightly object if the * intended

be of a very notably lower social condition to their

own offspring, or of evil fame, or in any way under

some public disgrace, such as would reflect real

dishonour on the family ;
but not if the object of

choice be merely of a somewhat lower position, or

poor, provided that, in the opinion of prudent

persons, they will have money enough to establish
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themselves in fair decency according to their

social condition.1 Of course, for parents to refuse

consent when there is no solid personal objection

to the match, merely because they aspire to a

wealthier and more ambitious alliance, is quite

unjustifiable, and a sign that they prefer worldli-

ness to the happiness of their offspring.

Undoubtedly, any Catholic parent may, as a Objec-

rule, justly and reasonably refuse consent to a . m jxed
* mixed marriage. And, of course, if there be marriage.

any likelihood of the marriage not being cele

brated under Catholic conditions, they are invari

ably bound to prevent what would, under such a

supposition, be no marriage at all in the sight of

God, in conscience, and before the Church, but

rather a way of life that goes by a very ugly

name.

Parents may also justly object to a match which Fear of

will, in all probability, end in scandals and deadly and feuda

feuds, altogether disproportionate to inconveni

ences that would follow from the match being
abandoned. On the other hand, the mere antici

pation of a certain a-mount of friction and discord,

such as is very often to be feared, puts the couple
under no obligation of breaking off in deference

to parental objections.

The sin of parents who, without just cause, Unjust

obstruct a match between those who are attached Sona&quot;

5&quot;

to each other is undoubtedly grievous, as one can srave sin -

see from the consequences of such action great
distress and hardship, exposing the young people

1 See footnote, p. 1 1 1.

VOL. III. II
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to the temptation of an immoral liaison, hindering
them from fulfilling the grave obligations which

they have mutually incurred by becoming en

gaged to each other, and, with some characters,

there will be no small risk of making children

desperate, and plunging them into vicious dissi

pation.

le alT
^e ^aCt ^at *ke C *V^ ^aW maV &*Ve Parents faM

forbid the power to
* forbid banns will not excuse them in

anns*

conscience for using that power at the expense of

the moral law as interpreted by the Catholic

Church.

Duties of So much for the duty of parents as regards the
en

marriage of their children. But the children have

duties as well.

Con- What, then, is the moral position of a young

trothais. couple who have pledged themselves to marriage
without the knowledge of parents ? They are not

only not obliged to annul the match when the

parental resistance is unreasonable, but they are

bound not to do so. But sometimes their resist

ance will be followed by consequences that may
alter circumstances so greatly as to justify break

ing off, albeit these consequences may be induced

by parental injustice. Nevertheless, the young

pair should not part hastily. Storms may be

very violent at first, but in time they often blow

over.

When the Speaking quite generally, however, children sin

sin by grievously who become engaged, or who marry,
secrecy, without either at least seeking the advice of parents,

or informing them of the step in contemplation.
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In view of the close natural relations subsisting

between the offspring and parents, such indepen
dent action is a grievous slight upon the latter,

who justly feel themselves set on one side by not

being consulted in an important matter which

may seriously affect family interests.

All the same, sometimes children will sin but When the

lightly, sometimes not at all, by failing to take
iigh\

S

4

parents into their confidence.

There will be no fault at all, for instance, if they When

fear opposition that is clearly unreasonable; or if
is

there bs no likelihood of parents objecting, and

the young couple merely await some favourable

opportunity for seeking parental approval; or,

obviously, if the couple engage themselves

conditionally, and subject to the approval of their

parents.

Then, there are parents to be found who Sudden

ordinarily pay little attention to the doings
their children, as, for instance, when a son has

been long his own master and absent from home
or has raised himself in the social scale by his own
exertions. Even in such cases, there would at all

events be some fault in not consulting parents ; and

there would usually be a grave one in not even

informing them of the engagement, unless unjust

opposition were anticipated. There are few

fathers and mothers who would not rightly feel

such treatment to be a grievous slight and
unkindness.

5. Previous Espousals. When two parties have Nature

become engaged, they are bound to fulfil their

II 2
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mutual promise of marriage unless some valid

reason exists for breaking off the engagement. If

either party to the betrothal jilt the other i.e.,

withdraw without just cause that party sins by

contracting marriage with another person. The

previous espousals still hold good and render

departure from them unlawful.

Con. But in order to incur this impediment the

for

1

?&quot;* espousals must be real ones, the *

engagement
curringit. must be canonically binding. Previous to the

New Marriage Laws, issued by the Holy See,

August, 1907, it was often difficult to determine in

particular cases whether betrothals were binding
or not. No such uncertainty can now arise. If

the couple have not drawn up their engagement
in a documentary form, signed by them both, and

also by some parish priest, or else by two witnesses,

the engagement is regarded as null by the Church,

and will not be binding on the consciences of the

parties.

The causes for which a real engagement, in the

ecclesiastical sense, may justly be broken off have

already been considered in No. VII.1 A betrothal

rightly cancelled does not create the present

impediment.
Previous The reader must notice that the impediment

espousa s
uncjer consideration here is merely a *

hindering
public one making marriage sinful, not invalid. But

decency.
to

,
.

when the previous espousals have been accom

plished with a relative of the person with whom

marriage is contemplated, there may arise a

1 P. 94-
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diriment* impediment viz., Public Decency,
for which see below. 1 Neither of these impedi.
ments springing from previous betrothal is

incurred unless the engagement* has been

solemnized in the documentary form appointed.
6.

* Mixed Marriage. There are two ecclesi

astical impediments arising from difference of

religion between the parties to a marriage the

one merely rendering marriage unlawful (unless a

dispensation be got, and the conditions attached

to it duly fulfilled) ;
the other a diriment

impediment, rendering void a marriage between a

Catholic and an unbaptixcd person i.e., one who
has never undergone any form of baptism.

2

Here we are dealing with the less drastic

impediment which forbids marriage with a

presumably baptized non-Catholic, or Protestant.

A marriage of this sort is called
* mixed.

Something must be said about this class of Delicacy

marriage on account of the evils so frequently subject.

entailed by it. But, in saying it, the writer is

fully conscious of the delicacy of the subject.

Some of his readers may themselves be parties to

a mixed marriage, or they may be the offspring
the good Catholic offspring, perhaps of such

unions. So that whatever be said to their

prejudice may seem like a personal attack upon
and reproach to themselves, or their parents, or

relatives. And yet the delicate task is inevitable.

To disclaim any intention of discourtesy however

sincerely may seem feeble. Perhaps the best
1 P. 200. * See No. 7, p. 202.
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course is to submit to any dispassionate reader

that the above reasons for silence ought not to

prevail in the present matter, any more than the

fact that some readers may occasionally break the

Commandments should prevent the writer from

setting forth the laws of God and of His Church.

But, still, it is hoped that no reasonable cause of

offence may be found in the ensuing observations.

Mind of \yhat is the attitude which the Catholic Church

Catholic our Heaven-appointed guide assumes towards
Church. &amp;lt; mixed marriages? Pius VIII. declared, in

1830, that the Church had always abhorred such

unions. Leo XIII.
,
in his constitution *

Arcanum,

points out the reasons of the abhorrence.

Evils: i. The sharing in most sacred Catholic rites

grading with non-Catholics : for the baptized parties
Catholic

necessarily receive the Sacrament of Matrimony,
and one may add the non-Catholic party generally

ignores, or makes light of, its sacramental nature,

even if he does not positively despise it.

2. Faith 2.
* Mixed marriages, the Pope further points

downT
d

out endanger the faith of the Catholic half and

(3) the right education of the children. If the

faith of the Catholic spouse be not actually

undermined, it is very commonly weakened. It

gets watered down by the most intimate and

constant intercourse with one whose religious

views and standards are entirely opposed. The
Catholic party may not always be conscious of

the diluting process, but others easily notice it.

And there can be little need to insist on the

difficulties which arise concerning the Catholic
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religion and moral training of the children,

especially of those who are of the same sex as

the non-Catholic parent. As experience shows, a

non- Catholic father often recalls the promises on

this point which he made at marriage, or rather

before it, and when presented with a son and heir,

insists upon his eldest boy being brought up in

his way of thinking (or of not thinking), or what is

even worse, he may persuade his wife that it is

wrong to prejudice children s minds with

definite religious teaching until they are able to

choose for themselves 1 But he allows these same
minds to be prejudiced early with reading,

writing, arithmetic, history, and soon with some

sort of moral teaching, which, however, lacks

the intelligent and intelligible basis which only
the definite truths of faith can supply. He starts

early with secular teaching. Of course ! For here

the earthly interest of his children is at stake,

and that must be considered betimes, whatever

happens to their immortal souls !

Let us assume what is, from the point of view The best

which binds a Catholic conscience, the most favour- ps bad.
e

able case namely, where the mother is a good
and firm Catholic, and the non-Catholic father a

good-living man, honourable, and content to leave

the education of his children entirely to his wife,

without quarrels or complaints. Can any evil, it

may be asked, be discovered in so favourable a

state of things ? Yes, much evil. It is not what
the non-Catholic husband does, but what he fails,

and naturally must fail, to do, that makes the evil.
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He, the head of the family, and the constant

mate of his wife, gives no support to the Catholic

life of either. The Christian ideal of marriage
that man and wife should be a mutual mainstay
on life s journey to heaven, the one sustaining the

other in the moments of religious weakness and

moral temptation which come to each of us in turn

cannot be realized in a * mixed marriage. Un
less utterly heedless of their spiritual destiny, they
will need and look for support most of all when
inclined to fail in duty towards God and towards

their own souls. Yet how can they aid each

other on the path to heaven if they daily journey
thither by entirely different religious routes if,

indeed, the non-Catholic have any route at all ?

It is not to be expected that, if laxity should

creep in, the non-Catholic husband will take it

upon himself to keep the Catholic practice of

wife or children up to the mark. Then, there is

the perpetual puzzle for the children why their

mother should hear Mass, abstain, confess her

sins, etc., and teach them that all these things are

commanded by God, and may not be omitted

without sin, while they see their father ignoring

any such obligations. And perhaps at times he

good-naturedly quizzes the mother for bothering
so much about them, or, in moments of ill-humour,

grumbles at the domestic upset which Catholic

observances create on Sunday mornings, or, still

more, on holidays of obligation. The home

atmosphere is for these opening minds one of

religious fog. Then, he dislikes having to spend his
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yearly holiday at some place he does not care for

(as possessing no golf-links), because in the place

he prefers there is no Catholic place of worship
within practicable distance. And when the boys,

particularly, grow up and become companions to

their father, they will tend to be less particular

about religious exercises which their dear old dad

ignores. The negative influence of his example in

these respects will be stronger, and not weaker,

just in proportion as he is in other points a model

father, and therefore an object of esteem and

admiration to his sons. In short, a home of this

kind, the very best that can be hoped for when

religions are *

mixed, inevitably lacks that dis

tinctive Catholic atmosphere which is of such vital

moment for the training of Catholic children. As
a sort of return for the non-interference of the

non-Catholic parent, religion, which should be

the most important subject of all, becomes a for

bidden topic of conversation much more so

than the characters of neighbours. Of course, we
never introduce the subject of religion at home.

This, as we have said, is the best case. But A worse

what if the husband turn out after marriage to be
case

a scoffer or a bigot ? Such surprises are not by
any means unknown. In that case, either the

wife weakly hauls down her Catholic colours,

yields up her faith or, at least, its regular and
consistent practice for herself and for the hapless,

helpless young souls whom God has entrusted to

her care. Or, if the wife be made of somewhat
firmer stuff, the children become conscious of
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parental quarrels and dissensions, or accustomed

to a thousand little deceptions, practised in order

that their newly-born brothers and sisters may be

baptized by the Catholic priest, and that their

mother and they may get Mass, or occasionally

the Sacraments, all of which is perplexing, un

settling, demoralizing. And when the age for

schooling arrives, there comes perhaps a battle

royal about the school to be chosen Catholic or

non-Catholic resulting at best in some wretched

compromise.
Well may Leo XIII. declare : Often, too,

&quot; mixed &quot;

marriages drive people into a habit of

mind which regards all religions as equally good,
thus effacing the distinction between the true and

the false. 1 In truth, such indifferentism is not

only the frequent effect of mixed marriages upon
the families concerned, but also causes their

multiplication around. For constant familiarity

with the occurrence of such compromises in a

given neighbourhood tends to blur the dividing

line between the True Faith and error.

The worst Now to consider the most unfavourable case of

mixed marriage from the standpoint of the

children s spiritual welfare viz., where the mother

is the non-Catholic half. The Catholic father

may desire her to educate his children in his own
faith ;

and a Catholic father, as head of his family,

could have no possible excuse before God if he did

not make sure that this was done faithfully as far

as the thing is possible. Even English law stands

on his side.

1 See Series I., p. 33 the Catholic Position.
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The wife may obey and do her very best, although
it is not improbable that her Protestant relatives,

if hot and strong, may succeed in dissuading her.

But, with the best will in the world, she cannot

instil into others what is not in her. A theoretic

knowledge of the Catholic religion she may have,

or may acquire, but its spirit is beyond her reach.

No teaching of the Catechism as a lesson, how
ever painstaking, can ever prove a substitute for

the instruction of an earnest Catholic mother who
strives to live the life of a good Catholic. There

is a certain quality in such lessons, derived from

sincere conviction, and, above all, from faithful

example, such as the book-lessons given by the

best and most conscientious non-Catholic mother

can never supply. The mere fact that she does

not believe or practise half of what she teaches

necessarily produces on the children an unsatis

factory impression in their most impressionable

years. Is it not rather the hallowing memory of

religion, as witnessed during childhood in the life

of an exemplary Catholic mother, rather than her

precepts, which so often exerts a salutary influence

upon sons and daughters afterwards, and even

brings back wanderers to Catholic duty ?

And there is yet another peril in mixed If the

marriages i.e., should the Catholic half die

prematurely, and the Catholic education or care die?

of sons and daughters devolve upon the non-

Catholic parent; or, if the deceased Catholic

parent be the mother, upon some Protestant

perhaps intensely Protestant female relative of

the father, who perchance always disapproved of
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his Romish match, and may deem it a righteous
deed to rescue the popish offspring as a brand

from the burning.

Mitiga- While all these incidental mischiefs are amply

evS.

S
borne out by numerous facts of experience known
to priests and observant laity, nevertheless, the

chief of them can be averted or minimized by

taking the necessary precautions. Even Bene

dict XIV., while saying, It is with difficulty

that the dangers can be removed from marriages
of Catholics with heretics, nevertheless adds :

c

Still, this is not altogether impossible.
1 And

hence, as Lehmkuhl notes, Benedict considers

it rash (temerarium) to assert in general that all

mixed marriages, though entered upon by Papal dis

pensation, are sinful? Indeed, if this were true, it

would be difficult to clear the Holy See of co

operation in sin when it grants or empowers

Bishops to grant such dispensations. Cases may
occur, it is true, where the dispensation is extorted

from the Church under a virtual threat of apos

tasy, or, as the law now stands, of illicit union,

and then there would be sin in the extortion.

But if a Catholic, however unwisely, applies in

good faith to Mother Church for leave to marry a

non-Catholic, and the alleged reasons for the

grant are accepted by the Church, one cannot

contend that such a person would sin by doing
what the Church, after weighing the reasons,

permits. Such a view would seem to credit the

1 De Synodo, 1. 6, cap. 5, No. 3 ;
and 1. 9, cap. 3, No. 5.

*
Theologia Moralis, vol. ii., p. 509, in note (1885 edit.).
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Church with treachery to the souls committed to

her charge.

That in practice
* mixed *

marriages are prolific
Pro and

in spiritual evils experience proves clearly. But

we must also face the other side of the picture.

Every priest and Catholic layman must know of

innumerable instances in which mixed marriages

have, under God s blessing, been the direct

occasion of great spiritual good. They have

obviously resulted in many sincere conversions of

wives, husbands, and children to the true faith.

Had the non-Catholic parent in such cases

married another non-Catholic, these conversions

would probably never have been. Then amongst
these, and amongst the children of these, it would

be easy to point to numerous converts who have

lived lives of singular edification and of great

usefulness for the spread of Catholicism in Eng
land and elsewhere. Such could be counted by
dozens in almost every rank and walk of life, and
not least in the ecclesiastical and religious states

of life. On the other side, it must be confessed

that these unions are not unfrequently productive
of conversions de convenance, particularly when
moral pressure has been indiscreetly put upon the

non-Catholic in order to secure reception into the

Church before marriage, perhaps to avoid the

necessity of applying for a dispensation. In

many of these conversions *
for marriage the

wedding has been the last occasion upon which
the convert has put in an appearance at Catholic

worship.
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Seeing, then, that there are so many aspects of

this thorny question, it may be well to consider

what are the underlying Catholic principles in

the matter.

Law of The natural law implanted in the heart of every

servation. man by God impels him to self-preservation. Hence,
suicide or self-mutilation, for instance, is an un

natural crime, as well as an offence against the

revealed law of God. But the duty of preserving
one s life is more imperative when there is question

of the supernatural life of the soul than when only
the life of the perishable body is at stake. Once,

therefore, that Divine revelation, as authoritatively

expounded to us by the Church of God, has

illumined us with the light of the Faith, the duty
of spiritual self-preservation in matters of religion

becomes imposed upon us jointly by the Divine,

and by the natural, law. Consequently, neither

in the choice of my partner in life, any more than

in the choice of any other circumstance of my life,

may I expose my faith to serious injury, or to

danger of loss, without grave sin. Further, once

the duties of a parent are laid upon me, I am
strictly bound before God to protect my offspring

also from such injury or loss, the more so as, from

the nature of the case, those children cannot

protect themselves, and have a natural right to

look to me for safety.

The Church has repeatedly declared what her

long experience as well as our shorter one proves
that the intimate matrimonial relations between

a Catholic and a non-Catholic are fraught with
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dangers to the faith of the Catholic half and of

the children. She does not, however, deny that

such dangers may, in individual instances, either

cease to exist, or else be reduced to safe proportions.

And hence she not uncommonly gives permission

by dispensation for these unions, when the reasons

are sufficient.

But Catholics should clearly understand that

such dispensation, while it exonerates them from
gi

disobedience to the prohibition of the Church fr m
.

natural

regarding
* mixed marriages, can never excuse law.

them from a sin against the natural law if they
know in their hearts that, by contracting marriage
with particular non-Catholics, they individually are

running serious risks to their own faith or to the

faith of the children whom God may grant to

them. For the Church has no power to exempt
us from the Divine, or from the natural, law.

Catholic young women, when in that barely
Cnde

rational condition of mind called
*
in love, are

prone to deceive themselves too easily with the

notion that they are going promptly to convert

their fiances to the Faith. Why, Father, he

always comes to Church with me ! Of course

he does during courtship. But the real test will

come later on, when he has acquired the legal

rights of a husband over you. His joining you in

Catholic worship, or at least accompanying you
at it, may, it is true, be quite sincere, a sign of

grace ; but it may be nothing more than a sign of

courting, and courting, like all else that is

earthly, has an end.
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Deliber- Sometimes even greater complaisance than this

crisy.

yP
proves to be a deceit deliberately practised to win

over a Catholic girl, the mask of a violent bigotry

that will work its relentless will after marriage.
An authentic case is on record of a non-Catholic

man who, to win an excellent Catholic girl, that

declined to marry a non-Catholic at any price,

actually went through a thorough course of

Catholic instruction, made his profession of faith,

was baptized, and received into the Fold. But,

on coming out of the Church after the wedding,
which had apparently gone off without any hitch,

he turned upon his bride, and said, with flashing

eyes : Now, Mary, understand once for all that

neither you nor I shall ever enter a Catholic

Church again. Of course, that poor deluded child

was amply justified in leaving the base hypocrite
on the spot. But what a future for her!

The The Church, hoping against hope, will some-

chooses times giye tne necessary dispensation for a * mixed
the lesser marriage to prevent still greater evils. There are

Catholics whose religious principles are jerry-

built, and liable to collapse; and the Church,

fearing a sham marriage at the registrar s, or in

some non-Catholic place of worship, may give a

dispensation as the lesser of two evils. A poor

affair, at the best ! But it is Mother Church s last

hope of better things to come.
Practical Risky as

* mixed marriages are, the difficulty of
difficulty , . , ,.

of avoid- avoiding them in a strongly non-Catholic country

mixed
^e England can hardly be disputed ;

and it is

unions, still greater in parts where eligible Catholic mates
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are few and far between. The Catholic poor,

whose occupations mostly tie them to one locality,

are at a special disadvantage above all, in small

towns or villages, where matrimonial choice is

more limited. Then, the case is far harder for the

woman than for the man. For he has the asking,

and hence less excuse. Moreover, he usually has

more occasion for moving about from place to

place, and seeing different people. So far, at least,

things have not come to the pass with us when
the woman proposes herself! We are not all

heroes and heroines, and the girl who has not the

religious heroism to prefer the absolute security of

her Faith and Catholic fellowship to settlement in

life, is apt to accept the first offer that comes,

fearing it may also be the last.

Yet, thank God, heroes and heroines are still to Heroic

be found, who cannot bring themselves to give
sc

their hearts to one who lacks the one recommenda
tion they most value perfect agreement on the

paramount question as to how God wills to be

served, and heaven is to be gained.
Rather than live a married life that will be reli

giously divided, if not positively disturbed, girls

are to be met with, even among the poor, who elect

in preference a life of lonely singleness. God bless

them!

Yet I do not pretend to say that a Catholic who
fails to rise to this heroic pitch necessarily en

dangers faith by a mixed marriage. That would
be a gross exaggeration, refuted by palpable facts.

Once a party of Catholic priests were discussing
VOL. in. 12
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together the evil fruits of mixed marriages,
when one of them observed : Why, let me see.

How many of us priests here present are children

of such marriages ? It was found that nearly all

of them were, and some had sisters in convents.

Evidently, in these families, at least, the home atmo

sphere had not proved unfavourable to Catholicity.
Essential What are the exact conditions upon which the

ditions Church grants a dispensation for one of her sub-
for

. jects to marry a non-Catholic? It should be
mixed J

.

J

marriages, noticed, first of all, that this dispensation is

always needed, and under pain of mortal sin, and

the Bishop will require reasons for granting it.

Marrying without a dispensation means that the

Sacrament of Matrimony is profaned by the

Catholic party at least ;
and since no Catholic

priest is free to preside at a mixed marriage for

which no dispensation has been granted, it follows,

under the New Matrimonial Laws of 1908, that

such a wedding without the Catholic priest leaves

the parties unmarried, as they were before it. To
become an honest wife, or to come by one, the
* mixed marriage, like any other entered upon by
a Catholic, must be performed according to the

laws for validity fixed by the Catholic Church.1

Even if granted, the Bishop s dispensation is of

no effect unless the following conditions be fulfilled :

i. The non-Catholic patty must seriously promise

before marriage that the Catholic party shall have

perfect freedom to practise the Catholic religion

in all points. There must be no pressure exerted

1 See Series I., p. 320, Authority of the Church.
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to hinder the fulfilment of conscientious Catholic

duties.

2. Both the parties must seriously promise that

all the children of the marriage, male and female,

shall be properly brought up in the Catholic Faith.

This, of course, refers to their schooling as well

as to their earlier training at home.

3. The Catholic party must promise to do all

that is discreetly possible to lead the non-Catholic

half to the Catholic Faith. This, of course, does

not involve any sort of coercion, still less does it

mean that all methods are lawful *

for the good of

the Church an immoral principle frequently
attributed to Catholics. This duty is to be ful

filled with all chanty, gentleness, and prudence.
It will generally be accomplished most efficiently

by prayer and good example.
1

In England the parties to a mixed marriage
are required to append their signatures to a

printed form containing these three promises.
It is important to remind Catholics who are Obtaining

about to marry non-Catholics that they should
promises

take timely notice of these essential conditions for

benefiting by the Bishop s dispensation. Even
before they practically engage themselves to a

non-Catholic they ought to make sure that the

promises will be forthcoming ; for if the non-

Catholic decline to give them, there can, under

the New Marriage Laws, be no real marriage in

conscience, since no Catholic priest may assist at

the wedding in such circumstances. This some-

1 See note, p. 208.

12 2
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what delicate business of securing the needful

pledges ought by no means to be put off till the

eleventh hour when the wedding is decided upon,
and perhaps imminent.

Saddling It is really the business of the Catholic party
the priest. himself (or herself) to see to this vital matter, and

not of the priest. But what happens not unfre-

quently is that a Catholic fiancee, out of natural

timidity or fear of losing her cavalier, shirks the

difficulty of broaching the subject to him till the

last moment, and then rushes off to the priest in

a fuss to ask him to do the job for her.

awkward Now, it is obviously not the easiest thing in the

business, world for a Catholic priest to persuade a non-

Catholic who, as such, maybe prejudiced against

priests to start with of the sweet reasonableness

of agreeing that all the prospective issue of his

marriage shall be brought up in the wife s way,
and not in his own. Whereas, if real affection

subsist between the pair, the fiancee is clearly

much more competent to reconcile her lover to

such a surrender than a stranger, who is also a
* Romish priest.

The Nay, sometimes it almost looks as if the

party Catholic party regarded the securing of Catholic

respon. conditions as some special benefit to the priest,

who should consequently see to the thing himself

if he cares about it. Whereas, it is a grave duty

imposed by the True Faith upon the Catholic,

who, contrary to what the Church would desire,

insists on marrying a non-Catholic, and seeks a

dispensation for the purpose.
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But how is one to meet the non-Catholic s most The non-

natural objection, that he (or she) does not see
bjeC

lc

why his (or her) religious principles should be tions-

overridden in preference to those of the Catholic

intended ? I have nothing to do with the

Catholic Church/ the person may argue, and

she has no right to command me. If it be the

male party that is the non-Catholic, he may add,

perhaps : Of the two, the wife ought to conform

to the husband at least, as regards the training

of the children (for I have no wish to interfere

with her own private conscience). The children

will be mine just as much as hers.

There is no small force in such reasoning, ^.Re
considered from the non- Catholic point of view, weighed

and it deserves to be fairly met. There is one
carefully-

good feature in it namely, it shows that the non-

Catholic is not an indifferentist in religion, always

supposing that he is really looking to his con

science, and not to his purse, which might
sometimes be the loser through the displeasure of

bigoted relatives, if he yielded to
* Romish pre

tensions.

To this reasoning one may perhaps reply thus :

You say you have nothing to do with the

Catholic Church. But you have something to do

with the Catholic Church ! for you are running off

for life with one of her sheep. Whether the

Church has, or has not, the right to command

you who have presumably received the one

baptism is a point that may be waived for the

moment. The Catholic Church may reply that,
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in this matter, she has nothing to do with you
that is, not directly. The Church addresses

herself to the faith and conscience of her own

subject, your fiancee, who recognizes her authority

as coming from God. Further, there is nothing
in revelation, nor in reason, to prove your con

tention that the wife should conform to the

husband s religion, rather than the other way
about. The real question is, Which is the true

religion of Christ, to which both should conform ?

Your contention would prove that, were you a

Mohammedan, for example, or a Mormon, your
wife ought to become one too.

* But still you urge that, all the same, the re

quirements of the Catholic Church violate your
conscientious convictions whether directly or

indirectly, it matters not and that you have as

much right to these as your fiancee has to hers.

Very well. Then it is a simple case of deadlock,

and the marriage cannot be.

One may sympathize with the man here, if his

intended has inconsiderately left him in the dark

till the last moment as to what her duties as a

Catholic fiancee imposed upon her. But if he knew
all about this before committing himself to the

match as most non-Catholics do know at this

time of day one may reasonably meet him as

follows: Should you not have consulted your
conscience earlier, and not have engaged yourself

to a Catholic at its expense? If your religious

convictions weighed little with you against your
love of the girl before, how is it that they have all
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at once become so important to you, now that you
are come to the point of marriage?

And now about these conscientious convictions

themselves. Are they really as imperious in the

convinced non-Catholic, or Protestant, bride

groom as they are in a soundly Catholic bride?

It is not easy to understand how they can be

I mean even from the non-Catholic religious stand

point on account of the essential difference

between the theological positions of the Catholic

and of the non-Catholic, whatever be the particular

persuasion of the latter.

Observe the difference. The Catholic ifworthy Difter-

of the name believes in the present existence on between

earth of an unerring and undivided Church, which,
Catholic

assisted by the Holy Spirit, actually teaches the Catholic

one and only true faith of Christ, and lays down P sitloa -

the right course of Christian conduct. You, of

course, do not admit this. But, for better or for

worse, that, and nothing short of it, is the religious

position of your intended. Hers, therefore, is an

attitude of religious certainty, which excludes the

possibility of any other code of faith or morals

being true, however sincerely professed by its

adherents.

The non-Catholic position, on the contrary, is Liberty d

essentially one of free thought in religious matters, thought?
or let us call it private judgment. The non-

Catholic does not recognize, as actually existing,

and effectively operating on earth, any infallible

religious authority to which he can appeal, and to

whose decision he must in conscience submit
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without questioning, as unerringly true. As a

consequence, he deems himself at liberty to judge
for himself among religious opinions, and to

question the views adopted by his own denomina

tion. He may be right or wrong, but the logical

result of this attitude is that he must needs admit

the same right of choice to others.

Non- And whoever makes this admission implies

position- thereby that his own religious conclusions how-
a prob- ever tenaciously clung to are, after all, only his
able view. . . i i

adopted views, and possibly wrong ones such as

some day or other he may come to revise.

Similarly, he must allow that views clung to by
others may be, after all, the right ones. Now, this

attitude is not one of certainty, but only of more or

less reliable opinion.

Applying this to the difficulty about your

marriage with a Catholic girl, even from the non-

Catholic standpoint you must in reason grant
that your fiancee may be right, after all, in exacting
Catholic conditions for herself, and for her children,

and in wishing to lead you to her faith. From
which it further follows that your conscientious

convictions, when tested by reason, are found not

to be so imperious and absolute as you first

alleged.

A serious There is, however, another feature of the case
considera- which a non-Catholic bridegroom would do well

to consider carefully. If he refuse to give way,
no Catholic priest can in conscience celebrate the

wedding. That means, according to the Catholic

religion, that there will be no true wedlock. By
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English law,
1

the non-Catholic may retort, we
shall be lawful man and wife, priest or no priest !

And that s good enough for me ! Quite true that

is, according to the State laws of England. And

perhaps it will be useless to urge upon you that

the Catholic Church considers the State as having

really nothing to do with the case, by rights.

But the difficulty cannot be thus easily brushed

aside. For the non-Catholic fiance must remember
that none of his intended s Catholic friends and

neighbours will regard her as an honest wife, but

as something far less decent, unless she be married

by her rightful Catholic priest. Is this good

enough for you? And even if it be, is it good

enough for your wife and the mother of your
children ? Quite apart from the sin of it in Catholic

eyes, one would fancy that no man and woman
can afford to brave a considerable section of

respectable public opinion the opinion of 230
millions of Christians which looks askance at

them as an unmarried couple. And this is a

consideration one would also commend earnestly
to the attention of any Catholic girl who was
inclined to yield weakly to the anti-Catholic

pressure of a fiance with regard to the conditions

of marriage. Let her hold her own. She will

surely win or if perchance she did not, and lost

her prize, she would at all events save her immortal

soul and, as the French preacher naively put it :

Et, mes chers freres, c est toujours quelque
chose 1*
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II. DIRIMENT OR DESTRUCTIVE IMPEDIMENTS.

This graver class of impediment renders

marriage null and void as well as unlawful ; parties

labouring under diriment impediments are in

capable of contracting a real marriage before God,
in conscience, and before the Church, whether

the State laws are pleased to agree or not.

impedi- Since John, if under such an impediment, is
mentsact . . .

J
r . , . ,

_ _
r

. f ..

recipro- incapable of valid marriage with Mary, it follows

cally. ^at Mary is equally incapable of marrying John.
An impediment in one party indirectly affects the

other. For matrimony is mutual.

It is not intended to deal exhaustively with this

lengthy subject of impediments. Suffice it to

choose from them those which are of more usual

occurrence, and are also mere suitable to a work

like the present.

i. Substantial error in the contract of marriage.

It is clearly of the very essence of a matrimonial

contract that a party should contract with the

identical person he (or she) means to marry. A
mistake as to the person renders the consent given

null and void. For example :

Example. There are two twin-sisters, Rachel and Lia.

Jacob is engaged to Rachel, and the wedding is

fixed. But when the day arrives, Lia who
wishes to oust her sister locks her up in a cellar

at home, and comes to church arrayed in all poor
Rachel s bridal glories. Jacob, not perceiving the

fraud, any more than the bystanders, owing to the

dim religious light or London fog, plights his
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troth to the impostor and she to him. Such a

marriage is null. On the other hand, if Jacob,

unable to tell whether his true bride stood before

him, said to himself: There s not much to choose

between them, and I mean to marry this woman
here present,

1

his consent would be binding.

The absence of some quality mistakenly ,

. r .
dental

supposed to exist m the object of a person s errors do

matrimonial consent will not invalidate thc

marriage. Thus, a woman believes a man to be

very rich, when in truth he is not, good-natured
when in fact he is brutal, sober when he is really

a drunkard. In such cases the marriage holds

good, albeit most unfortunate and short-sighted.

Otherwise, what uncertainties would be introduced

into nuptial unions ! For parties to a marriage
male or female do not so often find their consorts

exactly what they took them for. Complexion

may prove to be paint, a clear blue eye, glass,

and graceful form the best of whalebone. But

disappointment in these, or in more important

accessories, such as health, does not loosen the

nuptial tie. There is real meaning, therefore, in

the words for better, for worse ; in sickness and
in health, till death do us part. Accidental

recommendations may not come up to fond

expectation, but the substantial contract remains

firm. We must, however, except here the case of

conditional consent that is really such.

It might, however, happen that a person married 4n exceP-

for some definite purpose, and that the securing of above!

that end was his or her sole reason for choosing A
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rather than B. For instance, Mary who had no

wish to marry at all out of compassion for her

destitute, widowed mother, consents to marry

James, who represents himself as able and willing

to relieve the maternal distress. Should James
prove to be poor and hopelessly encumbered by

debts, the marriage would be void. For in such

an exceptional case, the lack of means introduces

a substantial, and not an accidental, defect into the

contract. It was the opportunity of providing for

the mother, and not the man, which formed the

sole reason of Mary s consent. The very raison

d etre of the match was wanting.
2. Solemn vows.

Not all vows made to God have a destructive

effect upon marriage entered upon in spite of

them, but only those known technically in Canon
Law as solemn. The grade of the Subdia-

conate includes a vow of this kind, and therefore

no one in Major Orders is capable of making a

woman his lawful wife in the sight of God.

The solemnity of vows has no reference to

pomp and circumstance attending the public

ceremony of pronouncing vows such as is usual

at a nun s profession. What makes a vow
solemn is its full acceptance as such by the

Church. This carries with it certain ecclesiastical

privileges, and also liability in case of delin

quency to certain ecclesiastical penalties. With
the exception of the older religious Orders such

as Benedictines, Cistercians, Carthusians, Domini

cans, Franciscans, Servites, etc. few Orders,
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whether of men or women, take * solemn vows

though this fact in no way diminishes the merit

of their sacrifice. The Society of Jesus, however,

has solemn vows : and, moreover, by the

constitution of Gregory XIII., Ascendente

Domino, even the simple vows taken at the end

of the Jesuit novitiate have the same * diriment

effect upon subsequent marriage as * solemn ones.

This impediment is purely of ecclesiastical, and

not of Divine, institution. Hence the Holy See

has power to dispense from it. Dispensation,

however, could only be granted for some

exceptionally grave cause.

Moreover, solemn profession in a religious
Solemn

. vows
Order, canonically so regarded, has the effect offollowing

dissolving a marriage previously contracted, provided
marriase-

the latter has not been consolidated, or consum

mated, in cohabitation. But here, clearly, the

vow acts not as an *

impediment, or pre-existing

hindrance to, but as a dissolvent of, unperfected

matrimony the only kind of marriage that is

dissoluble among the baptized.

Let us imagine that a devout couple, just Example,

returned from their wedding ceremony, and

obeying an inspiration received while in church,

freely agree to separate on the spot, the husband

deciding to become a priest, and the wife a

discalced Carmelite nun. The matrimonial bond
would survive during the time of their respective

probations; but on the wife making her solemn*

profession (or the husband receiving Subdeacon s

Orders), the marriage will be dissolved. If,
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afterwards through some unusual occurrence

the nun were to be dispensed from her vows, and

allowed to return to the world for good, she would

become once more canonically marriageable, just

as if no wedding had ever taken place. The case

of a Subdeacon being dispensed from his solemn

vow of chastity is practically unknown. Yet in

the time of the great French Revolution, when
certain priests, demoralized by the social upheaval,
fell away from their high vocation, took *

wives,

and had issue, the Holy See subsequently gave

dispensations in some cases, in order to right

these illicit unions, but on condition of retirement

from all ministerial functions for the future.

3. Spiritual relationship arises as an impediment
to valid marriage, from the Sacraments of Baptism
and Confirmation, as follows :

Who
(i) The baptized (or confirmed) is incapable of

become ,
. . x

... ,, , r

spiritu-
matrimony, (a) with the person who conferred

related Baptism (or Confirmation). This could hardly be

a practical case except where a lay person say, a

lay catechist in China administered Baptism ;
or

where a nurse, for example, validly baptized in

urgent case of necessity ; (6) with the godparents,

supposing these fulfilled the necessary conditions,

during the ceremony, for really incurring the

obligations of sponsors.
1

(2) The father and mother of the baptized (or

confirmed) are debarred from matrimony (a) with

the baptize or confirms ; (6) with the sponsors,
or godparents. No impediment arises between

1 See Second Series of Letters, Part I., pp. 58-60, 70.
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one sponsor and the other. Hence an engaged
or a married couple incur no matrimonial

disabilities in relation to one another under this

impediment by standing as sponsors at the same

ceremony.
While an unbaptized person would not be

affected by this impediment, a baptized person
who had abandoned the Church would. If the

same person has stood sponsor at the Baptism and

also at the Confirmation of anyone, a double

dispensation would be needed for marriage when
an impediment has been created.

4. Blood-relationship, or consanguinity.

Blood-relationship is the natural tie subsisting Definition

between persons who are derived by generation
exPlamed -

from a common stock that is to say, who
are descended through successive generations from

one particular couple, sexually united. From this

definition, it follows that the force of the present

impediment does not depend upon the legitimacy
of marriages forming the links in the chain of

descent.

The stock is the moral person (man and what is

wife) from which two people trace their descent, !

and in whom their respective lines of descent

meet.

Thus, for example, the late Queen Victoria and
Prince Consort form the stock from which the

children of our present Prince of Wales, the heir-

apparent to the Spanish Crown, and the children

of the Duke of Connaught descend in common,
and in which they all unite.
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Line of A line means the series of individuals who are
descent.

Derived from a common stock. Thus, Queen
Victoria, King Edward VII., the Prince of Wales,
and Prince Edward form a line. But a line

may be direct or it may be lateral. In the

direct line, the individuals forming it not only

spring from a common stock, but descend from

each other by process of generation, as in the

example of a Mine just given. But in the

lateral line, its constituents, though sprung from

one common stock, do not spring from each other

as, for instance, in the case of second cousins

(i.e., the grandchildren of brothers or sisters).

Thus young Prince Edward and the Prince of

Asturias are descended from Queen Victoria in

collateral lines, but do not descend by a chain of

successive generations.
5

Degree. The degree of relationship in which a person
stands related to another means the distance

intervening between the two in relation to the

common stock of both. Thus, John s niece the

daughter of his sister Mary stands related to

John in the second degree, because two generations

intervene between the niece and John s father

(and mother), in which stock both uncle and

niece unite.

Unequal Two people descended in collateral line may be
descent.

rerrlOved from the common stock by an unequal
number of degrees : for example, Prince Edward
and the present Queen of Spain. The former is

removed from the late Queen Victoria three degrees,

and the latter only two. So Prince Edward
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would be theologically described as related to the

Queen of Spain in the third degree touching

upon or mixed with the second. They are cousins,

but not first cousins as Prince Edward and the

Crown Prince of Spain are nor yet second

cousins, but cousins with one further remove

from the stock on one side, or first cousins once

removed.

How are degrees of kindred between two How to

people to be reckoned ? By referring, or tracing

each back to the common stock in which their

lines of descent meet, and then counting all the

individuals along the line except the stock itself, or,

if you will, by counting, not the individuals in the

line, but all the marriages (lawful or not), including

the stock marriage. If the persons whose

relationship is under examination be not related

in direct line, but in the collateral, the descent of

each must be traced to the stock.

Mary and John wish to marry, and think there Practical

may be need of dispensation on account of pan
*

consanguinity. Take a sheet of paper. Describe

two small circles or dots side by side at a little

distance from one another, representing Mary and

John, beginning at the bottom of the page. Then

put other circles vertically over M. and J. to

represent their respective fathers, and above

these other circles representing the grandfathers,
and so on until a common ancestor is reached.

Then count all the circles in one of the vertical

series, excepting the circle standing for the common
ancestor : that number will give the degrees of

VOL. in. 13
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relationship between Mary and John. Of course,

the thing may not always be as simple as this.

Apart from unequal descent, already explained, if

intermarriage of relatives have occurred at some

point between the parties to be traced and their

common stock, it may happen that Mary and

John will be related twice or three times over:

that is to say, their descent may be traceable

backwards to the stock by various routes. In

such cases the multiple relationship, if within the

forbidden degrees, would have to be stated

when applying for a dispensation in view of

marriage.

Example
of multiple
consan

guinity.
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marriage of Thomas s parents, who were already

collaterally related in the third degree (second

cousins).

We have next to see to what number of degrees Extension

the forbiddance of the Church under the impedi- menT^
1 *

ment extends.

(1) In direct line of descent father, son, grand
son the impediment extends without any limit,

and as regards the first degree, at least un

doubtedly arises from the natural law, so as to

bind all men, whether Christians or pagans.

(2) In the collateral line, consanguinity bars

marriage down to the fourth degree inclusive, so

that it hinders the marriage of third cousins. It

is doubtful, however, whether even in the first

degree (brother and sister) the impediment springs

purely from the law of nature, owing to the fact that

God willed the human race to be first propagated

by marriage within this very degree. Needless to

state, the Church never dispenses for such unions.

5. Affinity, or relationship created by marriage. What
X,, r^u- j- j.i- i affinity is.

The root of this impediment lies m sexual union,

whether in lawful or unlawful wedlock, though
in the latter the impediment is less far-reaching.

Affinity may be regarded as a sort of consanguinity

that is produced, not by birth, but by marriage

by the union of man and wife in one flesh. That

union engrafts the wife into the family tree of the

husband, and the husband into that of the wife.

And just as regard for the common stock renders

matrimony improper between ordinary blood-

relatives, so a like respect to the closeness of the

132
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nuptial union sets up a similar barrier between

either party to the marriage and the blood-relatives

of the other party. Hence affinity establishes a

cross-relationship between the man and the

woman s relatives, and between the woman and

the man s relatives. And, obviously, the impedi
ment caused operates reciprocally, binding the

relatives as much as the married parties.
Deceased The most familiar example, perhaps, of this

sister. impediment in the first degree of the collateral

line occurs in the case of a deceased wife s sister.

A widower cannot marry the sister of his late

wife, and of course the same impediment binds

a widow with reference to her late husband s

brother.

English The law of England, though it formerly main

tained the Catholic tradition of Pre-Reformation

times in this matter, of late years removed the

impediment in favour of a widower, by a Bill passed
in 1907, while it has left it binding upon the widow.

This curious anomaly gives rise to an interesting

legal problem thus :

John and Henry, two brothers, respectively

marry Mary and Jane, who are two sisters. John,

the husband of Mary, dies, and so does Jane, the

wife of Henry. Henry wants to take John s widow

to wife. By the Bill of 1907, Henry, the surviving

brother, may lawfully marry Mary, the surviving

sister of his dead wife, Jane, and yet the same law

does not allow Mary on her side to marry Henry,
as being her dead husband s brother. Which way
is the law to tell, in such a case ?
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The Catholic Church, whom we acknowledge Wiser
, c j . action of

as alone competent to fix or remove impediments the

to the Sacrament of Matrimony, has, more con- Churoh.

sistently, always restrained widower and widow

equally, though she claims to possess, and some
times exercises, the power to dispense either the

one or the other from the impediment of affinity,

given adequate reasons. The Deceased Wife s

Sister Bill, of 1907, above referred to, introduced

a fresh discord between the matrimonial laws of

the land and Catholic Canon Law. It will not, of

course, affect the practice of any Catholic deserving
of the name. But it affords a good example of

the inconveniences arising from unauthorized

meddling on the State s part with spiritual

affairs.
1

We have referred to the disagreement between A. query,

the lawof the land and that of the Catholic Church,
set up by the Bill of 1907. And it was the wish

to prevent such clashing that caused a certain

influential section of Catholics to oppose the

measure to the last. But did real agreement

previously exist ? In the letter of the two laws, it

did
;

in the application and working, it did not.

For while the Catholic Church maintained the

impediment, she was willing to waive it when

great hardship would have resulted from its en

forcement. But the State never dispenses. Nos
habemus legem, and there is the end. It makes

laws, and in no case does it allow them to be in

operative. So that the original harmony between
1 See Appendix II.
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the English State and the Catholic Church was
nominal rather than real.

Hard- There are instances commoner, perhaps,

hard-and- among the working classes than among others
fast law. where the impossibility of a father of a young

family marrying his deceased wife s sister would

press hardly. Very often it will be the aunt on

the wife s side who comes into the home to take

charge of the motherless children. Hence, in 1907,

Parliament, in order to redress such hardships,

had almost necessarily to rush to the opposite

extreme, and relieve all and sundry widowers from

the impediment of affinity as towards the sisters of

their deceased wives, without any discrimination.

The The Church, on the contrary, steers a more

discrimi- sensible course. While retaining the general law
nates. o f impediment, she uses a wise discretion in dis

pensing from it when evils would follow from

enforcing it.

How to In order to decide whether, and in what degree,

affinity,
the impediment of affinity affects a pair contem

plating marriage, one must trace their connection

to its source that is to say, to the particular

nuptial union which is suspected to have created

the affinity, just as in the case of blood-relation

ship we traced it to the common stock. The other

details explained in the previous impediment :

viz., lines, direct or collateral, and *

degrees,

etc., apply here equally, except that, in the case

of affinity, a degree stands for the unit of distance

between the married couple (as if they were the

stock ), and the blood-relations of the said couple.
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So, too, in counting the degrees the couple itself

giving rise to the affinity is not to be counted.

Affinity, as an impediment, extends : (i) In the Extension

,..,.-.,.,, . . . j- ofimpedi-
direct line, indefinitely as in the previous impedi- men t.

ment. (2) In the collateral line : (a) Where the

couple in question are lawfully married, the impedi
ment reaches as far as the fourth degree inclusive ;

(b) when not in lawful wedlock, only to the second

degree inclusive. To give some examples of the

working of this impediment to marriage. The
father and son of the male half, or husband, stand

in direct line of affinity towards the female half:

the mother, and daughter of the female half,

similarly, towards the male half. Brothers and

sisters, nephews and nieces, male and female

cousins, etc., are in the collateral line of affinity,

respectively, as regards the female or the male

party to the marriage which founds the affinity.

We are at present speaking of affinities from

the sole point of view of a contemplated marriage.

For, of course, there is the same affinity, for

example, between a husband and his wife s

brother as between him and his wife s sister9

though there could be no question of marriage

here, the sex being identical.

Affinity within the forbidden degrees prevents Affinity

valid marriage. But, though there be no affinity Stermar.

previous to the marriage, complications arise after &quot;age-

it from immoral relations between one of the

couple and the relatives of the other the crime

of incest. The marriage is not thereby annulled,
of course; but the freely and advertently guilty
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party can no longer claim conjugal rights; while

the unoffending half may still claim them. The
offender can have those rights restored by the

Church upon repentance. The power to restore

them is usually imparted to ordinary Confessors.

6. Impediment of Public Decency.

This impediment bears some analogy to that of

affinity, but belongs to the mental order. It springs

not from actual union of sexes, but from the union

of wills or hearts. This mental union occurs in a

valid betrothal, and also in the case of a marriage
that has been contracted, but has not been con

summated by marital intercourse. 1
Its effect is

to bar matrimony between either of the betrothed

(or simply married) and the blood-relations of the

other party to the betrothal (or uncompleted

marriage).
Extension When the cause of the impediment is merely a

pro-

pUbhC
betrothal (formal engagement ), the hindrance

priety. oniy extends to blood-relations in the first degree,

whether in the direct or in the collateral line.

Thus, if John and Mary have been betrothed

according to the written form laid down in the

New Legislation of Pius X. of 1907 (decree Ne
Temere ), John could not marry instead Mary s

mother, daughter, or sister. Mary, similarly,

could not marry John s father, son, or brother.

It is to be noticed that this impediment holds

good even though the engagement with a relative

1 This was the impediment from which Henry VIII.

sought and obtained dispensation in order to marry Cathe-

j
the wife of his deceased brother, Prince Arthur.
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has been legitimately broken off. The reader will

notice the difference in this respect between the

present impediment and the impediment of

previous espousals.
1 But when the impediment

is created by a marriage, it extends further i.e.,

to the fourth degree inclusive, as in the case of

consanguinity.

But since this impediment can only arise from The im-

consent of wills
t
it does not occur when there is an ^^^

essential defect in that consent say, when the girl true con-

has been driven into matrimony by severe
marriage,

parental coercion. Should the marriage be null

from some other cause than defect in the consent,

the impediment will remain in full force.

7. Difference of religion.

This impediment, as we have already noticed, Not the

is quite distinct from the ordinary case of mixed SseTof
8

marriage, or marriage between a Catholic and a mixed

(reputedly) baptized non-Catholic. For the latter
^

kind of marriage if it were unlawfully celebrated

without the necessary dispensation before the

Catholic parish priest, and before two witnesses

would be a true marriage, although sinfully
contracted.2 The present impediment, on the

contrary, renders marriage absolutely null and

void in all cases. The marriage here forbidden is

that between a Catholic and an unbaptized person,
whatever his religious views may be e.g., a Jew, a

Japanese pagan, a Mohammedan, etc. Under this

1 See p. 163.
2 This sort of valid (but sinful) marriage can hardly occur

now, since the decree Ne Temere, except in Germany.
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impediment, an unbaptized person means one who
has never even gone through any ostensible form

of baptism. For, in the case of matrimony, the

Church does not scrutinize the validity of the

baptismal rite performed, as strictly as she does

when about to receive a convert into her fold.

8. Violence or fear.

Loss of When a person is forced into a marriage by
freedom.

v{oi
ence&amp;gt;

or js intimidated by threats, his or her

consent lacks the essential property of freedom.

But for establishing this impediment in a par
ticular case physical violence is not needed

e.g., actual blows, starvation, imprisonment, etc.

So that for our present purpose violence and fear

come practically to the same thing.
What sort Yet not any sort of fear suffices to destroy

meant freedom of consent. The following points, there

fore, need to be borne in mind.

External
(i) The fear instilled must come from some

agenj
6*

cause external to the person and from a free agent.

Otherwise, for instance, a marriage contracted

out of fear of poverty or disgrace would be null,

whereas it is not. Or, let us suppose that a

bride marries in order to have means of escape

from her own country, where some epidemic is

raging or earthquakes are of frequent occurrence.

Such fears will not invalidate her nuptial con

sent, though they may increase her readiness to

give it.

Fear must (2) The fear aroused must either be grievous of

tivefy*&quot;
its own nature, or at least grievous relatively to the

grievous, character of the person intimidated. Not every alarm
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would suffice. And if afterwards any question as

to the validity of the marriage arose, the matter

would have to be referred to ecclesiastical

authority. It would have to be settled whether,

taking the individual s temperament into con

sideration, the fear excited was calculated seriously

to upset the balance of the person s mind.

This might easily be the case with some timid Example,

girl who stood in great awe of her parents, and

was forced into a hateful marriage by their strong

insistence or importunate entreaties. Unless,

however, such strong pressure could be clearly

proved, the fear experienced would be judged
insufficient for destroying the freedom of her

nuptial consent.

(3) The fear, in order to hinder true marriage, Unjustly

must be unjustly instilled. Thus to threaten a

libertine in high position with public exposure
unless he does justice to the girl he has wronged

by marrying her would not invalidate his consent.

As a Spanish Bishop pointed out not long ago,

true liberty consists not in doing exactly what one

pleases, but in being allowed to do what one

ought to desire.

(4) It is also the opinion of weighty theologians Directed

that for the fear to count as a true impediment
p&amp;lt;?uring

the intimidation must be directed expressly towards marriage.

bringing about the marriage. It is not enough
that it should lead the person to seek escape from

some evil by marrying. Balbina, for example, has

a perfect terror of a stepmother, who makes her

life at home intolerable. So Baibina seizes upon
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an offer of marriage made by some odious old

man as a blessed means of escaping from her

place of torment. There is no impediment in

such a case.

Already g. The nuptial tie.

From the indissoluble nature of matrimony, it

follows necessarily that those who have contracted

it are incapable of a fresh marriage as long as both

parties are living.

Proof of But the point arises of the supposed death of

death. husband or wife. What degree of certainty does

a wife, for example, need as to her husband s

having died while absent, in order that she may
be justified in marrying again ? The certainty

must be complete. Mere probabilities will not

suffice. Her conviction must rest upon convincing

proofs, such as certified documents and public

registers derived from the alleged place of death,

or failing these on the clear, sworn testimony
of reliable witnesses, who make these deposi

tions from their own personal knowledge, have

known the deceased, and agree in all material

details as to the circumstances of the husband s

death.

No Catholic, however, will settle so grave a

matter without recourse to a priest, who, if

necessary, will consult the Bishop. Sometimes,

where the proof of death seems doubtfully suffi

cient, the Holy See may have to be consulted.

Private Another possible case : John discovers beyond

oTinvzm all doubt that he married Mary (who is still alive)

marriage. while labouring under a diriment impediment.
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Can he proceed at once to a fresh marriage? Not

if the marriage has been celebrated in a form

recognized by the ecclesiastical courts that is to

say, not until those courts have examined into the

case and recognized the plea for nullity to be good
and valid. Of course, where there has been issue

from the union, the interests of the children have

to be considered, even when the union has been

invalid.

10. Defect of age.

Ordinarily, for valid matrimony the bride

groom must be at least fourteen years of age,

and the bride at least twelve. But, in view

of present European customs, this prescription
of Canon Law can hardly be of any practical

application.

11. Clandestinity, or lack of ecclesiastical publicity.

According to the decrees of the Council ofimpedi

Trent, no marriage was to be held valid in
ment*

conscience unless contracted openly under the

sanction of the Church. The purpose of this

enactment fully justified by the sacramental

character of Christian matrimony was to prevent
the evils attending secret unions : for example,
the temptations to which married persons might
be exposed if not publicly known to be such

;
the

danger of their forming fresh and unlawful unions,

and the ruin of family life that these would entail ;

the indecency of Christians taking so momentous
a step in life and contracting such sacred ties

without invoking the blessing of Christ s repre
sentatives on earth, etc., etc.
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Trent not
^ut w^en owmg to ^e spread of Protestantism,

published a great mixture of religions ensued amongst

where
Christian populations, the Holy See to save

greater evils permitted the Tridentine decree

against clandestinity to remain unpublished in

certain places. As a result, clandestine marriages
remained valid in those parts, although, if cele

brated without the intervention of the Catholic

priest, they continued to be sinful in the manner

of their celebration. Thus, the decree known
as Tarnetsi (after its opening Latin word)
was duly published in Spain; in Ireland it was

promulgated in those parts where Catholicism

greatly predominated; in England and Scotland

it was not promulgated at all. Exceptions were

also made for other countries or portions of the

same. As a result, more invalid marriages have

been found by Rome to arise from clandestine

celebrations than from almost any other cause.

Decree of gut this divergence of practice as to the celebra-
Pius Xt . _ . lt , j i

tion of marriage, as well as certain other provisions

of the Tridentine law, has quite recently been

removed by Pius X. in the decree Ne Temere

of August 2, 1907, except in one point, and this for

the German Empire only, on account of certain ex

ceptional circumstances peculiar to that country.
1

With this solitary exception, which had already

been granted by Pius X. himself, in his brief

Provida, all marriages of Catholics in any part

1 As before stated, this exemption applies only to German

natives who marry in Germany. So two English people

cannot evade the law by going over to Germany to get

married.
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of the globe, whether with Catholics or with non-

Catholics, and even though, after being baptized

in the Catholic Church, they have fallen away
from the faith, are null and void before God,

in conscience, and before the Church, unless

celebrated by the Catholic parish priest (or the

diocesan, or the appointed delegate of either) and

before two witnesses.

To this rule, with the exception of mixed Single
. _ ,

local ex-

marnages between Germans m Germany, there emption.

is no longer any local exemption.
But two exceptions, already referred to, are

granted universally.

12. Physical impediment viz., where previous to

marriage the male is perpetually incapable of be

coming a father. This impediment applies to the

male only, as positive ecclesiastical decisions show.

13. Abduction. Meaning

The canonical term for this impediment viz.,

raptus might be expected to correspond with

the English law term t

rape on etymological

grounds ; but it does not. It more nearly
resembles abduction, and means that the woman
has been carried off violently (or has been enticed

by fraud) to a place in which she is under the

power of the man who seeks to marry her. If

such a thing happen, the impediment remains in

force until the abducted woman is removed

beyond the power of the abductor. Even

supposing that, while yet in his power, she freely

elected to marry him, the marriage will still be

null and void.
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The The impediment supposes that the abducted

musTbe person is no party to the plot, but has been

unwilling carried off against her will. Hence an elopement
to which a girl consents is not * abduction in the

canonical sense, and induces no impediment.

NOTE. It should be unnecessary to say that the plan of

getting married both in the Catholic Church and before

some non-Catholic minister is grievously sinful though

unfortunately not unknown. Previous to the passing of the

Marriage Act and Registration Bill of 1836, under John

Russell, no marriage was held valid unless celebrated in a

Church of England place of worship. So Catholics (and

Dissenters) were forced to go through the external form of

marriage before an Anglican clergyman, viewed simply as

an indispensable officer of the law. They withheld interior

nuptial consent until the Catholic ceremony, as good
Catholics now do in France, at the *

civil marriage which

has to be gone through at the Maine previous to the

Catholic ceremony. In England, as the Registrar does his

business after the Catholic rite, the parties have already

given their nuptial consent by that time.

Notice to Registrar. No Catholic priest wishing to

keep out ofgaol ,
will bless a marriage without the attendance

of the Registrar. A few years since, a Bill was passed

enabling Catholic priests (and Dissenting ministers) to

register marriages themselves, under certain conditions.

But as the Bill bristled with risks and inconveniences, our

Episcopate has never accepted the gift. Persons giving

notice of marriage to the Superintendent Registrar, must

have residedfor seven days immediately preceding within his

district : and a further twenty-one whole days must elapse

before the marriage can take place except in case of mar

riage by licence, or *

special (&quot; Archbishop s
&quot;)

licence. For

fuller details see Whitaker s Almanac under Marriage

before Registrar.

N.B. // is the business of the parties intending marriage

and not of the priest to arrange with the Registrar.



No. XII.

MATRIMONIAL DISPENSATIONS.

WHEN a dispensation is needed for contracting How to

matrimony, application should, as a general rule,
Proceed-

be made to the bishop of the diocese, either through
the parish priest or confessor or else directly.

This is only what right order seems to demand.

For though, perhaps, the bishop himself may not

be competent always to deal with the case without

recourse to Rome, he is nevertheless the natural

channel through which to work, unless there be

some good reason to the contrary.

When, howeve^ the impediment is of a secret Special

and delicate nature, the business may need to be
cases *

transacted for the applicants privately between

the confessor and the proper Roman Congregation.
In such a case the real names of the petitioners

are suppressed in the petition sent to Rome, to

avoid all risk of the parties being identified.

At the same time every child of the Church has The

an undoubted right to apply direct to Rome and Catholic

present his petition personally to the Father of

the Faithful, through the ecclesiastical courts

which represent the Holy Father in the various

departments of Church government.
VOL. in. 209 !
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Relative ln this connection, it may be well to give some

gency of idea as to the chances of securing dispensations
*n ^e case ^ Part icu ^ar impediments.
The Pope, who, as being the supreme legislator

in the Church, possesses in his own proper right the

power of dispensing from the laws of matrimony :

Not i. Has no power to remove impediments created

of
P
dispen- purely by the law of nature e.g., consanguinity in

sation. the direct line and in the first degree ; nor from

Impediment n, nor from defect of consent, and

from fear. Neither can he dispense from the

enactments of positive Divine law e.g., from

the nuptial tie (Impediment 8) so as to allow

plurality of wives though the Protestant Re
formers had no such scruple in the case of Philip

of Hesse.

dis

V
ens d

2&amp;lt; In Pract *ce
&amp;gt;

the Ho^ See never dispenses

from impediments which are even doubtfully based

on the natural law *.., consanguinity in the first

degree of the collateral line (brother and sister),

nor in the case of abduction (12).

3. It does dispense, though rarely, and for

weighty reasons, from clandestinity (10) ; from

difficulty,
affinity contracted in the first degree of the

collateral line by sin ; from difference of religion

(7), and this more easily in foreign missions, where

the faithful are few; also, very rarely, from

ecclesiastical celibacy or solemn religious profession.

More 4. It dispenses oftener and with less difficulty

dfs
s
.
lly

in the following cases : Consanguinity in the second

pensed. degree of the collateral line, unless it touch upon
the Jirst degree through inequality of distance from
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the common stock ; affinity, except in the instance

given above under No. 3 ; public propriety, and

spiritual relationship.

We may now set down some samples of reasons Recog-

which receive consideration when a dispensation gj-ounds

is sought for. for d
.

is-

1. Limited choice, owing to the contracted

nature of the locality in which the person lives,

and the consequent difficulty of meeting with a

suitable partner. This reason evidently has

greater force with the poor than with the rich,

who have more opportunities of moving about

and seeing different people. Nevertheless, it is

treated in a very indulgent manner by the Church,
in order that as much freedom of choice as

possible may be secured.

2. The woman s age. When she has passed

twenty-four years of age, the Church considers

her matrimonial chances to be in jeopardy (this,

however, would not hold equally in the case of a

widow contemplating a second course of matri

mony). The greater the woman s age, the more

weight is attached to this plea for dispensation.

Hence, in this proverbially delicate matter,

honesty in stating the age correctly
*

is the best

policy.

3. Lack of fortime. As poverty diminishes the

chances of getting married, it is a reasonable

ground for seeking dispensation when an oppor

tunity occurs.

4. A widow s poverty. Here the case mainly con

templated is that of a poor widow who can with

143
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difficulty support her family. This may easily be

the case when the family had depended for support

upon the pay or earnings of the dead father, and

at his death has nothing to count upon except

some slender pension to which his widow may be

entitled. Apart from family need, a widow would

receive special consideration if still young, and

living perhaps amidst dangerous surroundings.

5. For making peace not merely between

Princes or States, but between families. The feud

is supposed to be of a more or less serious

character. The strengthening of a reconciliation

already brought about is also included under this

head.

6. Dangerous intimacy or conditions of daily life,

not easily to be avoided, except by matrimony.

7. To save reputation, and for legitimizing the

offspring of an unlawful love.

8. To rectify a marriage which, though con

tracted in good faith, and celebrated in due

ecclesiastical form, is found to have laboured

under a nullifying impediment. The purpose of

the dispensation would be to save the scandal of

separation and the injury to the good name of the

parties and of their children.

9. To save the alternative of a mixed marriage.
10. The deserts of the petitioner, or of the

petitioner s family e.g., if great services have been

rendered to the cause of religion, whether by an

exceptionally meritorious life or in other ways.
Since a Catholic desirous of a matrimonial dis

pensation should consult ecclesiastical authorities
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(or, if the case demand secrecy, a Confessor), and

these will know the proper method of procedure,

it will not be necessary here to set down minute

directions for drawing up forms of petition.

The most important point which concerns the Accurate

applicant is that every dispensation of the sort is honest

granted solely on the condition that the facts of statement

the case, as set forth in the petition, are truly stated.

Hence applicants must beware of erroneous

statements or omissions, and still more of

deliberate concealments, which may easily reduce

the dispensation granted to the value of so much

waste-paper.

RIGHTING DEFECTIVE MARRIAGES.

A marriage may be invalid from three kinds of Causes of

causes.
nullit

&amp;gt;

r -

1. Defect in the nuptial consent on the part of one Lack of

or both of the contracting parties. This would consent

occur, e.g., when the consent was feigned or

extorted by fear, or where there was a substantial

error in the contract, or where the consent was
conditional and the condition had not been

verified. The obvious remedy in this case is that

the party or parties aware of the defect should

now supply anew what was previously wanting
viz., matrimonial consent.

2. Neglect of the form of marriage prescribed Clandea-

by the Church i.e., clandestine marriage. It
U

has been seen that every Catholic must marry
before the Catholic parish priest and two wit-
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nesses. Otherwise there will be no true marriage
at all.

Example This defect is more likely to occur in the case

^mixed f a mixed* marriage i.e., between a Catholic

marriage. anc[ a reputedly baptized non-Catholic.

How In order to rectify this union and make it a real

marriage before God and in conscience, the

prescribed form must be supplied that is to say,

the parties must appear before the Catholic parish

priest and two witnesses. Should one or other of

the pair absolutely decline to do this, it might still

be possible to persuade the person to appear by
proxy.

If one of the parties be willing to appear, while

the other obstinately refuses, there is still a last

resource namely, the Radical Healing, to be

referred to presently. But if both parties prove

obstinate, there is nothing to be done but to hope
that they may think better of it later. For

although, even where both man and woman are

recalcitrant, the Holy See could absolutely apply
the Radical Healing, it is not likely to do so.

Of course, it is supposed that when a couple

supply the defect of ecclesiastical form by

subsequently appearing before the parish priest

and witnesses, they have never retracted the

matrimonial consent which they originally gave:
otherwise they would have to renew it before the

priest.

It is important to notice for the sake of

rectifying invalid mixed marriages that have been

entered upon without the intervention of the
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parish priest that where the fact of this omission

is not known publicly the Church form can be

supplied privately, and before trusty witnesses

pledged ta secrecy, so as to save the good name
of the couple. And even when the invalidity of

the mixed union is common knowledge and a

public scandal, it is still within the Bishop s power
to allow the appearance before the parish priest

and witnesses to be conducted quite secretly,
1

provided the scandal hitherto created by the

unlawful union be otherwise repaired as it could

easily be by the open return of the Catholic party
to the use of the Sacraments, and the public

extension of signs of favour to him (or to her) by
the local clergy. This concession may prove

invaluable, for example, where a non-Catholic

husband has insuperable objections to going

through a religious ceremony in a Catholic

church, but is otherwise willing to satisfy the

conscience of his Catholic wife, and to right

her in the eyes of her Catholic friends and neigh
bours.2

3. Disqualification for valid matrimony, which

attaches to those who labour under some (diriment)

impediment which renders their consent at the

time of marriage ineffective for purposes of

matrimony.
Suffice it to say that such disqualification is

removable by the grant of a dispensation from the

1 See an Instruction of Cardinal Caprara, as Papal Legate
in France, dated April 25, 1803.

2 See Appendix III. for reply to an objection.
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impediment in question unless the latter be of a

kind from which the Holy See is powerless or

unwilling to dispense.
Two kinds There are two forms of remedy in these cases

f

f

r
remedy

(i) Ordinary Dispensation, by a grant; (2)

invalid &amp;lt; Radical Healing of the marriage.
In giving an Ordinary Dispensation, the Church

treats the past life of the couple as non-matri

monial, and proceeds to relieve them of the

nullifying effect which the impediment exercised

upon their consent when they purported to contract

marriage.
On the contrary, in applying a Radical Healing
and by what is known as a legal fiction she

treats the union as if it had been valid from the

very outset both as regards the couple and their

children also. This mode of healing can be

applied by the Church without the knowledge of

the couple and without their even knowing that

their marriage was defective, and, consequently,
without their renewing consent. In the other

kind of remedy Ordinary Dispensation the

Church usually requires that both parties be

aware of the flaw, and that they renew in some
form or other their nuptial consent.

Obviously, the Radical remedy would be

wholly futile if by any chance the parties had

withdrawn their original consent to become man
and wife for good. Thus, for example, if a

husband alone discovered that his marriage was

null, owing to an impediment, and thereupon

determined to break the union and seek other
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nuptials, a Radical Healing would have no effect,

since matrimonial consent had ceased to exist.

Only the parties themselves to a marriage can

supply a defect of consent
;
the Church, of course,

cannot.

The above explanation of the means used for

rectifying invalid marriages is very summary. A
fuller discussion would introduce many nice points
which lie beyond the scope of the present
1

Letters.
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No. XIII.

MATRIMONIAL DUTY.

THE employment of the physical means by
which God has ordained that children shall be

begotten according to His command Increase

and multiply is, needless to say, perfectly lawful

and, in itself, free from all shadow of sin.

The mere fact that this legitimate indulgence
f concupiscence is less favourable to the pursuit

of higher spiritual standards only shows what we
know already from the teaching of St. Paul and

of the Catholic Church that married life, albeit

sanctified by a sacramental outpouring of the

Precious Blood, is a state of lesser spiritual

perfection.

At the same time, there are many very holy
souls belonging to the state of matrimony We
must say more. The names of a goodly number
of married people are to be found on the list of

the Saints whom we honour upon our altars.

And it would be bad history to claim, in most

of these cases, either that the couples agreed to

live in chastity or that the process of higher

perfection began only after the death of one of the

pair. Thus we have such examples as St. Joachim
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and St. Anne, the parents of Our Blessed Lady;
SS. Zachary and Elizabeth, the parents of St. John
the Baptist ; St. Pulcheria, Empress ; St. Bridget
of Sweden ; St. Frances of Rome ; St. Margaret,

Queen of Scotland; the two Saints Elizabeth

of Hungary and of Portugal ;
St. Henry II. of

Germany, and his wife, St. Cunegunda; St. Al-

phonsus Rodriguez, the Jesuit lay-brother. Yet

the number of those whom we know to have

followed the higher paths of the spiritual life while

living in matrimony is not so large as to prevent
our regarding perfection in that state rather as

the exception than as the rule.

What makes the religious state the state for A con-

acquiring perfection is not so much the fact

that many more people perfect themselves in

it, as that it removes the chief obstacles which

make holiness so much more difficult in the

world.

It might be said and it is said that if this be A

so, it is more perfect to remain in the world, since
soPhl3nu

the practice of virtue in the face of greater
difficulties is far more meritorious. That, however,
is a fallacy, under the cloak of heroism. For
there is no particular merit in keeping the

difficulties if these can be got rid of. A general
is not to be praised for reaching his objective by
the most impeded route, if an easier and safer one

be open to him. If he be forced to fight through

great obstacles, then only will his merit be greater,

though the success which forms his rational aim

may be by no means as complete as it would
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have been had a less arduous line of march been

available.

But to return to the main point.
God s Just as God has so ordered human nature as to

remedy attach gratification to the process of eating and
for sen-

drinking, that men may be induced to use the
suality.

J
,

necessary means for maintaining life, so has He
acted in a similar way in ordaining the means for

the multiplication of the human race. And since

not all men and women have the call, or the moral

strength, wholly to deny themselves the indulgence
of sexual pleasure, matrimony amongst its other

ends is designed by God to relieve the strain of

perfect continence. Hence, the mere fact that

there may be no human hope of children will not

deprive the use of marriage of its lawfulness.

Nevertheless, those who take advantage of the

privilege are bound under gravest sin to use it

after a manner which is not, on the face of it,

essentially incompatible with its chief and natural

end viz., the begetting of children.

Liable to While this remedy for natural weakness is

abuse.
lawful, passion may get the upper hand of reason

in its use. It may, therefore, be useful, while

avoiding all inadvisable details, to give some

general principles which may serve as a standard

of right and wrong in this matter.

General The following general rules, which are all that
rules. ^ js ^es ira|3ie to give, will be found upon con

sideration to be fairly comprehensive:
i. No attending circumstance whatever can

render the exercise of the matrimonial duty
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mortally sinful, unless it prevent the natural execu

tion of the husband s part as ordered by nature

towards maternity, or unless, on the wife s side, the

circumstance be voluntarily introduced by her,

and it necessarily hinder maternity.

2. Those things which, except a couple were true

man and wife, would be mortal sins against the

Sixth or Ninth Commandments, will never be

mortal (and will not easily be venial sins) in the case

of either of them, if directed towards, or conducive

to, the due accomplishment of the matrimonial

duty, or be employed for fostering mutual attach

ment, and not for independent personal gratifica

tion.

As regards lighter offences, the use of matrimony Venial

is very liable to venial offences akin to gluttony in

eating and drinking i.e., eating and drinking

exclusively for the sake of pleasure to the palate,

and not for the rational purpose assigned to such

functions viz., the preservation and development
of life.

The obvious application of this principle of Matp-
,

. monial

temperance to our present subject, opens out a holiness.

large field for the practice of nuptial holiness, to

those who laudably propose to themselves a higher
aim than the mere avoidance of grievous sin.

Under Rule i, those stand convicted of a A blot on

heinous crime against nature that is to say, against
Ol

the law of God implanted in the nature of man
who, while taking for themselves the full sensual

indulgence which matrimony affords them, never

theless refuse to incur its paternal or maternal
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burdens.1 That terrible nation-destroying feature

of our modern society, the ominous falling off

of the birth-rate, out of all proportion to any
diminution of marriages that may occur, makes
it imperative to refer clearly to this iniquity, and
to speak of it in terms of strongest reprobation.
It degrades man beneath the level of brute beasts.

Wives, therefore, have a grave duty to beware of

passing over without any protest, or of seeming to

approve, and still more of provoking or encourag

ing, for selfish and worldly motives, the lustful

middle course between continence and maternity.
Provided they avoid this connivance at sin, no guilt

will attach to them, in the use of their rights, for

the vices of their partners. Would, however, that

husbands were the only deliberate offenders !

Nuptial By the contract of marriage, each half transfers

rights. to the Other equal rights in the present matter.

That mutual surrender of themselves forms, as we
have seen, the * matter of the Sacrament of

Matrimony. Here, certainly, the sexes stand on

a footing of equality. A Suffragette agitation in

this particular direction would be of more sub

stantial benefit to human society than some other

1
England and Wales are fast following in the footsteps

of France in the lowering of the birth-rate. The proportion

of births amongst us to every 1,000 inhabitants has been

dwindling ever since it reached its highest in 1876, which

was then 36*4 per 1,000. For 1907 it has fallen as low as

26*3 per 1,000, and this is the heaviest fall that has been

experienced. Though there may be other contributory

causes, little doubt can be entertained as to the relevancy

of these statistics to our text.
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forms of present female obtrusiveness and noise.

Under normal circumstances, the husband pos
sesses no authoritative discretion in this matter. Each

half, consequently, can claim nuptial rights from

the other equally, and the claim cannot be refused

without grievous sin i.e., if urged reasonably,

and there be no just cause, such as really serious

inconvenience, not contemplated by the very institution

of marriage, to excuse refusal.
*

Defrauding one

another to use St. Paul s phrase is usually a

mortal sin, though not necessarily so in each

individual instance. The Apostle s words deserve

notice : Defraud not one another, except perhaps

by consent, for a time, that you may give your
selves to prayer, and return together again, lest

Satan tempt you to incontinency.
1

In this matter, charity to one another s souls, Mutual

which is a Christian duty, and no mere counsel of
c arity

perfection, demands that married persons should

have compassion for one another s human weak

ness, and avoid becoming a stumbling-block to

each other by churlishness and selfishness, instead

of being helps to a virtuous married life. That

perhaps by consent, for a time, of St. Paul

expresses due hesitation out of regard for the

frailty of the flesh, which is very great.

It may not be amiss to add, in view of a certain A pious

type of pious persons, that it is a very spurious,
delusion

short-sighted, and occasionally disastrous, sort of

asceticism for man or wife to demur to the lawful
exercise of nuptial freedom on the part of the

1 I Cor. vii. 5.
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other half, on the plea of greater chastity. This

should have been thought of earlier. Once mar

riage has been contracted without any mutual

reservations, there can be no greater perfection in

evading its plain duties. Indeed, given a really

good and well-instructed Catholic husband, one

might safely say to a young wife, however rightly

solicitous for virtue, Do as your husband bids

you.
Cohabita- From the above matrimonial rights there ensues
tion. ^e corre iative duty of common residence in the

same place. But this obligation does not bind

husband and wife in exactly the same way. Since

the wife is, by Divine law, subject to her husband,
1

she should ordinarily follow him in any change of

residence, whether there be some cogent reason

for the change or not, unless some agreement on

the point was made previous to marriage, or the

profession of the husband of itself implied periods

of separation, or else the change be made for evil

purposes, such as the wife cannot be obliged to

abet ; or, again, if there be well-grounded fears that

the change proposed will seriously injure her health.

Yet, if the husband have good reasons for altering

his place of residence say because his business or

work is declining where he lives then it will be

a case of prudently weighing the husband s need

to move, against the prejudice to her health if she

accompanied him, and of choosing the lesser evil

of the two.

bond
ga A w

ê&amp;gt;
however* *s not D0un ci to follow a per-

husband. l
Ephes. v. 24.
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petually wandering husband unless this weakness

of his was well known to her previous to marriage;
for in that case she would virtually have accepted
the situation. It would be different if real neces

sity, duties, or the nature of the husband s occu

pations involved frequent change of abode. If,

however, the husband goes away for a short period

only, his wife is not obliged to attend him, but

only if the absence will be a long one, and his

journey be undertaken for a legitimate purpose.

The husband, on the other side, though A gadding

bound to give his wife her rights, is not on that
w

account obliged to follow her like a poodle in all

her marvellous wanderings. The amount of gad

ding about from place to place accomplished by
some women in these motoring days is incredible,

and serves to establish the sweet reasonableness of

what we have just stated as to the limits of her

lord s obligation ; for, by the revealed law of God,
he is not tied to his wife as a subject, while she cer

tainly is, and hence he is only bound not to deprive
her of her conjugal privileges, except she give

reasonable cause. In the present state of fashion

able society the wife constantly, and, one must

admit, very cheerfully, deprives herself.

There can be little doubt that in our time great Source of

abuses of matrimonial life are exceedingly rife, abuses.

and quite as much, if not more, on the female side.

This is partly the result of emancipation ideas.

If one were asked to sum up the causes of such

irregularities, they might, perhaps, be set down
as twofold.

VOL. in. 15
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Worship i. The effacernent in men s minds of the mean-

self.
mg f sin* ^en wn should be Christians are

losing the elementary notions that man is a mere

creature of God s hand, utterly dependent, and

wholly responsible to Him by nature, subject to

His will in the use of his life and faculties. Hence
the idea that sin is essentially an offence against

God, and not simply an interference with man s

health, pleasure, and pecuniary advantage, or

rights, is ceasing to count for anything with a

large number of so-called Christian men and

women. The unholy will of man is replacing the

Holy Will of his Maker and Judge. Consequently,
both sexes deem themselves at liberty to treat

the Divine ordinance of matrimony in whatever

fashion suits them best, forgetting that they are

stewards, and not irresponsible masters, cf their

life and conduct : I am nothing, and I knew it

not. 1

The Cross 2. Another cause is forgetfulness of the Gospel
effaced.

of chrigt Crucified&amp;gt; Nowadays self-denial or

trouble is on no account to be faced, if by any

means, fair or foul, it may be evaded. He who
would come after Me must take up his cross is a

word addressed to Christians, but held in ever-

dwindling honour. On the contrary, a new com
mandment has practically superseded those of

Christ :

* Thou shalt do whatever thou findest

most agreeable, and do nothing that troubles or

bores thee. The whole law and the prophets

for that considerable section of men and women
1 Ps. Ixxii.
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who have become slaves of their concupiscences
and fitful impulses is comprised in putting up
with nothing. Hence, just as the child who has

been chastised by a parent throws himself under

an express train, and the scolded servant-maid

seeks to end her woes by walking into the sea,
1 so

the no longer fascinated husband takes up with

another woman, and abandons his wife ; or, what
is quite as common, the wife yielding to

* nerves

and incompatibility of temperament, which is

often not distinguishable from the uncontrolled

temper of a spoilt child, seeks a fresh lover ; or

again, short of that, the husband and wife take

the sensual privileges of matrimony, but refuse its

burdens, which hamper their convenience or

limit their expenditure upon amusements and

dress.

Surely no truth of our Catechism needs to be Wanted

more constantly drummed into children and

parents of to-day than this : Our natural inclina- chism

tions are prone to evil from our very childhood ;

and if not arrested by self-denial, will certainly

carry us to hell. Unfortunately for future nuptial

happiness, so many children are brought up any
how, except in what concerns their comfort and

physical culture. The rod is spared without any i

discrimination between different characters, and
the spoilt, excitement-seeking child develops into

the selfish, pleasure-hunting man or wife.

Nowadays children may hardly even be found Reaping

fault with, without their ascribing the blame merely
1 Both are facts.

152
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to unkindness or to a passing fit of ill-humour on

the part of their parents or mistresses. As a

consequence, we are sowing a plentiful crop of

self-seeking, gad-about wives and mothers, and

of self-seeking and inconsiderate husbands and

fathers.

The principles of the Gospel of Christ are sadly

at a discount, and the only remedy for this evil

as it is also the only solution of so many pressing

social problems of the hour is to re-Christianize

men and women by preaching the Cross and the

spirit of self-sacrifice, in season and out of it.



No. XIV.

SEPARATION

THE reference is not to dissolution of the marriage-

bond, for Christian matrimony, once consum

mated, is incapable of any. Short, however, of

severing the bond of marriage (divortium a vinculo),

just cause may arise for the denial of marriage

rights, and even cohabitation, by either husband

or wife.

Cases for separation are intended to be dealt Recourse

with by duly constituted ecclesiastical courts,
^astical&quot;

But, since people sometimes settle such matters courts.

on their own account, it will be useful to gather
from the practice of our ecclesiastical tribunals

what causes suffice to justify a separation.

Some reasons justify perpetual separation e.g. t
Causes

extreme infidelity to nuptial vows on the part of petual

either half that is to say, the consummation

adultery. This is, in fact, the weightiest of all

causes, and, morally speaking, not less grave when
the offender is the husband. For the promise of

mutual fidelity, made before God at marriage,
binds each with equal strictness. Minor or partial

moral improprieties do not suffice to establish a

case for separation, unless these constitute in the

actual circumstances a proof of complete guilt.

229
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This plea for separation, nevertheless, fails if:

(1) the other half has been equally unfaithful;

(2) if the aggrieved half has pardoned the offence,

either expressly or else equivalently by once more

extending to the offender external signs of conjugal
affection

; (3) if the offence be not certain, but

only suspected, and the evidence be not strong

enough to create conviction of full guilt in prudent
minds.

It is to be noticed that these points, taken from

Catholic Canon Law and Theology, agree in

almost every detail with the practice of English
Divorce Courts, with this important difference that

English law now allows as reasons for total divorce

what the Church only admits as reasons for sepa

ration.

Authors of repute disagree as to whether a lapse

into heresy or into apostasy (total rejection of

Christianity), supplies the faithful half with an

adequate reason for separation. At all events, it

separation were made on this ground privately,

repentance on the culprit s part would oblige to

reunion.

Temporary separation would be justified on such
.,

grounds as these :

i. Peril of soul, as when one party constantly

incites the other to grave sin e.g. 9 to the adoption
of a false religion or to immoral living, or breaks

the promises made when contracting a mixed

marriage under dispensation. For instance, if the

non- Catholic husband interferes seriously with the

wife s religion, or refuses to allow all the children
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to be brought up as Catholics. (This plea for

separation, however, would not be recognized by

English law, which leaves the determining of the

children s religion to the father.) Nevertheless,

the Catholic wife would not be obliged to separate
in such cases, unless the husband s conduct created

a proximate occasion of grievous sin, which could

not be removed by taking certain precautions, or

in the case of a mixed marriage unless

serious detriment to her faith or that of her

children were reasonably to be feared.

2. Fear of physical violence or moral cruelty, the

seriousness of which has to be judged by the

manners and customs prevailing in the class to

which the party belongs. Brutality of treatment

which a coster-wife might think little of, or take

as frolic, would prove intolerable to a woman of

refinement and gentle birth. So, too, fear of con

tagion, or of living with a mad husband or wife*

would form a just cause of separation.

3. An intolerable life, when, owing to ungovern
able temper or stirring of discord on one side, life

together becomes unbearable. We say on one

side : for there is much wisdom in the maxim

that, as a rule, it takes two to make a quarrel. A
flint will not be able to strike sparks out of a piece
of cotton-wool. And often, in domestic shindies,

it is a case of the pot calling the kettle black.

If separations were to be effected whenever one

of the parties says that the fault is wholly on

the other side, their number would be fabulous

indeed 1
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Separa- It has already been observed that causes for

private separation are supposed to be submitted to

authority, ecclesiastical judgment. But theologians admit

that adultery, if clearly proved in the judgment of

the aggrieved half, affords just ground for separat

ing on private authority as regards the denial of

matrimonial rights ; or when the offence is not

publicly known ; and as regards cohabitation,

also, when the offence is public, and no additional

scandal, consequently, will be caused by visible

separation. There is also respectable theological

authority for separation on private authority in

the case of a lapse into heresy or apostasy.
Yet in all doubtful cases the maintenance of

union is the thing to strive for rather than

separation.

P.S. DISSOLUTION OF NON-CHRISTIAN
MARRIAGE.

Are mar- For completeness
1

sake, a few remarks may be

between added upon this subject.

As long as two unbaptized persons remain such,

their matrimonial union is incapable of being

severed, although no more than a natural human
contract. For Almighty God has nowhere em

powered the State to separate what He hath

joined together. Neither has the Pope any juris

diction over those who have not been made

subjects of the Catholic Church by Baptism. Let

us suppose now that one of the pair becomes a

Christian and is baptized. The union still remains

intact, unless the unbelieving partner, to use
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St. Paul s expression, departs.
1 This expression

is interpreted authoritatively by the Church as

meaning that the unbeliever refuses to live with

the Christian partner, or else will not live peace

ably from the religious point of view, nor, as the

phrase is, will cohabit without insult to the

Creator. When the non-Christian thus *

departs,
the bond of union is not, indeed, there and then

dissolved ; but the Christian is free to seek

fresh nuptials, and upon these being validly con

tracted, the former matrimonial tie is thereupon

destroyed. Such is the instruction given by the

Holy Office, July n, 1868. Of course, this liberty

granted to the Christian convert, and known

technically as the Pauline privilege, does not

avail him (or her) for a fresh marriage with

another unbeliever. For here the *

diriment im

pediment Difference of Religion would stand

in the way, and in such circumstances Rome is

not wont to dispense from it.

1
i Cor, vii. 15,
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No. XV.

PREPARATION FOR MATRIMONY.

ALLUSION has already been made to the prudence
and supernatural views of this life which should

prevail in the counsels of those contemplating

marriage. Here we refer only to the immediate

preparation for receiving that Sacrament of

Christ.

The chief While the streets are being paced to and fro,

over- and shops excitedly ransacked to provide the

looked, trousseau that is to deck out the bride ; while each

parcels post brings fresh trinkets and knick-knacks

from kind well-wishers ; while the planning of the

ceremony and its festive accessories is occupying
so much thought and time, there is no small risk

lest the adornment of the soul fail to receive

merited attention.

The world s naturalistic view of weddings is apt

to infect the minds of Catholics and draw off their

attention from the truth that they are about to

receive one of Our Lord s most important Sacra

ments.

Con- One would be distinctly saddened to meet with

and
1(

Com- a Catholic bride and bridegroom who did not

munion
dispose themselves, who did not encourage each

mended, other to dispose themselves, by Confession and
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Communion, or, if Confession were not necessary,

at least by communicating expressly for the

wedding, and as near to it as could be.

We cannot go so far as to say that there is an
. . mony a

obligation to do this. What is of strict obligation Sacra-

is that they receive Holy Matrimony in the state^nt of

of grace i.e., free from conscious mortal sin. living.

Otherwise its reception is a sacrilegious one
; for

Matrimony is one of the Sacraments * of the

living, and supposes the candidate for it to be

already spiritually alive by being in possession
of grace.

It may be said that an Act of Contrition will

secure this much. Yes, if it be an act based on

the pure love of God, for His own sake and above

all things. At the time of marriage, however,

the love that is apt to be most in the ascendant is

not Divine at all though poetically called such

and it may lead human weakness into excesses

which, under the peculiar circumstances, it may
be difficult to repent of, at all events, from this

highest motive. Hence the extreme desirability of

receiving the Sacraments for the occasion, the

day before the marriage being perhaps the most
favourable opportunity.

In the case of a mixed marriage, in which the The non-

baptized non-Catholic half receives the Sacrament party in a

of Matrimony, whether he believes in it or not, it ra e

is to be hoped that the Catholic half will seek a

suitable opportunity for persuading the non-

Catholic half to kneel down and join in an act of

sorrow for past sins, or what is equivalent to it, as
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the best substitute for Confession. The Psalm

Miserere (Catholic, 5oth Psalm ; Protestant,

5 ist Psalm) might be an acceptable form of

prayer. This endeavour on the Catholic s part
will be a sign of the sincerity with which he or

she has promised to promote the spiritual interest

of the non-Catholic partner.
1

Do Catholics avail themselves as much as they

might of the special Mass for the bride and

bridegroom at their weddings ? In the case of

the poor, several causes may combine to prevent
their celebrating marriage with full Catholic

solemnity. But one regrets to see others, who
are more favourably circumstanced, so generally

contenting themselves with the bare Marriage
Service.

Yet, whether the nuptial Mass be held or not,

the Church allows the special blessing of the

bride to be administered which would otherwise

be given during the Mass itself, except in a

mixed *

marriage, or when the bride is a widow,
if she has already received it at a previous

marriage.
Let me add a few practical hints for the

marriage ceremony : (i) Be punctual (this for

the bride especially). (2) Let the bride remove

her gloves before she approaches the altar, to save

delay during the ceremony. (3) Let the bride

groom have ready at hand from the commencement

the ring and a piece of gold and of silver.

1 See p. 179, No. 3.
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A MARRIAGE ADDRESS.

MY DEAR FRIENDS, So I will address you, since

I can no longer style you bride and bridegroom :

for Christ, Our Lord, the Lover of human souls,

the Great Regenerator of family life and of human

society, has poured out upon your mutual pledges

at His altar a fresh stream of His Precious Blood

to cement and sanctify the bond by which you
are now made Christian man and Christian wife

until death shall part you.

On the bosom of that blood-red tide, springing
from the Saviour s fountains, great and wondrous

gifts of grace have been borne into your souls,

to endow you with virtues befitting Christian

spouses, and, if God shall please, Christian

parents, too. But by what channel has this tide

of heavenly grace flowed in upon you? How
comes this Sacrament of Matrimony to be the

vehicle of such great blessings as to be called by
the Apostle a great Sacrament, or mystery?
You know the explanation from your Bible. It

is because of what Christian marriage signifies:

it is because your wedding is the revealed image
of a union far more sacred than that decreed

by God in the beginning of the world namely,
the moral, the mystical union of Jesus Christ

237
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with His spotless Bride, the One Holy Catholic

Church, the fruitful mother of countless spiritual

children. This is a great Sacrament, writes

St. Paul, I say, in Christ and His Church
The husband is the head of the wife, as Christ

is the Head of the Church.

Ah! never forget it, dear friends. Remember
it all your days. Your marriage is fashioned

upon no less sublime and holy a model than the

mystic union of Christ with His Spouse of

Blood,
1

the Church : For Christ delivered Him
self up for the Church when shedding His Blood

on Calvary, that He might sanctify it ... that

He might present it to Himself a glorious Church,
not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing ;

but that it might be holy and without blemish.

Husbands, love your wives as Christ also loved

the Church. See, then, how a man should cherish

his wife, and how spotless should be her life.

Remember, then, the sacredness of this your
union till death do you part. Remember it in

middle life, when the attractions of this world

of concupiscence would entice you into passionate

treason to your consecrated loves. Remember it

when, please God, you shall see your children s

children smiling around you, and advancing age

has brought grey hairs and faded charms, and

when nothing will wear well except a love based

chiefly upon an intimate union of souls, rather

than upon the fleeting delights of sense ; a love

in which the spiritual, and not the animal, portion

of our being has been predominant.
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But there are more wonders yet in this Divinely-

given comparison. Christ s Bride, the Church, is

one, and one only one Holy Catholic and Apos
tolic Church, as the Christian constantly professes.

So, in Christian marriage, the choice of a partner
is restricted to one for a lifetime. Christ has pro
mised that the bond which unites Him to the

Church shall not be sundered ever. Lo ! I am
with you all days, even to the consummation of

the world. Neither can the bond of perfected

Christian matrimony be ever rent. No power on

earth can, and no power in Heaven will, dissolve

what God hath joined together. Death alone

can do that

Once more. The Church, in her institution, is

holy holy in her teaching, when understood and

not misrepresented by ignorance or malice
; holy,

too, in the abundant aids to holiness which she

offers to her children ; holy in the heroic sanctity
of life and martyrdom for the Name of Jesus of

innumerable sons and daughters the Saintsiwhom

we honour on our altars. And yet not all her

children take the means to become holy. Too

many, alas ! fall shamefully below the standard of

living which the Catholic Faith proposes and facili

tates, and such unworthy children of the Church
scandalize the world by their evil example. Yet

not all these blemishes in the offspring can cool

the love or exhaust the patience of the Divine

Bridegroom s Sacred Heart. In spite of all He
stands, ever faithful, by His Bride, for better or for

worse. Her honour is His : He and she are
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morally one. Has He not said : He that despiseth

you despiseth Me ?

What a precious lesson for married life is here !

To bear and to forbear ; to have compassion for

those human frailties which beset husbands, wives,

and children alike ; to have patience with one

another s faults, and to support one another un

selfishly in dark and suffering hours. To-day it is

the husband whose affairs are going awry, or who
is out of work, and he looks with anxiety towards

the future. To-morrow it will be the wife and

mother who is troubled and despondent, with

health and strength, perhaps, impaired by domestic

or maternal responsibilities.

Be with each other all days, dear children, sup

porting one another s loads, encouraging one

another to seek hope and courage in the prayer
of God, Mass, and the Holy Sacraments, and not

in reckless dissipation, where you will never find

solid comfort.

Let the husband pour out his tenderness upon
the frailer nature, that she may never be tempted,
and never need, to seek for sympathy and affection

outside the devoted heart of the man whom God
has given her. Let the wife, too, strive to soothe

lovingly her husband s labours and cares, be

thoughtful for the bread-winner, devoted to her

home and to its good order and its comforts,

rather than to the gratification of sloth or vanity,

or the quest for pleasurable excitements. Then
will home have a meaning, then will it be to the

man a welcome place of refuge, the point to which
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the compass of his heart will turn instinctively in

times of trouble and anxiety.

You tell me, perhaps, that all this is good, very

good too good, in fact, and beyond human attain

ment ; that it demands much self-denial, self-

control, and supposes so much Divine grace. It

does, and well did Our Lord know it He Who
knows what is in man, and also what there

cannot be without His necessary help. Just for

this very reason did He raise Matrimony to the

dignity of a Sacrament, that, by means of the

grace which it contained, it might equip the bride

and bridegroom with potent nuptial and parental

graces.

But bear this in mind : No grace avails unless

the free will of man co-operate with it. The gifts

of grace wherewith Christ adorns and elevates the

marriage contract have in very truth sunk deep
into your souls to-day. But they are like some

seed, full, indeed, of vital force, yet needing to be

fostered, cultivated by your own acts, in order that

it may grow into the fair and fragrant flower of

married peace and holiness, and fill the air with

the sweet odour of edification to all around. If

each successive Christian bridal pair would only
realize how very much they can do to purify our

human society by merely living a truly Christian

life ! For what is society but the aggregate of

family units ? If the family be Christian, Christian

too will society become.

One means of securing this happy result stands

out before all others for its efficacy a constant

VOL. in. 16
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and, if the external circumstances of life permit, a

daily reception of the Bread of Life in Holy Com
munion, so ardently desired by the Vicar of Christ

for all the faithful, the married not excepted. Nay,
Our Holy Father mentions married persons with

special emphasis in his decree on Frequent and

Daily Communion. Real and constant union

with Our Divine Lord in the Holy Eucharist

cannot but tighten, hallow, sweeten the bond
that subsists between you. In the Eucharistic

Heart of the Divine Jesus your hearts will find a

constant strengthening in loving union
; they will

become penetrated and softened by the fire of its

common charity for both of you, and will be

gradually welded into a perfect unity. The same

mind will be in you as was in Christ Jesus, and

hence your own minds will become as one. You
will think and desire, and not think and not

desire, in ever-growing harmony. You are already
* two in one flesh, and you will become two happy
hearts in One that is, in that Divine Heart which

is the Centre of all hearts.

It is not Christ s matrimonial institution in

itself that turns many a home to-day into a house

of discord, a den of vice, a living hell. Only

worldly, selfish aims ; only lack of restraint upon
those evil passions which lurk in all of us, can

make marriage a real failure. Sorrow and trouble

cannot; for, sacramental grace, and correspon

dence with it, will convert these reputed evils into

so many fresh links of intense mutual attachment,

so many stepping-stones to the shores of Heaven.
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Even the bitter separations wrought by death

will not blight the happiness of married life ; for,

the Eucharist is like a germ of immortality sown
in the earth of our bodily corruption, the pledge
of that future glory, where those whom we have

loved in truth and holiness on earth will once more
be reunited to us, never again to be parted. In

the all-blissful and unfading vision of the Divine

Bridegroom, at the nuptial feast of the Lamb,
will at length be realized, and indefinitely sur

passed, all those fond dreams of earthly happiness
which excite our hopes here below, but which can

only be abundantly fulfilled in Heaven. That you

may so live your lives together as to help, and

never hinder, each other upon the journey to that

land of endless love and happiness, is a blessing

which I heartily wish you both. In the Name of

the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

Amen.

16 2



APPENDICES.

I.

THE ISOLATION OF ANGLICANISM.

IN the Established Church of England there is always a

certain consciousness, or subconsciousness, of religious

isolation in the midst of Christendom. Its nationalism

may at times form the subject of self-satisfied boasting,

and a Protestant Englishman may proudly regard the

National Church as part and parcel of that great British

Constitution, which he deems to be without an equal in

the world.

But Anglicans of the more thoughtful type, who cling,

nevertheless, to the preposterous branch theory of

Catholic unity, can hardly fail to feel, in their reflective

moments, that the lack of all practical religious fellowship

with Rome and with the Greek Church, and the refusal

of both of these to hold official intercommunion with the

Church of England, is a solid and disturbing fact. It

suggests anything but a system of branches belonging to

the same trunk.

With Rome, Anglicans as a rule despair of any

rapprochement^ supposing that they desire any. They
know that none could be effected, except one of uncon

ditional submission to the spiritual authority of the Holy
See. Their attitude, consequently, towards the grapes of

intercommunion with the Holy See at times resembles

that of the fox in the fable. To Rome, as a former

244
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Anglican Primate once expressed it, the Anglican Church

cannot hold out the hand of fellowship. But there

have always been some Anglicans who have entertained

the hope that the Orthodox Church of the East might

prove somewhat less unyielding, and at all events remove

the reproach of isolation from the English Church by

treating it more or less on a footing of equality. Courtesies

of a quasi-religious character have from time to time

been politely exchanged between members of the two

bodies, and to an extent that would hardly be possible on

the part of Catholic prelates towards Anglican ecclesiastics

as such. The reception accorded by the Russo-Greek

Church to the late Dr. Creighton, Anglican Bishop of

London, when attending the coronation of the Czar, is a

case in point.

But despite such amenities indulged in by the Greek,

which Catholics are prone to regard as unprincipled

religious coquetry, every now and again the Anglican

Church has received at the hands of their Oriental friends

a rude awakening from the dream of intercourse that is,

whenever serious business seemed to be intended by

Anglicans. Since the starting of the Reformation it has

been the fate of Protestantism to be repelled as heretical

by the Easterns, as, for example, in the sixteenth century,

when the Tiibingen reformers made overtures to Jeremias,

Patriarch of Constantinople. The result was a detailed

refutation and condemnation of the Augsburg Confes

sion, especially in its rejection of all Sacraments properly

so called, except Baptism and the Lord s Supper.
1

Similarly, in the seventeenth century, the Calvinists,

making use of the unfaithful Patriarch Cyril Lucaris,

sought to spread the errors of the Reformation among
1 This error is taught in Article XXV., Articles of Reli-

gion, Book of Common Prayer.
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the Greek schismatics. Lucaris adopted their teaching,

notably as regards the number of the Sacraments, and

for this he was condemned and deposed by the whole

Greek Church in the Council held in 1638, under Cyril

Cantaru.

The Rev. William Palmer, an Anglican clergyman who

died a Catholic, found the same difficulty when, in the

first half of last century, he sought recognition for

Anglicanism from the Russo-Greek Church. 1

This unpleasant disillusionment was lately renewed,

and in the most emphatic terms, in connection with the

Pan-Anglican Congress of 1908. Certain polite generali

ties uttered by one or two schismatical Greek prelates in

Palestine had suggested to organizers of the Congress the

advisability of making reference to the Greek Church in

a paper on Possibilities of Intercourse with Particular

Churches/ which stood upon the programme. The

Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem, Dr. Blyth, seems to have

thought it prudent first to sound the views of His Beatitude

the Eastern Patriarch of Jerusalem regarding the afore

said possibilities. A communication was accordingly

addressed to the Eastern prelate, setting forth the facts of

the circumstances, and asking whether His Beatitude

would approve of intercourse between the two Churches

being discussed on the basis of * formal recognition be

tween the two Churches of the validity of Holy Baptism

and Holy Orders. Did His Beatitude sanction this

basis for debate at the Congress ?

Somehow or other the Patriarch s Greek very Greek

reply had been seen by other than Anglican eyes, and

a translation of the lengthy answer appeared in the Tablet

for Saturday, December 14, 1907.

1 See * A Visit to the Russian Church, by the late William

Palmer, M.A. Kegan Paul, Trench and Co.
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BENEVOLENT GENERALITIES.

It tells the same old story. The Greek is quite willing

to talk benevolent generalities with representatives of the

Anglican episcopate or clergy, and to be exceedingly

polite and hopeful. But not an inch will he budge when

it comes to real business, as Palmer found.

It would have spoken ill for the common-sense and

historical knowledge of those who drew up the Anglican

communique had they been altogether blind to the pos

sibility of a rebuff. And they seem to have expressly

provided for a safe retreat in case of need. The Anglican

Bishop /&amp;gt;.,
Dr. Blyth of Jerusalem recognizes the fact

that His Beatitude may not be able of himself to take

the initiative in this matter, owing to political interference

in intercommunion questions. Thus, if His Beatitude

declined to meddle with the question, his lack of open

sympathy might be put down to fear of political complica

tions, and not at all to conscientious reasons of a theo

logical character. Or, to put it plainly, the communication

appeared to some as intended to forestall the criticism

which a rebuff might excite among the unfriendly, to the

effect that the Orthodox Patriarch, in his heart of hearts,

regarded Anglicans as little better than schismatics in

rebellion against their Western Patriarch the Pope
and heretics in point of doctrine.

The rebuff, alas ! was given. But, contrary to the

Anglican surmise, His Beatitude was quite equal to acting

on his own initiative, and found ample reasons, of a

purely theological and non-political character, for refusing

to have anything to do with the Pan-Anglican Synod or

its paper on Possibilities of Intercourse.
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SOME EXTRACTS,

Here are some extracts from the answer of the Jerusalem

Patriarch, which will need little comment.

The Patriarch says : We cannot give an affirmative

reply to the question contained in this communication

about the validity of Baptism and Orders in the Anglican
Church. . . . We have belonging to us men who have

looked deeply into these questions, and have demon

strated, both from canonical and other considerations,

the impossibility of the complete recognition of the

validity of both these Sacraments, which are consummated

in the Anglican Church after a method of its own. And

hitherto, as often as this question has presented itself in

our Church, a justifiable caution has always been dis

played. Various reasons do not permit the Eastern

Orthodox Church to accept, without being on her guard,

the validity of the baptism of Anglicans, though performed
at times with true elevations and immersions. The

Eastern s misgivings evidently extend even to Anglican

administration of Baptism, although, apparently, on the

erroneous supposition that no baptism can be valid unless

performed by the method of immersion. For the ques

tion proposed to His Beatitude was about the validity,

and not merely the lawfulness, of the baptismal rite. We
are not aware that Anglicans baptize by immersion at all.

The Baptist sect does, and perhaps the Patriarch, with

insufficient care for the susceptibilities of Anglicans, was

confusing the two bodies together under the common
name of Protestant. The same reasons, he continues,
1 hold good in relation to the question of the orders of

Anglicans. Clearly it is not Rome alone that sets little

value upon Anglican ordinations. Our Church . . . has

the profoundest sentiment of rigid orthodoxy, and that
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which is befitting in order to preserve this deposit un

injured?

THE GENERAL ASPECT.

The Patriarch had a word to add concerning the

general aspect of the question raised by the Anglican

Bishop.

Then, only will questions of this kind be dealt with

successfully when they are stated not separately, but col

lectively, when the proposal is made by the entire

Anglican Church to the entire Eastern Orthodox Church,

and when they are put forward for examination, not alone

and by themselves, but together with all the remaining

ones. From this very sensible observation it appears

that His Beatitude objected to such grave matters being

handled in a hole-and-corner way by an individual

Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem. Perhaps, too, he was not

unaware that there are such things as violent differences

of opinion between Anglican schools of thought, and pre

ferred, if possible, to get at the one mind of the entire

Anglican Church. Again, It is impossible while there

is no previous unity and communion existing between

the two Churches that such serious questions should be

examined independently. Only, then, will a result of this

kind be rendered possible when the question of unity has

been placed upon its legitimate foundation, and the

Church of Jerusalem, in common with the rest of her

Orthodox sister churches, has been invited to this work,

and has engaged in it with joint brotherly intelligence.

Not an over-obscure way of intimating that the Anglican
faith must be tested by Orthodox standards before any
other questions can be satisfactorily dealt with.

Here Anglicanism will find no difference between the

official attitude of the Greek Church and of the Latin.
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Both say equivalently to the English Church: You must

be with us entirely, or not at all. The ignoring of the

Anglican Church of Jerusalem, in the last quotation, is

not without its point.

In fact, on High Church principles, the Church of

England, in sending Dr. Blyth to function as a bishop

at Jerusalem, has intruded him schismatically into the

jurisdiction of lawful episcopal authority already in pos

session there. If, in the Anglican view, our Catholic

Bishops in England are schismatical interlopers an
1

Italian mission (like St. Augustine s ?) because the

Anglican Bishops were already in the field when the

Catholic hierarchy was re-established under Dr. Wise

man, then the same sauce is good for the Anglican

Bishopric of Jerusalem.
1

1 We may here recall John Henry Newman s statement

that the establishment of the Protestant Jerusalem Bishopric

was the third blow which finally shattered my faith in the

Church of England (Apologia, c. iii., p. 43. Longmans).



II.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND AND DECEASED
WIFE S SISTER ACT, 1907.

THE lawsuit, Banister v. Thompson, in which Mr. Alan

Banister sued Canon Thompson, of the Norwich diocese,

for denying him Holy Communion on the ground of his

recent marriage with his deceased wife s sister, was a

natural sequel to a collision of views between the Estab

lished Church as represented by the Anglican Canon,

and the Marriage Act which came into force August 28,

1907, by which marriage with a deceased wife s sister

was declared legal. The Anglican Bishop of Norwich

had sanctioned the course adopted by Canon Thomp
son.

The Reformed Church of England, as by law estab

lished, has, for the most part, held all along that marriages

of the above kind are forbidden by the Divine law in the

Bible. It is true there are not wanting Anglican ecclesi

astics who dispute this. But, on the whole, and as far

as its mind can be accurately gauged, the Church of

England seems to regard such unions as contrary to the

law of God, and hence as being in no case allowable.

The teaching of the Catholic Church, however, is quite

different. The Church who claims a Divine commission

to expound the Scriptures has never regarded these

marriages as opposed to any Divine law. She has, never

theless, always declared them invalid by her own legisla

tion, unless contracted under a dispensation granted by

251
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her for sufficiently weighty causes. Where previous

marriage with a sister (or a brother) of the new partner

has been *

consummated, the ecclesiastical impediment

invalidating the second marriage is one of Affinity.

Where it has not been consummated, the impediment
is one of c Public Decency, arising from a nuptial union

of minds and hearts merely, which induces a kind of

mental affinity.

During the debate in the Lords on Lord Dunraven s

Bill, June, 1894, Dr. Benson, late Anglican Archbishop
of Canterbury, astonished all instructed Catholics by

volunteering the following explanation : The question

has been asked whether marriage with a deceased wife s

sister would have been allowed by the Church of Rome
if the Papal See had understood it to be forbidden in the

Divine law. The question shows a strange misapprehen
sion of the claims of the Papal See. The theory is that

the Pope is the Vicar of Christ, and that therefore he can

dispense with things that may be forbidden in the Divine

law: (!)

The misapprehension was plainly on the side of the

Archbishop, and not of the questioner, whose point may
well have been that the constant teaching of the Catholic

Church, that no Divine law was involved, supplied serious

reasons for doubting the soundness of the Anglican view.

The reason for the attitude adopted by the English

Church is not far to seek. If she is effectually to main

tain, in the midst of a communion growing ever more

impatient of clerical control, the prohibition against

marriage with deceased wife s sister, she has little chance

of success except by appealing to an immutable law of

God. No appeal to her own enactments will meet the

case. For the Established Church, having been bound

by Henry VIII. and Elizabeth hand and foot to the
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chariot of the State, it must go whither State legislation

drives. For she has absolutely no independent legisla

tive power of her own, still less the means of enforcing

its decisions. Hence, any purely ecclesiastical rule she

may make or quote against such unions can have no

practical force whatever, unless sanctioned and backed

by the temporal authority of the State exercised through

Acts of Parliament. The only hope, therefore, lies in

persuading her people that the law of God Himself bars

the way. This course, however, has a very grave disad

vantage and peril, as the cause ce&bre in question has

shown. Given that a more or less un-Christian-minded

body of M.P. s, using its right of private judgment, de

cides to ignore the Church of England s exposition of

God s law, and legislates to the contrary, a deadlock at

once ensues between the State and its Church. Now, it

is just this impasse that Canon Thompson (or his Bishop)
has brought about by denying Anglican Holy Communion
to Mr. Alan Banister, as if he were a notorious evil

liver for abiding nuptially with his present lady, sister

of his deceased wife. For on the case being tried by the

Dean of the Court of Arches a lay judge in spiritual

and ecclesiastical causes the Canon was adjudged guilty

of wrongdoing in refusing Communion, and was to be

admonished for it. The admonition, of course, virtually

extended to the Canon s Bishop, who had sanctioned the

refusal.

At the time of writing, the press has just informed us

that Mr. Banister has once more applied for Com
munion, at Eaton, and has again been refused the

Anglican Sacrament, this time by a curate acting upon
Canon Thompson s instructions. One or two other

Anglican clergymen are quoted as denying the unlawful

ness of these marriages, and as sympathizing with the
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Banisters one of them upon the ground that private

judgment is permitted to the Anglican in religious

matters. That principle is genuinely Protestant, and

wholly logical, as far as it goes. But it should go further

to the point of rejecting the idea of a Church altogether.

For, if the final appeal is to private judgment, then a

Church of any sort is altogether a costly superfluity.

One does not need all the paraphernalia of a Church in

order to do just what one likes.

The words of Christ : He that heareth you heareth

Me: and he that despiseth you despiseth Me ; and

again, And if he will not hear the Church, let him be to

you as the heathen and the publican, set up a different

ideal as to the position of the True Church of the

Gospels. And unless history be read upside down, this

was the pre-Reformation English Churchman s ideal too.

But, as all can see, this ideal is realized only in that

Church which acknowledges the sway of St. Peter s

successor in the See of Rome, as our English ancestors

unquestionably acknowledged.

Does it not appear like a nemesis that the Reformed

Church of England should now find itself in trouble on

account of this particular kind of matrimonial problem

one so closely allied to the cause of Henry VIII. s re

bellion against the Holy See? Katherine of Aragon
had previously been married amidst great pomp and

rejoicing, to Henry s brother, Arthur, in St. Paul s.

Prince Arthur survived his marriage only six months,

and, as Henry himself afterwards confessed, his bride,

Katherine, came to him a virgin. Affinity, therefore,

between them there was none. But there did subsist

between them the nearest approach to it, the impediment
of Public Decency springing from union of minds in

true and valid nuptials.
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When Henry lusted after Anne Boleyn, he no doubt

endeavoured to persuade himself that such mere c mental

affinity gave rise to an impediment ordained by the

Divine law. For, in his late-found and hypocritical

scruples, he treated the papal dispensation, which he

had sought and obtained, as of no value, which it would

have been if a law of God had stood in the way of his

union with Katherine. As the Holy See could not

stultify its own dispensation, and virtually brand Katherine

as incestuous, Henry was fain to be his own Pope. A
servile Parliament, at his furious bidding, thereupon

disowned the centre of Catholic unity and of spiritual

authority, the Holy See, and handed over the Church in

England, in chains, to the unscriptural Royal Supre

macy.
And now another English Parliament has, by the

mouth of the lay Dean of Arches, recalled to this same

Church the historic circumstances of her birth. It has

reminded her that she is still what the Protestantizing

Tudors made her, a creature of the State. For all her

present aspirations after independent spiritual authority,

and even after a sort of Pan-Anglican papacy, she must

not venture to bind, in matrimonial causes, where

Parliament chooses to * loosen. Thus the State has im

proved upon the Gospel declaration, and equivalently

tells the law-makers in Parliament be they Christians,

theists, or unbelievers Whatever you shall bind in

Parliament shall be bound also in the Church of England :

and whatever you shall loosen in Parliament, shall be

loosened also in the Church of England.
The mystery is how any thinking Christian can care to

claim membership with a spiritual society lying helplessly
in the grip of a temporal State, which declares that to be

lawful which the said Church holds to be an incestuous
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violation of God s law. According as Anglicans take

the present deadlock seriously or not, surely we have in

such a situation either the germs of disestablishment and

freedom from State control, or else the promise of still

deeper depths of basest Erastianism.



III.

INVALIDITY OF CLANDESTINE MIXED
MARRIAGES.

ALL clandestine marriages are now null and void with

the exception of mixed marriages of Germans, held in

Germany^ and a special case mentioned in the new

decree, where a priest cannot be had for the period of a

month. But reference is here made to * mixed clandes

tine marriages for a particular reason.

There are some Catholics who seem to regard the

invalidity of such clandestine unions introduced into

England and some other lands by the New Matrimonial

Laws of Pius X. as an almost intolerable grievance.

That the said effect of the decree Ne Temere is a most

grave one cannot be denied, although its introduction is

due rather to the removal of a local exemption from an

old general law of the Church than to newly-found

legislation. Of the expediency of this removal the Holy
See is the final judge. The effect is very serious, and

one needing the careful notice of those contemplating
mixed marriages. Whether it be a grievance or not is

quite another question.

Let us see how matters stood before the recent enact

ments, and how they stand now. Take the case of

Mary, a Catholic, who is about to marry John, a

reputedly baptized non-Catholic. Whether on his own

account, or in deference to the clamouring, or perhaps
threats of temporal penalties, on the part of ultra-

VOL. III. 257 !
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Protestant relatives, John declines to be married before

a Catholic priest. As the marriage is not to take place

in Catholic fashion, Mary will not obtain the gravely

necessary dispensation from the Bishop, even if she

seek it. The marriage takes place according to John s

wishes.

Now, previous to the decree, their marriage, though
not celebrated according to Catholic conditions, would,

at all events, have been a real marriage albeit gravely

illicit and John and Mary would have returned from

the ceremony true man and wife before God. But now,

afier the decree, Mary does not become a wife at all

(and John, consequently, not a husband), but she begins

domestic life a dishonoured woman, alas ! and so regarded

by all her properly instructed Catholic friends and

neighbours.

Surely, say some, this is a terrible grievance ! Besides,

under the old suspension of the Tridentine law against
1

clandestinity, if Mary afterwards wished to right herself

before the Church, she had but to go privately to

Confession to a priest competent to deal with the case

and obtain absolution. Now, however, the marriage

itself needs rectification, and this cannot be effected

without the co-operation of John, who (or his influential

relatives) may still be as strongly opposed to what he

calls priestly interference as he was originally.

Certainly Mary finds herself in a terrible fix. But

does she merit all the commiseration which some seem

disposed to lavish upon her ? Is there not in our day a

tendency to concentrate all our pity upon the deliberate

offender? Let us weigh the matter calmly in the light

of Catholic truths. It should be observed, first of all,

that it is not the new legislation that begins to put Mary in

the wrong. She would still be sinning grievously under
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the old system. What the new laws do is to make the

consequences of her deliberate wrong-doing heavier to her

(and they probably will act as a deterrent from that

wrong-doing with many). She cannot land herself in so

terrible a predicament except by conduct which was

always and apart from the decree grievously sinful.

Apart from the new rules, a mixed marriage at the

Registrar s between two baptized persons was necessarily

a Sacrament (of which *he parties themselves, and not

priests, are the ministers), as we have seen already.

To receive a Sacrament in mortal sin is a sacrilege,

and this is what people commit who enter upon Holy

Matrimony in defiance of the laws of Christ s other Self

the Catholic Church to whom alone the guardianship of

Sacraments has been entrusted by Our Lord.

It is true that under the late decree Mary does not

receive a Sacrament in a state of sin, because she receives

none at all is not really married. But, at all events,

she openly disregards the command of the Church

requiring that she should be dispensed in order to marry
a non-Catholic, requiring also that a priest should bless

the marriage.

Further, if the marriage ceremony be held in a non-

Catholic place of worship, or be performed by a non-

Catholic clergyman, she adds the specially grievous sin

of co-operation in non-Catholic religious rites. Both

these wrongs were done even previous to the decree.

Hence, those who, after the new legislation, find them
selves in the additional predicament of not even being

lawfully wedded, have reached so sad a pass only by

riding roughshod over Catholic duties binding their

consciences under pain of mortal sin. We surely need

to be on our guard lest our natural pity forfa terrible

misfortune lead us to make more account of the incon-

172
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venience and disgrace resulting to the offender under the

new laws than of the offence of God, disobedience to the

Bride of Christ, and sacrilegious reception of a Sacrament

which occurred under the old ones.

Is it not a good thing, too, that the late decree should

have practically abolished a deadly snare besetting any
weak-kneed Catholic party to a * mixed marriage ?

Formerly, he (or she), while weakly consenting to the sin

of clandestine marriage, was in great danger of salving

the conscience with this reflection : I know it s wrong
of me feo marry in this fashion

;
but then, I can go

quickly to Confession afterwards and make it all right (!).

And since a recurrence of mixed marriage in the

future would hardly seem to the offender to lie within

the sphere of practical politics, he (or she) would be

prone to pay scanty heed to the reality of the purpose oj

amendment needed for true repentance. (N.B. This

does not mean that true repentance was impossible in

such cases.)

With regard to the greater difficulty in righting the

clandestine union created by the decree * Ne Temere, it is

clear that it will sometimes prove insuperable on account

of the non-Catholic s unwillingness. But then, it is not

in matrimonial affairs only that people may, by wilful

misdoing, get themselves into a mess, from which it is

well nigh impossible to extricate them. That is part of

the responsibility attaching to human action. There is

no necessity in the nature of things that people should

always be able to escape from the consequences of their

own sin. And although we may rightly feel compassion
for them in their desperate straits, we do not necessarily

regard their finding themselves in the same as a justifiable

grievance. They make their own bed, and may have to

lie in it, unless the mercy of God open to them some
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unlooked-for way of escape. At the same time, the

rectification of these invalid unions is by no means so

universally hopeless as pessimists may imagine. A little

management, the choice of a favourable moment, will

often obtain from the non-Catholic all the essentials for

righting matters, as the experience of priests has already

proved. It has been shown in the body of this volume

that these essentials need not involve any public

humiliation.

Nothing has been said here of the far more deplorable

case where sheer ignorance of the&quot; recent legislation has

been the cause of one of these matrimonial disasters.

Yet even here the unfortunate parties cannot have fallen

into the predicament except through neglect on the

Catholic s part of pre-existing duties e.g., of applying

for a dispensation. Had the priest been referred to, he

would have been able to warn the Catholic of the

changes effected by Pius X. and of their grave conse

quences.

One thing stands out most clearly from the above

considerations namely, the importance, now greater

than ever, of clearly and repeatedly instructing young

marriageables upon Holy Matrimony, and upon the real

authority over the conscience given by Christ to His

Church in the matter of legislation. It is a feeble grasp

of this truth, far more than ignorance of the laws governing
Christian marriage, that leads to nuptial catastrophes of

the present kind. Our daily converse with non-Catholics,

our non-Catholic and anti-Catholic reading, and the

practice of the Protestant laws of England regarding

marriage, all constantly tend to dim a Catholic s reverence

for the Divinely-given authority of the Church of Christ.



IV.

DECREE CONCERNING SPONSALIA
AND MATRIMONY.1

ISSUED BY THE SACRED CONGREGATION OF THE
COUNCIL BY THE ORDER AND WITH THE AUTHORITY

OF OUR HOLY FATHER POPE Pius X.

THE Council of Trent, Cap. /., Sess. XXIV. de reform,

matrim.) made prudent provision against the rash cele

bration of clandestine marriages, which the Church of

God for most just reasons has always detested and for

bidden, by decreeing : Those who otherwise than in the

presence of the parish priest himself or of another priest

acting with the licence of the parish priest or of the

ordinary, and in the presence of two or three witnesses,

shall attempt to contract matrimony, the Holy Synod
renders them altogether incapable of contracting mar

riage thus, and decrees that contracts of this kind are

null and void.

But as the same Sacred Council prescribed that the

said decree should be published in all the parishes, and

was not to have force except in those places in which it

had been promulgated, it has happened that many places

in which the publication has not been made have been

deprived of the benefit of the Tridentine law, and are

still without it, and continue to be subject to the doubts

and inconveniences of the old discipline.

Nor has all difficulty been removed in those places

where the new law has been in force. For often there

1 Authorized version.
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has been grave doubt in deciding as to the person of the

parish priest before whom a marriage is to be celebrated.

The canonical discipline did, indeed, decide that he is to

be regarded as the parish priest in whose parish one or

other of the contracting parties has his or her domicile or

quasi-domicile. But as it is sometimes difficult to judge

whether a quasi-domicile really exists in a specified case,

not a few marriages were exposed to the danger of

nullity ; many, too, either owing to ignorance or fraud,

have been found to be quite illegitimate and void.

These deplorable results have been seen to happfen

more frequently in our own time on account of the in

creased facility and celerity of intercommunication between

the different countries, even those more widely separated.

It has therefore seemed expedient to wise and learned

men to introduce some change into the law regulating

the form of the celebration of marriage, and a great many

Bishops in all parts of the world, but especially in the

more populous States where the necessity appears more

urgent, have petitioned the Holy See to this end.

It has been asked also by very many Bishops in

Europe, as well as by others in various regions, that pro

vision should be made to prevent the inconveniences

arising from sponsalia that is, mutual promises of mar

riage, privately entered upon. For experience has suffi

ciently shown the many dangers of such sponsalia first,

as being an incitement to sin and causing the deception

of inexperienced girls, and afterwards giving rise to in

extricable dissensions and disputes.

Influenced by these circumstances, our Holy Father

Pope Pius X., desiring, in the solicitude he bears for all

the churches, to introduce some modifications, with the

object of removing these drawbacks and dangers, com
mitted to the Sacred Congregation of the Council the task
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of examining into the matter, and of proposing to himself

the measures it should deem opportune.
He was pleased also to have the opinion of the com

mission appointed for the codification of Canon Law, as

well as of the eminent Cardinals chosen on this special

commission for the preparation of the new code, by
whom, as well as by the Sacred Congregation of the

Council, frequent meetings have been held for this pur

pose. The opinions of all having been taken, His

Holiness ordered the Sacred Congregation of the Council

to issue a decree containing the laws approved by himself,

on sure knowledge and after mature deliberation, by
which the discipline regarding sponsalia and marriage is

to be regulated for the future, and the celebration of

them carried out in a sure and orderly manner.

In execution, therefore, of the Apostolic mandate, the

Sacred Congregation of the Council by these letters lays

down and decrees as follows :

CONCERNING SPONSALIA.

I. Only those are considered valid and produce canon

ical effects which have been contracted in writing signed

by both the parties and by either the parish priest or the

ordinary of the place, or at least by two witnesses.

In case one or both the parties be unable to write,

this fact is to be noted in the document, and another

witness is to be added who will sign the writing as above,

with the parish priest or the ordinary of the place or the

two witnesses.

II. Here and in the following articles, by parish priest

is to be understood not only a priest legitimately presiding

over a parish canonically erected, but in regions where

parishes are not canonically erected the priest to whom

the care of souls has been legitimately entrusted in any
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specified district, and who is equivalent to a parish priest ;

and in missions where the territory has not yet been

perfectly divided, every priest generally deputed by the

superior of the mission for the care of souls in any

station.

CONCERNING MARRIAGE.

III. Only those marriages are valid which are con

tracted before the parish priest or the ordinary of the

place or a priest delegated by either of these, and at

least two witnesses, according to the rules laid down in

the following articles, and saving the exceptions men

tioned under VII. and VIII.

IV. The parish priest and the ordinary of the place

validly assist at a marriage :

(i.) Only from the day they have taken possession of

the benefice or entered upon their office, unless they

have been by a public decree excommunicated by name
or suspended from office ;

(ii.) Only within the limits of their territory, within

which they assist validly at marriages not only of their

own subjects, but also of those not subject to them
;

(iii.)
Provided when invited and asked, and not com

pelled by violence or by grave fear, they demand and

receive the consent of the contracting parties.

V. They assist licitly :

(i.)
When they have legitimately ascertained the free

state of the contracting parties, having duly complied
with the conditions laid down by the law

;

(ii.)
When they have ascertained that one of the con

tracting parties has a domicile or at least has lived for a

month in the place where the marriage takes place ;

(iii.)
If this condition be lacking, the parish priest and

the ordinary of the place, to assist licitly at a marriage,

require the permission of the parish priest or the ordinary
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of one of the contracting parties, unless it be a case of

grave necessity which excuses from this permission ;

(iv.) Concerning persons without fixed abode (vagos\

except in case of necessity it is not lawful for a parish

priest to assist at their marriage, until they report the

matter to the ordinary or to a priest delegated by him

and obtain permission to assist;

(v.) In every case let it be held as the rule that the

marriage is to be celebrated before the parish priest of

the bride, unless some just cause excuses from this.

VI. The parish priest and the ordinary of the place may

grant permission to another priest, specified and certain,

to assist at marriages within the limits of their district.

The delegated priest, in order to assist validly and

licitly, is bound to observe the limits of his mandate and

the rules laid down above, in IV. and V., for the parish

priest and the ordinary of the place.

VII. When danger of death is imminent, and where

the parish priest or the ordinary of the place or a priest

delegated by either of these cannot be had, in order to

provide for the relief of conscience and (should the case

require it)
for the legitimation of offspring, marriage may

be contracted validly and licitly before any priest and

two witnesses.
1

VIII. Should it happen that in any region the parish

priest or the ordinary of the place or a priest delegated

by either of them, before whom marriage can be cele

brated, is not to be had, and that this condition of

things has lasted for a month, marriage may be validly

and licitly entered upon by the formal declaration of con

sent made by the spouses in the presence oftwo witnesses.

1 By a decree of the Sacred Congregation de Sacramentis,

May 14, 1909, power is given to priests, acting under this

article, and in accord with its conditions, for dis pensing from

nearly all impediments to valid matrimony of eeclesiastical

oriein.
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IX.
(i.) After the celebration of a marriage the parish

priest, or he who takes his place, is to write at once in

the book of marriages the names of the couple and of

the witnesses, the place and the day of the celebration

of the marriage, and the other details, according to the

method prescribed in the ritual books or by the ordinary ;

and this even when another priest, delegated either by
the parish priest himself or by the ordinary, has assisted

at the marriage.

(ii.) Moreover, the parish priest is to note also in the

book of baptisms that the married person contracted

marriage on such a day in his parish. If the married

person has been baptized elsewhere the parish priest who
has assisted at the marriage is to transmit, either directly

or through the episcopal curia, the announcement of the

marriage that has taken place, to the parish priest of the

place where the person was baptized, in order that the

marriage may be inscribed in the book of baptisms.

(iii.) Whenever a marriage is contracted in the manner

described in VII. and VIII., the priest in the former

case, the witnesses in the latter, are bound conjointly

with the contracting parties to provide that the marriage

be inscribed as soon as possible in the prescribed books.

X. Parish priests who violate the rules thus far laid

down are to be punished by their ordinaries according

to the nature and gravity of their transgression. More

over, if they assist at the marriage of anybody in viola

tion of the rules laid down in
(ii.)

and (iii.) of No. V., they

are not to appropriate the stole fees, but must remit

them to the parish priest of the contracting parties.

XI. (i.) The above laws are binding on all persons

baptized in the Catholic Church and on those who have

been converted to it from heresy or schism (even when

either the latter or the former have fallen away afterwards
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from the Church) whenever they contract sponsaiia or

marriage with another.

(ii.)
The same laws are binding also on the same

Catholics as above if they contract sponsaiia or marriage

with non-Catholics, baptized or unbaptized, even after a

dispensation has been obtained from the impediment
mixta religionis or disparitatis cultus, unless the Holy
See decree otherwise for some particular place or region.

1

(iii.) Non-Catholics, whether baptized or unbaptized,

who contract among themselves, are nowhere bound to

observe the Catholic form of sponsaiia or marriage.

The present decree is to be held as legitimately pub
lished and promulgated by its transmission to the

ordinaries, and its provisions begin to have the force of

law from the solemn feast of the Resurrection of Our

Lord Jesus Christ, next year (1908).

Meanwhile, let all the ordinaries of places see that this

decree be made public as soon as possible, and explained

in the different parochial churches of their dioceses, in

order that it may be known by all.

These presents are to have force by the special order

of our Most Holy Father Pope Pius X., all things to the

contrary, even those worthy of special mention, notwith

standing.

Given at Rome on the 2nd day of August in the year

1907.

hp VINCENT, Cardinal Bishop of Palestrina, Prefect.

C. DE LAI, Secretary.

1 The Holy See has since decided (Feb. I, 1908) that the

only local legislation to the contrary still remaining in force

is the decree Provida] of Pius X., according to which clan

destine mixed 1

marriages of Germans in Germany are still

valid, though^ of course, gravely sinful.



V.

DOMICILE FOR MARRIAGES.

A FRIENDLY criticism, made under a misconception as to

my meaning, has suggested the expediency of adding a

third case :

3. Where the parties presenting themselves for marriage

have no fixed home (domicile) in another parish e.g.,

through having just given it up and either have not yet

decided where to set up their home, or have only just

fixed their abode in the parish where they are to be

married, without, however, having yet lived there as long as

a calendar month. In either case, the local parish priest

may marry them (within his own territory) both validly and

lawfully, and has no need to seek the permission of any
other parish priest ; for the former parish priest (or

priests) of such parties has owing to their permanently

leaving his jurisdiction ceased to stand towards them in

that capacity. As we have seen, the priest s jurisdiction,

as to marriage, is territorial.

When parties, on definitely abandoning a parish, enter

another one with the intention of permanently settling

there^ they at once become the parishioners of the local

priest, and the latter becomes competent to deal with

their marriage lawfully, as well as validly, without reference

to any other parish priest. But he will, of course, still

need to assure himself of the freedom of the newcomers

to marry.

It may be well to summarize here the various ways in

which a person qualifies as a parishioner :

1. By having a fixed abode in a parish.

2. By genuine residence in it for the space of a

calendar month.

3. By the mere fact of actually taking up his abode

with the intention of permanent residence.
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VI.

DRAWING TOWARDS THE PRIESTHOOD.

A RECENT official declaration of the Holy See (July 20,

1912) has necessitated the qualifying footnote added to

page 48. The appearance of Canon Joseph Lahitton s

La Vocation Sacerdotale gave rise to warm criticism in

certain French ecclesiastical circles. To allay the ex

citement caused, the Cardinal Secretary of State was

directed by the Pope to address the subjoined letter to

Mgr. Cormont, Bishop of Aire. The following translation

is borrowed from the Bombay Examiner for August 1 7,

1912 :

1 MONSEIGNEUR : On accuont of the dissensions which

have arisen through the publication of Canon Joseph
Lahitton s double work on &quot;La Vocation Sacerdotale,&quot;

and of the importance of the doctrinal question raised by

it, Our Most Holy Father Pope Pius X. has been

pleased to appoint a special Commission of Cardinals:

This Commission, after having maturely examined the

arguments in favour of both theses, pronounced the

following judgment in its plenary meeting of June 20

last :

&quot; The work of the distinguished man Joseph Canon

Lahitton entitled La Vocation Sacerdotale is in no

way deserving of reproval. On the contrary, it sets

forth (i) that nobody has ever any right to ordination

antecedently to the free election of the Bishop ; (2) that

the condition which is to be considered by the Bishop,

and which is called Sacerdotal Vocation, does not at all
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consist, at least necessarily and as a general rule, in a

certain internal aspiration of the candidate, or invitations

(invitamentis] of the Holy Ghost, to receive the priest

hood
; (3) but that, on the contrary, nothing more is

required in the candidate for ordination in order that he

may be duly called by the Bishop, than a right intention

together with that fitness which consists in those gifts of

grace and nature which produce that probity of life and

sufficiency ^.of
doctrine requisite to enable him to dis

charge rightly the duties of the priesthood, and fulfil in

holiness the obligations of the same.&quot; His Holiness

Pius X., in an audience of June 26, fully approved the

decision of the most Eminent Fathers, and charges me
to communicate it to Your Lordship, who will be good

enough to make it known to your subject Joseph Canon

Lahitton, and to have it inserted ex integro in the Semaine

Religieuse of the diocese. I beg Your Lordship . . .

R. Cardinal Merry del Val. For Bishops, directors of

seminaries, and confessors all over the world this decision

will remove many doubts and difficulties. Rome, July 20.

COMMENT.

It may, perhaps, be doubted whether in the above

letter the Holy See formally purports to adopt the three

propositions of the learned Canon for its own teaching,

or merely to declare them prudently tenable opinions on

the subject of priestly vocation. At all events, the Holy
See virtually approves the said theses by declaring them

to be blameless, and directing their publication in

diocesan magazines. Hence we may infer their safety as

practical tests of fitness for the priesthood.

But the further question arises : What is the exact

drift of the Canon s second proposition? It holds that
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no internal aspiration
*

after the priesthood is generally

essential. Obviously, this must not be understood as

dispensing with such desire for that state as is involved

in the candidate s free consent to adopt it. His consent

is, of course, necessary. At the same time, a candidate

need not have that decided inward attraction towards the

priesthood which some experience, even from boyhood.

Indeed, a certain fear and repugnance is compatible with

a true vocation.

Again, when maintaining that interior
* invitations of

the Holy Ghost are not essential, the Canon cannot be

taken as denying that the act by which a person decides,

from right and religious motives, to become a priest is a

supernatural act performed with the ordinary aids of

light and grace from the Holy Ghost. Presumably the

writer only means to dispense with those clear and urgent

inspirations, or interior calls, granted to some more

privileged souls, and not to be held as a necessary test of

a genuine vocation.



VII.

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE NE TEMERE.

READERS may recall the anti-Catholic agitation started in

Ireland by Protestants, and extended to the English

Press, anent the McCann marriage case, in 1911.

Whether in ignorance, or otherwise, it was commonly

represented at the time by certain journalists that the

purport of the Ne Temere Decree was to forbid

mixed marriages to Catholics (i.e., marriages with

baptized non-Catholics), and to declare all such unions

null and void ! Yet the smallest acquaintance with the

text of the decree makes it clear that the scope of that

pronouncement is something quite different viz., to

prevent ecclesiastically secret, or clandestine, marriages,

whether they be mixed or both parties be Catholics.

Thus, the marriage even of two Catholics is declared to

be no marriage at all before God, in the eyes of the

Church, and in conscience, unless celebrated by the

proper Catholic priest and before two witnesses.

Indirectly, no doubt, the Ne Temere, though not

immediately concerned with mixed marriages, tends to

diminish their frequency. For, on the one hand, the

non-Catholic party, contemplating matrimony with a

Catholic, may object to marrying under the conditions

which the Catholic Church lawfully lays upon her

children
;
while the Catholic party, even if not very

exemplary, is likely to be deterred from consenting to a

VOL. in. 273 18
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non-Catholic, or civil, nuptial ceremony now that, under

the Decree, it will be not merely sinful, but, besides, will

entail living in unlawful wedlock. This it will do, despite

any number of bridesmaids, pages, wedding-gifts, and

notabilities honouring the festive season.

With regard to marriages where both parties are

baptized non-Catholics, the Holy See whatever be its

strict rights has more than once allowed their validity,

albeit from the Catholic standpoint clandestine.
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Abduction {imped.], 207
Affinity (imped,,), 195. See Matri

mony
Age, for various Orders, 69 ; for mar

riage, 205
Anderdon, Rev. W. H., S.J., testimony

to Anglican view of Orders, 64, 65
Anglicanism, devoid of true priest

hood, 63, 64, 65,72/1; of Apostolic
mission, 58; probable Orders

useless, 67 f. ; compromise over

divorce, 135; deceased wife s sister,

Appendix II. ; clerical matrimony
not justified by Greek use, 54, 55

Anointing, of sick, 16. See Extreme
Unction

Apostolic Mission, requisite for

ministry, 58

Authority of Church, in teaching, 3/.;
in matrimonial causes, 138, I38/. /

importance of realizing, 261

B

Banns, 112. See Matrimony
Benedict XIV., on mixed marriages,

172
Betrothal, 94 see Matrimony; pre

vious do. (imped.), 163 see Matri

mony
Birth-rate, vicious decline of, 221-2

Blessing, Papal, 34. See Papal
Blood - relationship (imped.}, 191.

See Matrimony
Bulls, Papal : on Anglican Orders,

64
Burial, cremation, 39, 40, 41 ; conse

crated ground, 41 } burying Catholic
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with non-Catholic, 41, 42 ; English
law and burial, 42, 43. For Re
quiem or Funeral Rites, see last

named

Cardinals, position in the Church, 52,

52/.
Celebration of marriage, 140. See

Matrimony
Celibacy, of clergy, 54; Greek dis

cipline, 54, 55
Chastity, safeguards to, 75-88, 91-93
Children, when capable of Extreme

Unction, 27-8 ; duties to parents re

marriage, 159-60, 162 ; duties and

rights in engagement and marriage,
162 ; spoiling of, cause of matri

monial abuses, 229. See Matrimony
Clandestiuity (imped.), 205. See

Matrimony
Closed times, for solemn nuptials

(imped. \ 155
Cohabitation, duties of, 224
Confession, seal of, 115-16
Confidence, in God s mercy, 5

Consanguinity (imped.}, 191. See

Matrimony
Consent, for betrothal, 95-97 ; for

marriage, 126. See Matrimony
Corporal, its use, 55/.

Courting company-keeping, 73-93
Cremation, 39, 40, 41

Curiosity, sensual, 80- 1

Daily Communion, means to chastity,

86 ;
to married happiness, 242

Danger of death, and anointing, 28.

See Extreme Unction

Death, fear of, 3. See Extreme
Unction

Deceased wife s sister, 196 ;
and

Anglican Church, Appendix II.

Decrees, decisions, grants, quoted or

referred to : oil blessed by priest

useless, 19 ; short
* form for Ex

treme Unction, 21 ; Propaganda,

reply re danger needed for anoint

ing, 29 ; Plenary Indulgence for

death obtainable in life and health,

36 ; against cremation, 40 / ; on

private espousals, 103 f. ; Ne Te-
mere (Pius X.), 94, 98, 125, 140,

200, 206-7 &amp;gt;

on private righting of

marriages, 2I5/&quot;. ; solution ofheathen

marriages, 233 ;
Decree Ne Temeie

text, Appendix IV.
Defect of age (imped.), 205
Definitions of Church : implying par

ticular Judgment, 3 / ; against

divorce, 135 ; right of making im

pediments, 152
Degradation, rite of, 617.
Diaconate, 56. See Holy Orders
Difference of religion (imped.), 201.

See Matrimony
Dispensation, needed for mixed

marriage, 178, 258-9 ; matrimonial,

209. See Matrimony
Divorce (total), 120; 134-5; 138;

Catholics in divorce courts, 139

Doctors, and Last Sacraments, 8. See
Extreme Unction

Ecclesiastical state, differs from re

ligious do., 45 ;
vocation to, 46 ; 70.

See Holy Orders
Extreme Unction, purpose of, i

;
last

rites, 2
; Sacrament of the dying, 2,

3 ; dread of death, physical, 3, 4 ;

moral, confidence in God, 5, 6
;

putting off, 6 ;
its folly, 7 ;

hin

drances from family, 7 8 ;
from

doctors, 8, 9; physician s duty,! 9,

10 ; non-Catholic doctor, 10, n ;

obstructing the priest, 1 1 ; vain

alarms, 12
;
curious excuse, 13 ;

bad

Catholics, ibid. ; \\on-Catholic spouse,
ibid. ; bigotry, 14 ; delay an unsound

policy, 14, 15 ; right action, 15.

Details : Anglicans and anointing,
1 6

; Anglicans and Greeks, 16-17 /.;
Bible and anointing, 17, I7/. ; scope

of, 17, 1 8 ; suspension of effect, 18.

Matter and form, 18 ;
various holy

oils, 18, 19 ;
unction of senses, 19,

20
;
the form, 20 ; shortest do., 20,

21 ; Roman decision, 21. Effects :

(l) medicinal, 21, 22 ; (t) forgive

ness, 23 ; (3) restored health, ibid. ;
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how understood, 24 ; instances, 25 ;

indirect influence on body, 25, 26.

Minister, who anoints ? 26 ; at death
no reservation, 26, 27. Sick person,
conditions needed, 27 ; children, 27,
28 ; (a) danger needed, how under

stood, old age, 28, 29 ; answer of

Rome, 29 ; just dead, 30 ; (b)from
sickness, operations, 30, 31 ;

the un

conscious, 31 ;
to whom denied, 31,

32 ; rejecting Sacraments, 32. Re

petition of anointing, 32, 33 ; obliga
tion to be anointed, 33. For Papal
Blessing, Funeral Rites, Burial, see

under separate headings

Flowers at funerals, 37, 38
Forbiddance of the Church (imped.},

54

Frequent Communion, protection of

chastity, 86 ; means to married hap
piness, 242

Funeral Rites : Requiem Mass, 36,

37 ;
vain expense, wreaths, 37, 38 ;

liturgical anachronism, 38, 38 /&quot;., 39 ;

foreseen suffrages, 39. For Burial,

see that heading, or 39

Germany, single exemption from clan-

destinity, 206, 206 /.

Grades, in Orders, 50. See Holy
Orders

Greek Church does not recognize Pro
testant Churches, 16, 16 /., Appen
dix I.

II

Healing of marriages, 213. See Matri

mony
Heresy, gravity of, 109 /. ; in weddings,

208 /.

Holy Oils, 1 8. See Extreme Unction

Holy Orders : states of life, 44, 45 ;

ecclesiastical and religious states dif

ferent, 45, 46 ;
what needed for

ecclesiastical vocation, 46, 47 ; signs
of vocation, tests of, 47, 48 ; Papal
declaration, 48/., Appendix VI. ; vo
cation and insuperable obstacles, 48,

49. Holy Orders proper : meaning of

word, grades of Orders, 50 ; which

grades sacramental, 50, 51 ;
the three

Sacred Orders, 51 ;
to be distin

guished from jurisdiction and dig

nities, 51, 52 ; Cardinals, 52, 53 ;

essence of priesthood, 53 ; Major
Orders in detail, Subdiaconatc, why
momentous, 54 ; celibacy matter of

discipline, ibid. ; Greek discipline
and Anglicanism, 54, 55. Poiuers

(i) of Subdiaconate, 55, 56 ; (2) of

Uiaconate, 56 ; (3) of Priesthood, two

fold, ibid. ; faculties, 56, 57 ;
over

other Sacraments, 57. Difference

between Orders and Jurisdiction, 57,

58 ; proof of mission, 59 ; position
of Catholic priest, 60

;
of Anglican

clergyman, ibid. ; true Orders never

forfeited, 60, 61
;
rite of Degradation,

61 f. ; Rome and Anglican Orders,

64 ;
term *

priest not decisive, 65.
Matter and Form : imposition of

hands, 66; academic disputes, ibid.;

Catholic practice safe, 66, 67 ;
im

morality of using doubtful Orders,

67 /. Minister of Orders : Bishop
makes Bishop, 68 ; Matthew Parker,

68, 69 ; Bishop makes priest, 69 ;

canonical ages and dispensation, 69,

70. Candidate s requirements : ( I )

remote, vocation, 70 ; past sin no

obstacle, 71 ;
mental deficiencies,

71, 72 ; (2) proximate, 72
Hooker, his depreciation of Anglican

Orders, 65
Husbands and Wives, mutual rights

and duties, 218-225; 237-243

I

Impediments to marriage, 151 ; powers
of any priest to dispense in danger of

death, 266 /. See Matrimony
Indissolubility of marriage, 134. See

Matrimony
Intercourse, matrimonial, not essential,

1 20- 1, I24/., 155 ;
criminal abuse

of, 130, 221

J

Jerusalem, Anglican pourparlers with

Greek Patriarch, /i6 .; Anglican

bishopric of, and Newman, 250/.
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Last Sacraments, I. See Extreme
Unction

Juaymen, by custom doing duties of

Minor Orders, 51
Leo XIII. and cremation, 40 f. ; con
demnation of Anglican Orders, 62,

64 ;
on sacramental nature of mar

riage, 123; on mixed marriages,
1 66, 170

M
Mass, requiem, desirable at funerals, 36-

38 ; meaning of, 38, 39 ; nuptial, 236
Matrimony. Courtship, company-keep

ing : true betrothals rare, 73, 74 ;

British usages, 74 ; disadvantages of

the poor, 74, 75; dangers of courting,

75 ; a mother s duty, ibid. ; unreason
able impatience of restraint, 76 ;

dif

ferent customs, 76, 77 ;
how mischief

comes, 77, 78 ;
a vicious fallacy,

78, 79 ; maiden safeguards : a diffi

culty, curiosity to know, ignorance
or innocence, 79, 80 ; a view, 80, 81

;

right and wrong curiosity, 81. De
tailed knowledge of evil not needed
for safety, 82 ; the right side of the

fence, precautions, 83, 84 ;
instinct

of modesty, 84 ; male attentions,

85 ; familiarities, 85 ; suspicious

pleas, 85, 86 ; spiritual safeguards,

frequent and daily Communion,
pride no sufficient safeguard, 86 ;

pessimism not desired, 87 ;
but pru

dence, simplicity, and confidence,
88 ; young men, 88. Period of
engagement : a momentous choice,

89 ; previous recourse to prayer, 89.

90 ; short and long engagements, 90,

91 ; rules for betrothal, 92 j holding
one s own, 93. Betrothal: solemn

espousals rare, 94 ;
betrothal defined

and analyzed, 95-98 ;
new law for,

98, 99 ; private betrothal and con

science, 99-103 ; binding force, 103 ;

time for fulfilment, 104 ; infidelity,

104-5 &amp;gt;

conditional promises, how
binding, 105; exceptions, 105-6.
Celebration of, 106 ; cancelling en

gagement A, on both rides, mutual

consent, ibid. ; obstacle supervening,
107 ; perpetual vow, 107-8 ; dispen
sation, 108

; B, on one side, culpably

incurring impediment, 108
;
loss of

reputation, 108-9 &amp;gt; immorality, 109 ;

other causes, 109 ; altered conditions,

109-10; moral, physical, financial

deterioration, no; sudden fortune,

iio-li; parental objections, in.
Banns: Council of Trent, 112; pur

pose of, a grave obligation, 112 ;

episcopal dispensation, 112-13 ;
when

proclaimed, 113; new parishioners,

wanderers, ibid. ; duty to make im

pediments known, 113-14 ; when

knowledge secret, grades of secrecy,

114-16; questioning the couple, 116-

17. Marriage : nature of, impor
tance, 118

; Church unyielding, 119 ;

two aspects (l) natural contract, in

dissoluble, 120; ends of marriage,

ibid.; consummation not essential,

120-1; heathen marriage, 121-2;
(2) a Sacrament, 122

;
Christian

marriage always sacramental, 123;
definition, 123-24 ;

matter and form,

124; who is the minister? 124-5;
some terms defined, 125 ;

clandes

tine, 125-26; marriage of conscience,

126; consent needed, 126; conditional

consent, .kinds of conditions, 128 ;

concerning past or present, 128-29;
condition and supposition, 129 ;

about

the future, 129-30 ; against nature of

marriage, 130-1 ;
a sinful under

standing, 131-2. Properties of mar

riage : unity, 133 ; indissolubility,

134 ; divorce, condemned by Christ,

ibid. ; by Church, 134-5 ; Anglican

compromise, 135 ; unhappy unions,

135-6 ;
worldliness their cause, 136-7;

separation lawful, 137 ;
civil divorce

of no effect, 138 ;
matrimonial causes

belong to Church, 138-9. Celebration

of marriage : decree Ne Ternere

(Pius X.), 140 ; advantages of, ibid. ;

misconceptions about, Appendix
VII. ; applies to all Catholics, even

lapsed ones, 140-41 ; difference be
tween validity and lawfulness, 141 ;

conditions (i) for valid marriage, 141;
how Church frustrates consent, 142 ;
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similar action of State, 142-3 ;
Trent

and clandestinity, 143 ;
the proper

parish priest, 143-4 ; journalistic

mistake, 144-5 territorial test, 145 ;

(2) for lawful marriage, parties from

different parishes, 145-6 ;
when not

a qualified parishioner, ibid. ; two

suppositions, 146-7 ; courtesy to

bride, 147 ; three cases discussed,
of same parish, 147 ;

of different

parishes, 147-8 ; complications, 148-

150 ;
two special exemptions in

decree, death-bed marriage, dearth

of priests, 150. Impediments, de-

6nition of, 151 ; Church s right to

Aiake them, ibid. ; State and heathen

marriage, 151-2 ;
Protestant error

condemned, 152 ; incurred in ignor

ance, 152-3 ;
doubtful impediments,

153; classification, illustrated, 153-4.

Hindering impediments, enumera
tion : (i) forbiddance by Church,

154-5; (2) closed seasons, 155 ; (3)

vcnvs, 155-6; seeking dispensation
from, 156 ; duty till dispensed, ibid. ;

vow to enter religion, 157 ; (4) re

fusal of parents, 157 5
limit of

parental right, 157-8; reason of

limitation, ibid. ; forcing a mixed

marriage, 158-9 ; just objections,

159-60 ;
causes for objecting, 160-1;

to mixed marriages, 161
;

fear of

scandal or feud, ibid. ; sin of unjust

obstruction, 161-2
;

I can forbid

the banns, ibid. ; duties of children,
concealed engagement, 162 ; when
sinful, 162-3 ;

when lawful, 163 ;

(5) previous betrothal, 163-4 ;
when

incurred, 164 ; previous espousals
and public decency, 164-5 \ (6)

mixed marriage, difficulty of sub

ject, 165-6 ;
mind of the Church,

1 66 ; three evils of, and Leo XIII.,

166-7; the best case, 167-9; a worse

case, 169-70 ;
the worst case, 170-1 ;

when the Catholic dies, 171-2; mitiga
tion of the evil, i72;/n?and&amp;lt;?, 173 ;

principles of Chuich s forbiddance,
natural law, 174-5 &amp;gt;

no dispensation
from it, 175 &amp;gt; sanguine fiancees, ibid. ;

deliberate hypocrisy, 176; the lesser

evil, ibid. ;
* mixed unions hard to

avoid, 176-7 ;
heroic souls, 177-8 ;

Catholic terms for
* mixed unions,

178-9 ; securing them, 179-80 ;
not a

priest s duty, ibid. ; an awkward
business, ibid. ; the Catholic s re

sponsibility, 180-1 ; the non-Catho
lic s objections dealt with, 181-3 5

Catholic and Protestant cases dif

ferent, 183 ;
Protestant liberty of

thought, 183-4 ;
a serious considera

tion for the Protestant, 184-5. Diri
ment impediments, act reciprocally,
1 86

; (i) substantial error in con

tract, 186-7; accidental error, 187;

exception to same, 187-8 ; (2) solemn

vows, meaning of solemn, 188-9 ;

when taken after marriage, example,
189-90 ; (3) spiritual relationship,
who incur it, 190-1 ; (4) blood-rela

tionship, meaning of, 191 ; the

stock, ibid.; line, 192; degree,
ibid.; unequal descent, 192-3; cal

culation of degrees, 193 ; practical

plan, 193-4 ; multiple relationship

illustrated, 194-5 ; extension of im

pediment, 195 ; (5) affinity, meaning,
195-6; deceased wife s sister, 196 ;

English law, ibid. ; Catholic law,

197 ; a query Bill of 1907, 197-8 ; a

hardship, 198 ; Catholic Church dis

criminating, ibid. ; affinity, how
traced, 198-9 ; extension of, 199 ;

created after marriage, 199-200 ; (6)

public decency, meaning and exten

sion, 200-1
; supposes real consent,

20 1 ; (7) difference of religion, differs

from mixed marriage, 201-2 ;

(8) violence, or fear, conditions,

202-4 ; (9) nuptial tie, proof of

partner s death, 204 ; Church to be

consulted, ibid. ; secret nullity of

marriage, 204-5 &amp;gt; (*) defect of age,

205 ; (n) clandestinity, object of im

pediment, 205 ; Tametsi not every
where published, 206; Pius X. and

Germany, ibid. ; a solitary local ex

ception, ibid.; (12) physical impedi
ment, 207 ; (13) abdttction, meaning
and conditions, 207-8. Note, mar*

riage before Protestant minister : the
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registrar, 208 f. Matrimonial dis

pensations, normal procedure, 209 ;

where secrecy is required, ibid.; right
of appeal to Rome, ibid. ; relative

stringency of impediments, 210-11 ;

recognized reasons for dispensing,

211-13. Rightingdefective marriages,
causes of nullity : (i) lack of consent ,

213; (2) dandestinity, 213-14; con
ditions for righting, 214 ; publicity
avoidable, 214-15 ; decree, April 25,

1803, 215 /. ; (3) disqualified for

marriage, 215. Forms of remedy:
(i) ordinary dispensation, (2) radical

healing, 216-17. Matrimonial duty :

lawful, 218 ;
but state imperfect,

ibid. ; yet many Saints in it, 218-19 ;

contrasted with religious state, 219 ;

a sophism answered, 219-20; remedy
for concupiscence, 220; liable to

abuse, ibid. ; two comprehensive
rules of morality, 220-1 ; venial ex

cesses, 221 ; matrimonial holiness,

ibid. ; a blot on our age, 221-2
;

nuptial rights, 222-3 mutual charity,

223 ; a pious delusion, 223-4 ; duty
of cohabitation, 224 ; a vagabond
husband, 224-5 a gadding wife,

225 ;
source of nuptial abuses, 225 ;

worship of self, 226 ; the Cross

effaced, 226-7 5 Catechism truth,

227 ; spoilt children, 227-8 ; Gospel
the only remedy, 228. Separation,
not total divorce, 229 ;

recourse to

the Church, ibid. ; causes for per
petual separation, adultery, 229 ; ex

ceptions, 230 ; Church and State,
ibid, i doubtful causes, ibid. ; causes

for temporary separation: (i) soul s

peril, 230-1 ; (2) fear of cruelty, 231 ;

(3) life unbearable, ibid. ; separation
on private authority, 232. P.S.

Dissolution of non-Christian mar

riage, 232-3. Preparation for matri

mony: chief trousseau, 234; worldly
view of weddings, ibid. ; Sacraments

recommended, 234-5 &amp;gt;

a Sacrament
of the living, 235 ;

the non-Catholic

half, 235-6 ; nuptial Mass, 236 ;

practical hints, ibid. Marriage
address, 237

Matter and form, of Extieine Unction,
18 see Extreme Unction ;

ol

Orders, 66 see Holy Orders ;
of

Matrimony, 124
Mixed marriage, and last Sacra

ments, 13 ;
as impediment, 165 ;

when null and void, 141; is Ne
Temere (Pius X.) a grievance?
Appendix III. ; Benedict XIV. and
removal of dangers, 172 ; condemned

by Pius VIII. and Leo XIII., 166;
Catholic conditions for, 178; dis

pensation needed for, 178, 258-9 ;

healing of clandestine do., 214;

weddings, Protestant and Catholic,
208 /. See Matrimony

Modesty in relation to chastity, 84, 92

N
Ne Temere, decree, 94, 125, 140,

200, 206-7 text of, 262

Nuptial blessing of bride, when given,

236
Nuptial tie (imped.}, 204. See Divorce
and Matrimony

O
Objections solved (i) Non-Catholic :

Anointing of sick not desirable, 17*

I7/. ; Anglican Church a branch

of Catholic Church, like Greek

Church, 16, Appendix I. ; but

Greek clergy marry like our own,

54, 55 ; true priesthood suffices for

lawful ministry, 63-65 ; much to be
said for Anglican Orders,

1

67 f. ;

Can t be buried with my relatives

if I become a Catholic, 41-2 ; our

Prayer-Book speaks of the
&quot;

priest &quot;:

therefore we have true priests, 65 ;

objection to Catholic terms for

mixed marriage, 181. Marriage,
as civil contract, in power of

State. (2) Catholic: How can

Pius X. make marriages to be in

valid ? 142 ; If God wills Extreme
Unction to heal the patient, it may as

as well be delayed till the last/ 23-

25 ; hardship of * Ne Temere, 257
Oils, holy, 18, 19. See Extreme

Unction
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Orders and jurisdiction compared,

P

Pall, for chalice, $$/.
Papal Blessing, or Last Blessinp,

Plenary Indulgence at death, on
various titles, 34, 35 ; once in same

illness, 35 ;
conditions for gaining,

35, 36 ; how to be gained in health,

36
Parents duty during courtship of chil

dren, 75 &amp;gt;

as to their marriage, 157 ;

worldly matches, 136. See Matri

mony
Parish priest, for marriage, 143
Particular Judgment, the, 3, 3 /.

Pauline privilege, heathen marriages,
I2I-2

Physical impediment (imped.), 207
Pius X., grant for obtaining Plenary

Indulgence for death during life, 36 ;

matrimonial legislation, 94, 125, 140,

200, 206-7 decree concerning spon-
salia and matrimony, 257

Polyandry, 133
Polygamy, 133
Previous espousals (imped.), 163-5.

See Matrimony
Public decency (imped.), 200. See

Matrimony
Putting off last Sacraments, 6. See
Extreme Unction

R

Reformation, of life and *

vocation,
70-1. Protestant: and real priest
hood, 62-5 ; and the innocent party,

135; and direment impediments,
152

Refusal of parents (imped.), 157. See

Matrimony
Registrar, attendance at marriage
needed by law, mode of procedure,
208/.

Requiem Mass, 36-9
Religious state, compared with eccle

siastical, 45 ; with married state, 219

Royal Supremacy, bars true Apostolic
mission, 60

S

Saints, matrimonial chastity, 124 /.,

155, 218

Secrets, kinds of, 114-116. See Matri
mony

Self-denial, present lack of, the ruin of

matrimony, 226, n. 2

Separation, matrimonial, 229. See

Matrimony
Sin, past, no bar to vocation, 71 ;

present disregard of, affecting mar
riage, 226, n. I

Society of Jesus, simple vows and

matrimony, 189
Solemn vows (imped.), 188. See

Matrimony
South America, solemn betrothal ex

tended to, important answer, 103 /.

Spain, origin of solemn betrothal, 94 ,&quot;1

Spiritual relationship (imped.}, 190.
See Matrimony

j

State, powerless to dissolve marriage,
I2O, 138; no authority in matri
monial causes, ibid.

t 138 f.
Suarez, Francis, S.J., example of

compromising vocation, 71
Substantial error (imped.), 186 ; cause

for separation, 231. See Matrimony

U
Unity of marriage, 133

V
Violence, or fear (imped.), 202

; cause for

separation, 231. See Matrimony
Vocation, 44, 70. See Holy Orders,

Appendix VI.

Vow, included in Subdiaconate, 54 ;

imped., 155 ;
of chastity in matri

mony, ibid. ; effect of solemn
vows on marriage, 188-9

W
Wedding, preparation for, 234 ; both

Protestant and Catholic, 208 /. See
Matrimony.

Worldliness, re marriage, 136-7
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instruction for all who desire enlightenment on this important change in

Eucharistic practice.

IRISH THEOLOGICAL QUARTERLY, July, 1908. The book is a practical

commentary on the teaching of Pius X. on the benefits to be gained from

frequent Communion.

CATHOLIC TIMES, May 29, 1908. In a little booklet of ninety-six pages
Fr. de Zulueta offers to his brother priests a valuable treatise on the question of

Daily Communion. ... To use this little book first for a series of personal
meditations and then as the basis of a series of instructions to the devout

people and confraternities of one s flock would be to sow the seed of Daily
Communion which soon would spring up into a rich and fruitful harvest.

CATHOLIC B09K NOTES, May, 1908. The clergy will welcome this little

manual on an all-important subject in the spiritual life of their flock. . . .

UNIVERSE, April 10, 1908. The author has made the subject of Daily
Communion his own . . . this slender volume will be found fresh and illumin

ating. . . .

DOWNSIDE REVIEW, July, 1908. No one who reads the book can deny
that Fr. de Zulueta makes out a good case, and we gladly recommend it to all

priests having the cure of souls, feeling sure that it cannot fail to be helpful to

MESSENGER OF THE SARCED HEART, May, 1908. These are moving
and convincing pages. . . .

CATHOLIC MAGAZINE FOR SOUTH AFRICA, May, 1908. Priests who
invest in this book will not regret the purchase.

CHILD OF MARY, May, 1008. Fr. Zulueta has now added to his admir
able and helpful series of books and pamphlets . . . these two treatises, which

perhaps will be more efficacious for the cause that the zealous Jesuit has so
much to heart than all the preceding. . . .
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NOTES ON
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SECOND AND REVISED EDITION.

Paper, 6d. net; cloth, is, net.

EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS.

CATHOLIC FIRESIDE, April 20, 1907. This is a book that should be found
in every Catholic home. . . .

MONITOR, March 29, 1907. The book is likely to prove very useful ; it

will certainly be a great encouragement and stimulant and consolation to

pious souls whose timidity needs the authoritative reassurance of such a work
as this.

MOUNTAINEER, Easter, 1907. We recommend the perusal of the book
heartily to our readers, and we take the opportunity to congratulate Father de
Zulueta on his opportune publication. . . .

CATHOLIC REGISTER, April 4, 1907. This little work takes up the mean-

ing and signification of the different terms of the late Decree, and much light
and guidance is thrown upon this most important of all subjects.

CATHOLIC TIMES, April 26, 1907. We commend this little treatise on
the. daily reception of the Blessed Eucharist to all confessors, as well as their

penitents.

CATHOLIC BOOK NOTES, April, 1907. The notes on the dispositions for

frequent Communion are very practical. . . .

AVE MARIA, April 20, 1907. The distinguishing note of this little volume
is its practicality. . . .

IRISH THEOLOGICAL QUARTERLY, April, 1907. Directors of religious
and other pious persons will find it a handy and useful compilation.

SOUTHERN CROSS, May 23, 1907. Nothing could be clearer than the

explanation given, and nothing more powerful to influence or persuade the

faithful to co-operate with the efforts of our Holy Father in promoting the devout

practice of daily and frequent Communion.

BOMBAY EXAMINER, May 16, 1907. A clear and convenient handbook
for priests and religious, as well as the faithful in general.

CATHOLIC HOME JOURNAL, June 4, 1907. A welcome and useful hand
book on a question to which the present Supreme Pontiff is devoting special
attention.
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Eucharistic Publications.

By the REV. A. DEVINE, C.P.

FREQUENT AND DAILY COMMUNION. According to the recent
Decrees of the Holy See. Cloth, 2s.

THE ORDINARY OF THE MASS. Historically, Liturgically,
and Exegetically Explained. Cloth, 6s.

COMMENTARY ON THE DECREE QUEMADMODUM.
On Manifestation of Conscience, Holy Communion, and Extraordinary
Confessors. Cloth, Is. net.

THE SACRAMENTS EXPLAINED. According to the Teaching
and Doctrine of the Catholic Church. Cloth, 6s. net. (This book contains
fourteen chapters on the Sacraments of the Holy Eucharist.)

HEAVEN ON EARTH ; or, Twelve Hours of Adoration before the

Blessed Sacrament. By the REV. D. G. HUBERT. New Edition, cloth, 2s.

THE VEILED MAJESTY; or, Jesus in the Eucharist. By the

Very REV. DEAN KELLY. Cloth, 5s.

EUCHARISTIC ELEVATIONS. By the REV. JOHN FITZPATRICK,
O.M.I. Cloth, g-ilt edges, Is.

WHEAT OF THE ELECT. Eucharistic Verses. By the REV.

JOHN FITZPATRICK, O.M.I. Cloth, 6d. net; cloth, gilt edges, Is.

EUCHARISTIC CONFERENCES. Preached by PERE MONSABRE,
O.P., in the Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris. Translated from the French

by COMTESSE MARY JENISON. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

VISITS TO JESUS AND MARY. A Handbook of Prayers for use
when visiting the Blessed Sacrament. By the REV. C. Cox, O.M.I.

Cloth, IS. ; French morocco, 2s. ; polished pastegrain, padded, 3s. ; calf

or morocco, 4s. 6d.

Books on the Holy Eucharist.
Selections from the Works of PATHER FABER.

OUR LADY AND THE EUCHARIST. Selected by the REV. J.

FITZPATRICK, O.M.I. Cloth, 6d. net ; cloth, gilt edges, Is.

CORPUS CHRISTI. Selected by the REV. J. FITZPATRICK, O.M.I.
Cloth, 6d. net; cloth, gilt edges, Is. net.

THE CHRISTMAS OF THE EUCHARIST. Selected by the

REV. J. FITZPATRICK, O.M.I. Cloth, 6d. net ; cloth, gilt edges, Is.

CORPUS DOMINI. Selections by J. B. from The Blessed Sac
rament. Cloth, 6d. net; cloth, gilt edges, Is.

OUR LORD IN THE EUCHARIST. Selections by J. B. from
The Blessed Sacrament. Cloth, 6d. net; cloth, gilt edges, la.
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WORKS ON FREQUENT AND DAILY COMMUNION,
ORIGINAL OR TRANSLATED.

LlNTELO, JULES, SJ. : Frequent and Daily Communion.
Ditto, For Sodalists of Our Lady. Ditto, For
Children of Mary. Ditto, For Junior Sodalists of
Our Lady. All the above edited by Father Elder
Mullan, SJ. Price 5 cents ; $4.00 per hundred. New
York : P. J. Kenedy and Sons, 5, Barclay Street.

ANTONI : Vain Fears that Keep You, etc. Price 6d.

MACDONNELL, Jos., SJ. :

*

Daily Communion. Price id.

Dublin : Messinger Office.

DEVINE, A., C.P. : Frequent and Daily Communion/
Price 2s. London : R. and T. Washbourne, Ltd.

JIMENEZ, E., SJ. : The Decree on Daily Communion.
Price 2s. 6d. Sands and Co.

ROCHE, W., SJ. : For Frequent Communicants (devo
tional). Price 3d. and 6d. London : Manresa Press,

Roehampton, S.W.
DE ZULUETA, F. M., SJ. :

*

Frequent and Daily Com
munion. Price id. London : C.T.S., 69, Southwark

Bridge Road, S.E.
Parents and Communions of Children. Price id.

Edinburgh : Sands and Co., Hanover Street. London :

Bedford Street, W.C.

Frequent and Daily Communion even for Men.
Price id. Sands and Co.

Spoiling the Divine Feast. Lost Communions after

the First. Price id. London: R.andT.Washbourne, Ltd.

Come to the Eucharist. Leaflet, d.
; 35. 6d. per 100.

London : R. and T. Washbourne, Ltd.

Larger Works: The Ministry of Daily Communion
(for Priests). Price is. 6d. net London: R. and T.

Washbourne, Ltd., Paternoster Row.
The Spouse of Christ and Daily Communion (for

Religious). Price is. Sands and Co.

The Divine Educator. A Guide to the Promotion
of Frequent and Daily Communion in Educational

Establishments. Adapted by F M. de Zulueta, SJ.

Wrapper, is. 6d. net. Cloth, 2s, 6d. net. R. and T.

Wr

ashbourne, Ltd.

The Eucharistic Triduum. Translated from Pere

Lintelo. Handbook for Priests. In paper, is. 6d. net,

cloth, 2s. 6d. net. R. and T. Washbourne, Ltd.

All the above can be obtainedfrom

R. T. WASHBOURNE, LTD.,
PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

74 BRIDGE ST., MANCHESTER ; 39 JOHN BRIGHT ST., BIRMINGHAM
;
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